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ABSTRACT
Diffusion coefficients and activation energies 
for diffusion in several successively evaporated two 
layer metal films have been determined by measurements 
of the reflectivity changes at the metal suffices oh 
annealing# The reflectivity changes were due to the 
motion of phase boundaries and it prove^ possible to 
identify the phases formed. Results indicated a vacancy 
diffusion mechanism rather than grain boundary diffusion 
and satisfactory agreement was obtained with results for 
the faster direction of diffusion in bulk specimens. A 
mechanism for the motion of the atoms wa,s postulated in 
terms of a vacancy flow*
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1*1 Diffusion Measurements in Thin Films
When two metal films are evaporated one on top of 
the other, diffusion will occur at the oonmioh interface 
to form layers of solid solution or intermétallic compounds* 
The presence of these diffusion layers can readily he 
detected hy electron diffraction, X-ray diffraction, or hy 
resistance and adhesion observations (Weaver and Hill 1959)7 
but these methods cannot normally give the rate of grov/th 
of the diffusion layer and so the diffusion coefficient of 
the system#
Techniques used for determining diffusion coefficients 
in bulk metal diffusion couples are inapplicable to evaporated 
films since any method of sectioning is impossible and thé 
quantity of material available is not sufficient for normal
chemical analysis* The use of radioactive tracer methods is
■- ■ "■■ ■ -• / ■ ' •. ■ 
also precluded since the absorption of the films is
negligible even for particles of low energy such as weak yg
rays* Consequently no changes in emission would be observed
as the radioactive particles diffused through the films#
The only practicable technique in thin films is to
fp.+ke''
allow the diffusion zone to extend/surfaces and to make
observations of the change of concentration at the surface 
with time, . This permits diffusion coefficients to be 
determined# Suitable quantities to observe are reflection 
electron diffraction, surface potential, and the optical 
proporties of the surface. The last is the easiest 
quantity to measure, and the variation of reflectivity has 
been used by Schopper (1955) and by Coleman and Yeagley 
(1943) for determining diffusion coefficients in gold-lead 
and copper-zinc#
1*2 Previous Work
Schopper, (1955) studied diffusion in thin,films of 
gold-lead by measuring the change in reflectivity at the 
gold surface*. The gold and lead films were evaporated 
successively on to a glass, substrate at a pressure of 10""^ mm* 
of mercury and the thiclmesses of the films were found by 
the three-slit method of Schopper and Pleisclimami (1951), 
measuring the absolute change of phase of light reflected 
at the free metal surface# The slide was heated whilst 
still under vacuum, the temperature being measured by means 
of a thermocouple in contact with the slide# Reflectivity 
measurements were made at the glass surface and this elim­
inated any possibility of surface contamination or 
reflectivity changes due to causes other than diffusion*
A typical curve obtained by Bohopper is shov/n in fig* 1.1#
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Figo lei The Reflectivity at the Gold Surface of a Gold- 
lead Film and the Temperature as a Function of 
Time for a Gold Thickness of 1060Â and a Lead 
Thickness of 2930Â* t^,and t^ are the intercepts 
of the tangent with reflectivity values of 88^ 
(pure gold) and 51^^ (pure lead). Light wavelength 
= 6 4 3 0S 0 Reproduced from Schopper (1959)0
The;refl e ë t i v i dropped from the value for pure gold to a 
figure of 51?â^  close to that of lead,. The actual length of 
the initial plateau was not Imown with certainty because of 
the tiifie, taken for the slide to reach its steady temperature, 
but it was only, a small fraction of the total ageing time. 
Gold'films were prepared with different film thiclmesses, 
and as^far as could be;seen the shapes of the curves were 
closely similar. ]:f the reflectivity was plotted as a 
function of t/d , where d was the gold thicloiess, the curves 
coincided (fig* 1.2). On the basis of these results,
Schopper developed a theory (given in 2.7) for determining 
the diffusion coefficient from the intercepts of the tangent 
draim at the turning point of the curve with abscissae 
corresponding to concentration values of 1 .and 0*^ The 
diffusion coefficient was found from
3) = 1*08
where t^ and t2 are the time values corresponding to these 
intercepts,. This formula depended only on the region of 
variation of oonoentration and consequently a Imov/ledge of 
the exact length of the initial plateau was not required#
The activation energy of! diffus ion was found by 
measurements of the diffusion coefficient of different 
specimens oyer a range of temperature, Iiog^QD was plotted 
against I/T and the gradient of the straight line obtained 
gave : the activation energy (fig* 1.3) and the intereept
61 4 50 32
Fig, lo2
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Graph of Reflectivity against the
p
Dimensionless Expression 4Dt/d{ for-L
Three Different Film Thicknesses,
# for a^^-480& (T^52"‘C)
+  for d^^==1220iî (T=70^C) (Schopper 1955)
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Fig, lo3
(l/T) xlO”3
Graph of Diffusion Coefficient against 
(l/T) for the Diffusion of Lead in Gold 
(Schopper 1955)*
with the log^gD axis gave The results; over the; temp- ;
erature range 20^0 to lOb^G were consistent and gave D =
.. . - ' ■ „ v-v;.. \
0*016 cm Vsèc and activation energy, E, = 17* 0 koal/mole for
the diffusion of lead through gold* The value of aCtivatibni
energy was rather higher than the values of 13*6 and 14*0 .
koal/mole ohtaihed for the diffusion of gold in lead ;
(Jost 1952), hut Schopper considered this difference to he
reasonable since lattice changes in gold require greater
energies than in lead, this being oh-vious from the great
differences in melting point of the two metals* The same
reason was advanced to account for the lower value of aso
compared with = 0*35 cm /seO for the diffusion of gold in 
to hulk lead* 1
The solid solubility of gold in lead Is only 0*08 at*^i 
and Schopper considered that this small solubility would 
not cause much reflectivity change* Furthermore it was 
found that to obtain the full reflectivity drop to 51f^  the 
lead thickness had to be at least twice the gold thickness* 
These facts made Schopper conclude that thé reflectivity 
changes were due to the formation of intermetallic compounds 
rather than to solid solubility effects* The compound AuPbg 
was identified in the diffusion zone by X-ray diffraction, 
and this led to the suggestion that a sharply defined layer 
of compound was formed between the gold and the lead* This 
hypothesis did. hot agree with the experimental obseivations ,
which indicated a gradual formation of compoimd at the 
surface, and the conclusion finally reached was that 
diffusion occurred by the movement of lead atoms into vacant 
sites in the gold lattice possibly helped by the movement 
of gold atoms into interstitial sites in the lead*
Much earlier, Coleman and Yeagley (1943) studied 
the diffusion of copper into thin films of ainc* The 
copper and zinc films were successively evaporated onto 
microscope slides, the film thicknesses being obtained by 
weighing. Films approximately 2000Â thick were used, and 
after deposition the specimens were placed in a reflectometer 
so that the variation in the reflectivity of the upper zinc 
surface could be measured. The slide was heated by means 
of a thermostatically controlled electric iron in contact 
with the back surface of the slide, and it was claimed that 
this held the slide temperature constant to +1®C during 
the period of diffusion. The output current from a photocell 
in the reflectometer was recorded continuously and was 
taken as giving a measure of the reflectivity*
The theory developed by Coleman and Yeagley was 
purely empirical. A quantity t^ was defined as the time at 
which dE/dt (i&e. the rate of change of reflectivity with 
time) was equal to a constant *a*, where 'a* was taken as
0.*"00291* This gave a point at which the alloy was almost
6homogeneous# was taken to he proportional to the 
thickness x of the zinc, and to the quantity m of metal 
which had to diffuse across the interface to produce 
homogeneity, i.e. . t^ ^  xm
where E was taken to he a form of diffusion coefficient. 
Substituting Values of x and m, an expxtession for K was 
found in terms of the copper thiclcness (dç^) and the zinc 
thickness (d^^), namely
-  «to <!•=
where was the weight of the copper film per unit area. 
Expefimentally it was found that
K = A exp(-E/RT) 
and so the activation energy was found by plotting log K 
against l/T.
Only one curve was given for the diffusion of copper 
into zinc and no values for K or;E were recorded. Results 
were, however, given for similar experimehts with gold a,nd 
lead where diffusion of the gold into the upper layer of the 
lead was measured. A value of 13*7 koal/mole was obtained 
for the activation energy, rather different from Schopper*s 
value of 17*0 kcal/mole, but in good agreement with the 
values of 13*6 to 14*0 kcal/mole obtained in bulk specimens 
for diffusion of gold into lead.
In a later paper, Coleman and Yeagley (1944) stated 
that their value of actlv:ation energy in copper-zinc was the 
same as the. one found in earlier detex*minations in hulk 
specimens:, hut A was several orders of magnitude higher*
This was attributed to anisotropy of diffusion and to the 
existence of preferred orientation in the deposited films 
(Burr Coleman and Pavey 1944)# '
1*3 Scope of Present Work
The work presented in this thesis consists of a 
detailed investigation into reflectivity changes taking place 
in a number of two layer metal films, carried out in order 
to determine values for diffusion coefficients and activation 
energies.
A survey was made of 39 metal pairs to see which gave 
reflectivity changes on ageing# The fact that no miscible 
or partially miscible systems gave reflectivity changes was 
not surprising, because diffusion in these systems is known 
to take place very slowly# Reflectivity changes occurred in 
most metal systems where metal intermediate phases were 
formed, and 8 of these were'studied in detail. Reflectivity 
changes usually took place at both sides and ageing was 
studied at both metal surfaces.
y It was found in general that the reflectivity
8changes were due tp the motion of a reaction boundary 
3?ather than to the gradual change -in concentration observed 
by Schopper# /Thé variations with film thickness showed that 
reaction boundary was due to phase precipitation and it 
proved possible to identify the phase or phases formed.
These results wére confirmed by direct measufements of the 
reflectivity of the various intermediate phases, these 
alloy films being prepared either by evaporation of the 
alloy, or, more usually, by "flash” evaporating mixed grains 
of the pure metals.
In two of the systems studied, investigations had 
been carried out by other workers on similar bulk diffusion 
couples at much higher temperatures. The seme compounds 
were found in thin film diffusion couples and the rates of 
diffusion were fairly similar* It appeared that the 
mechanism of diffusion was the same in both cases.
The phase boundary was.frequently sharply defined, 
but in certain metal pairs a diffuse boundary was observed. 
This has been attributed either to penetration of the 
substrate metal during evaporation of thé bverlayer, or 
to the effects of an initial fast diffusion forming a 
supersaturated solid solution before precipitation of the 
compound* It waé shown that Schopper ^ s results on gold- 
lead were probably due to this effect. : ,
9.
Measurements of diffusion coefficients■ énd
activation energies in very thin films (ùndèr2Ô0X) indicated
; that the diffusion qhserved arose from a vacancy rather v
than a grain boundary mechanism* and E in thin films
were found to be similar to and E for the faster direction
of diffusion ; in bulk specimens* Hence in thin fims, diffusion.
; into the lower melting %int component (i*e* the faster
direction of diffusion) was the rate;determihihg process,
and the refiectivity changes at; the other methl surface
were due simply to the, lops of hetal in the formation of
thé intermetallied cdmpouhdi On the basis of these results
à mechanism for the motion of the atoms was postulated in
..., .. -
terms ofVa. yacandy floV..'- ' ^
Ah electron diffraction investigation was carried ; 
out on four of the metal systems, and it was 
\ sho\vn that reflectivities' changed due to; diffusion and the;
: \ formation of int eranetallic ; compounds * / Phas es bbsebv hy 
electron diffraction were, generally the same as those found 
from the reflectiyity observations#
The variation of phase ohmige of light reflected 
from a metal surface was used to observé diffusion in two /
of the systems* : Thé shapps/pf; the ; ageing curves .were the 
same as those found by refléptivity bb confirming
that thé reflectivity chàngéé.were true,cbncentratipn 
effects * ' /.. ,';V' \ X. '.{/ "-^3 .
10
Eleven non-miscible metal. systems v/efé investigated 
for reflectivity changes, and most surprisingly one of them 
(silver-lead) gave reflectivity changes* This;was tentatively 
attributed to diffusion into a disordered structure to form 
supersaturated solid solution* The reflectivity changes 
were found to occur only in very thin films.
" y// ;X/ ' "-.: ; OHAPTBR 2 . v-^ ;;:;.;-' - X ■^--. -V;;:/
THE THEORY- QF^ DIFFUSION /.
■:2-.l/Fiok»:p;iàws ' -/■ ; ' -•
The mathematical expressions for diffusion are due 
to Pick (1855 )• The qh^ntity,; of the diffusing substance 
transferred in unit time a.orbss unit area perpendicular 
to the concentration gradient is proportional to the ■
concentration gradient (T>c/Dx), i.e.
; J == -D/ (T)c/5x) (2*1)
where 3) is called the diffusion coefficient. In the 
case where the concentration in a fixed x^egion changes 
with time, (2.1) becomes
. (d H )  (2.2)
. . Dt ; hx
if it is assumed that there is no net gain or loss of^ 
atoms* In the special case vfhere D is independent of 
concentration we obtain the simplified form
2.2 Thermodyhapiicx Analysis of Diffusion
. The therBiodynamic treatment of diffusion starts 
by Gonsidering not the concentration but the Gibbs free 
energy (G) of a phase containing a, number of components
2,2
whdée molar'concentrations :are etc# V < If the
compositions;chajrige by amotmts dc^, dCg, ;etc*> then; the 
change in free)energy is , , / - y ;
dGr =: f^O/DC^)dC^ + (T)6/CC2)d02 + ••• ;
where the are the chemical potentials. Thérmodÿhàmio 
eqhilibfinm is att#hed when each of the^^ iS; constaht : 
throughout the' sÿàtçm regàrdl^és of■phase. Otherwise :
diffusion will occur to equalise the potentials. A 
difference in at two sites àôès not necéssaiilÿ signify 
a corresponding:difference in c->i and it cah: he associated 
with no concentration difference at the
tendency for diffusion it >is more fuhdameht 
pot entials than to consider c oho entrât i one. ; ; j r X
: r ' In solid solution, is given in terms of the^^
Tkdtititÿ of ;the % sdlutioh ,aL ;-;h^-- the 'ëxpression:
where Ir is the ffee energy per mole of the h suhstanoe
i . The ratio a. /o^ is called the activity: opqf fiaient * ;
and is equal to idiity for ideal s sblutioh%^ ^^ ^^
The decrease in free-energy of■the system due to 
the displacement of:1 mole of the i th. component o^ ^^
- distance ld% is . ' ■ Z':; V-.;^
13
dd = + second order terms
and hence we may consider that there is an effective 
diffusion force acting on.one atom $ given by
^i " " & §#
where E is Avogadro^s number. If the average velocity of
the atoms under unit force is (the mobility)  ^ and if
the average diffusion drift velocity is y^.,, then the
number of atoms crossing unit area normal to X per second
is . ' ; ' " ; '
jj. = - - (nj^ lj^ /W)(dUj^ /ûx) '{2.5)
where n. is the number of atoms of i per unit volumej* ' V.
i.e. 31^  “ c^Ay A being the total number of atoms/unit volume. 
Substituting (2.4) in (2>5)j we find
"b 16g% . do.
Comparing (2.1) and (2.6), we obtain the following 
expression for the diffusion coefficient :
.  <2-7)
In the case of an ideal sdiidt solution (^- 1), the 
diffusion coefficient is given simply by D. = 
which is the well known Einstein equation relating 
diffusion and mobility.
3L4
2.3 Atomlo Movements in Diffusion
, D may occur in metals along external
surf ad es, along grain 'boundaries or through the hulk of the 
solid; The last process-is generally referred to as 
volume diffdsi^ d^  ^ much attention has heeh devoted to 
: suggesting a unique model for the elementary diffusion 
%:i'.prooess#^ '/{y;;" \
, A few suggested mechanisms are illustrated in 
fig. 2.Î. Each will how he considered in turn:
(à) Interdhahge and Ëing MechanismsIn this model, the 
diffusing atom moves hy interchanging its position with 
that of another lattice atom hy a correlated rotation of 
two or more atoms ahout a common centre#
(h) Vacancy Mechanism: Diffusion results from the
existence in the crystal lattice of vacancies which may 
r mdye. The diffusing atom moves hy jumping into a 
■ neighbouring vacant lattice site#
(c) Interstitial Mechanism: An atom may occupy an.
interstitial position in the lattice either because it 
belongs there (interstitial solid solution) or because it 
; has left a horMàl -lattice site# Such an atom will migrate 
; from one interstitial position to another through the 
: lattice, until it may or m^y not end by occupying again a 
.normal lattice site#
o o o o  o o o o o o o  
o o o o o o o o o o  
O O / ^  O o  O O y O x O  o  o  
o  O O O •  d  o  o
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{n ) Jr> terchange and i.ing-of-Four
o o o o o o o o o o o  
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(b) Vacancy
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(c) Interstitial
Fig, 2.1 Mechnnif'.’iis for
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Detailed calculations have been carried out to 
estimate the^ activation energy of diffusion for the 
processes given above. Results have beèn calculated for 
self diffusion in. copper and are shown in table 2.1* It 
can be seen that the vacancy model has the least activation 
energy of diffusion and is in good agreement with the 
experimental value. It has been generally accepted that 
this is the normal mechanism for diffusion, at least in 
close packed metal lattices* The detailed atomic theory 
for vacancy, diffusion will be considered in the next 
section# - ,
2.4 Vacancy Diffusion
An atom jumping from a lattice position into a 
neighbourihg vacant site will leave behind.a vacancy.
Another atom (oÿ the same, one) can jump,into this vacant 
site, and this jump in.general shifts the vacancy to a third 
position# In the presence of a potential gradient, the net 
drift of a large number of vacancies will bo such that 
after a suffi elk lent time the required transport of atoms 
will haye taken place to equalise the potentials.
The jumping probability of an atom depends on the 
vacancy concentration, on the diffusive force (potential 
gradient), and on the height of the free energy harrier 
between two neighbouring atom positions X and Y (fig. 2.2(a)).
I'ABLE 2.1
CALÇULAIBD AOTIVAÏION EMERGIBS FOR SELF EIFFUSIOR IN COPPER
Meoiianisra
Activation
Energy
(eV)
Reference
Pair Interchange 10*0 Huntington & Seits; (1949)
Ring-pf-Four 4*0 Zener (1950)
Interstitial 5*2 Brooks (1955)
Vacancy 2.0 Brooks (1955) , ,
Experimental 2.1 Kuper et al. (1955)
(a)
X
(b)
Fig» 2,2 Effect of Potential Gracjient on the Free Energj 
-Barrier between Two Atomic Sites,
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If is the height of the free energy harrier* then it 
ean he shorn from simple reaction rate theory (Glasstone 
Laidler and Eyrihg 1941) that the average nnmher of 
transitions per second from Z to Y is
n - oC e%p )
where ^  is à hùmerioal factor depending oh the diffusion 
geometry and is the atomic vibration fré(iuency*
The transitional prohahility is altered when, a 
potential gradient d^/dx of the diffusing particles is 
present* The potential energies of positions X and Y are 
now different hy an amoxmt 2oïï (fig* 2.2(h)) where
=* i f i f
The number of migrations per second from X to Y exceeds the 
humher from Y to X  by the amount
An - "^ Gxp (-(B^-SE)/kT) - exp (-(Ej^+SE)/kT)^
« l î ^  if (""%/kT) provided ^ E «  kT
The drift velocity of the atoms is simply v - a^ fi 
and from (2.5) we obtain the atomic mobility
-■ M. - ^ -mr ii ' ■ _ .
^ ÛjX^X '■
- - - V-XÆ pxp (-Ei/itT)
The diffusion coefficient can be found from eq^uation (2*7)
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which gives the general fcrmula , '
D = (1+^-^2|1) exp (-E^/kï) (2.8)
^ takes into account two factors* The first, 
allows for the atom jumping equally probably on m different 
directions (m - 6 in a P.0.0* lattice) in each of which the 
component in the direction X to Y of the distance the atom 
moves is different. Hence o( contains a factor of the 
order of (1/m)*
Purthermore, an atom at X can only jump to Y 
when: the atomic site at Y is empty* The probability of 
this is c^* the vacancy concentration in the material. In 
thermal equilibrium c^ is given by c^ - exp (-E^kT ) * 
where is the energy required to foim a vacancy* o( 
therefore also contains the term A exp (-B^/kT), where A is 
a constant taking into account the dependence of and 
upon temperature and the difference in the vibration 
frequencies of atoms which have and have not a vacancy as 
neighbour (Mott and Gurney 1940). We finally obtain from 
(2.8V the diffusion coefficient
D ^ 3)^  exp (-E/HT) (2.9)
where (1 + §■ |§|~) (2.10)
and : E = (2.11)
E is now expressed in calories per mole of the diffusing 
material*
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2.5 The Kirlcénclall Effect
It can he seen from equation (2.7) that each atomic 
species in a system will have its own diffusion coefficient, 
and that each component will diffuse at a different rate.
If we consider a diffusion couple AB in which vacancy 
diffusion takes place, then one species of atom, say A, 
will have a greater mohility than the other and will change 
places with a vacancy more readily. In this case the averagé 
drift velocity of A in a potential gradient will be greater 
than that of B, and so net transfer of mass will take place 
during diffusion.
The phenomenon of net mass flov/ is called the 
kirkondall effect and was first observed by Smigëlskas 
and Kirkendall . (1947) in the copper-brass system. The 
detection of a Kirkendall effect, say by observations on 
the displacement of inert markers in the diffusion aone, 
points unambiguously to à defect mechasaism for diffusion.
The Kirkendall effect has been observed in alloys of 
silver-gold,' silver-cadmium, Bilverr-palladium, gold-nickel, 
oopper-niokel, and copper-jsinc (Lazarus I960). .
Barken (1948) has shown, that the chemical, 
interdiffusion coefficient (B) defined in equations (2.1)
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to (2.3) oan be expressed in terms of the diffusion 
ooeffioients (ï)^  and D^) of the two components A and B by 
the relation
(2-12)
where f^ and f^ are the fractional concentrations of A
and B. Many values are available for the diffusion
'  ’  ' .  . . . ,
coefficient of a dilute alloy of B in A into the pure
metal A* In this case (2.12) reduces to
B ( 2.13 )
Hence the diffusion coefficient will be characteristic of 
the mobility of atoms of B present only in small quantities. 
It is found experimentally (Jost 1952) that diffusion 
takes place more quickly in alloys .with small concentrations 
of the higher melting point component than in alloys with 
small concentrations of the lower melting point oompohent, 
indicating that diffusion of the higher melting point : 
metal is faster than the lower melting.point one. .
2.6 Diffusion Couples
In a diffusion couple the metals may be completely 
miscible, completely non-miscible, {partially miscible, 
or they may form one or more intermediate, phases at the 
temperature at which diffusion is being studied. We are 
interested in the different types: of coneentrâtion- 
penetration curves obtained in these cases and wish to 
obtain formulae for calculating thé diffusion coefficients.
2Ü
2.7 Miscible Systems
If the two metals were completely miscible we 
would expect a uniform gradation of concentration from one 
pure metal to the other in the diffusion %one, and after . 
infinite time the concentrations everywhere would be 
uniform. Normally the diffusion coefficient will be a 
function of concentration and the c one entrât ion-penetrati on 
curve will be non-symmetrical (fig. 2.3(a)). To obtain a 
solution it is necessary to assume that the diffusion! 
coefficient is independent of concentration (fig. 2.3(b)), 
so that equation (2.3) can be used for deriving formulae 
for the diffusion coefficient.
The concentration distribution in a semi-infinite 
diffusion couple has been given by Crank (1956). The
boundary and initial conditions for such a system are
I.e. c = 0  ^at 0 <  X <  d^
o = 0 at d^ < X < dg with d ^ «  d^
B.C. J « 0 at X - 0 and x « d^+dg (2.14)
The concentration distribution is given by
, ' Gfx r dn-x d^tx 1
o(x,t) = -2. J erf ( ) + erf ( ) L (2.15)
2 L 2 m  2^5* rferf z = -2S- \ exp {-Tf )
Jn ''Q
where
i
Io
• 5
0
Displacement
(a) D is a function of Concentration
I
*0
0*5
0
Displacement
(b) D is independent of concentration
Pig. 2,3 Diffusion in Miscible Systems.
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At % = 0, eg.uation (2.15) reduces to
o/Oq = erf (ay2jM) (2.16)
and hence the change in concentration at the metal surface 
(z = 0) is as shovm in fig* 2.4#
The solution of the diffusion equation for the 
conditions (2.14) except that d^ A-fdg is much more difficult, 
but has been derived by Oarslaw and Jaeger (1959) for the 
corresponding case in heat conduction. The result is
OQ
c/c„ = + I  ^  |[exp (- Æ “ )^I>4sin0 d ^ + d g  ^ 71 n ^  d ^ + d g ' d ^ + d g
and the solution is shown in fig. 2.4 for different ratios 
of d^ to dg. It can be seen that the curves coincide for 
different thickness ratios at the beginning of diffusion 
but diverge to separate final values of concentration.
Sohopper (1955) has used these curves to derive 
the diffusion coefficient from graphs of concentration 
against time at the metal surface. The diffusion coefficient 
can be found from
D = (ûi/2,jtp)^ (2.17)
where t is the value of t at the point of inflection in
P
the graph of concentration against time* If the tangent 
at the point of inflection is drawn, another formula can 
be used
1 - 0
1 SCO
860 1 2 4 53 7
M
d-1
Eigo 2o4 The variation of Concentration of Metal 1 at 
the Boimdary x- 0 as a function of the 
Bimensionless Expression 2ySt/cl.^ for Different 
Thickness Batios d^ sd^
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D - 9.18 (a^/2j-t^ )^  (2.18)
where is the interoept of the tangent on the time axis.
A third formula used hy Sohopper. was
D = 1.08 (d^ /Ctg-tj^ )) (2.19)
where t^ and t^ oorrespond to the intercept of thb tangent 
v^ ith concentration valuea of 1 and 0. This formula is 
particularly useful when the, length of the initial constant 
concen1?fation plateau in the graph of concentration against 
time is not known v/ith accuracy/ for it depends only on the 
region in which the concentration is varying#
2.8 Partially Misoihlo Systems
In a partially miscible system there are regions 
of solid soluhllity near the two pure metals hut there is a ’ 
miscihility gap at the centre# On heating a diffusion 
couple of the two pure metals at temperature (fig. 2.5),
V
diffusion occurs to form the solid solutions c( and ^ , hut 
there is a discontinuity in concentration from to Og 
at the W interface.
Jost (1952) has considered the development of the 
discontinuity assuming that it does not move from the 
original interface# He considered the diffusion coefficients 
jD^ and in the and phases to he constant, and so 
obtained the differential equations
0A
Concentration
B
a
t>0
Concentration
(b)
t=0
Figo 2^5 Diffusion in a Partially Miscible System, 
(a) Phase Diagram (b) Coneentrâtion- 
penetrati on curve at To
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Il , 33^  â ÿ  fer % < 0,  ^ and || = g  for %>0 ■
The initial conclitions are ç = Ck for x<0, c ™ ü for % >0,
and c,/op = k, a constant* The 'boundary condition is
dc^ dc^
dx ^
This last equation: expresses thé continuity of flov; across 
X ~ 0* The solutions of the equations are
0 - c„ / 1 —  (1 + erf (x/21d3))\ for x< 0
I î u dTTTïÇ  ^ ^ J%
 ^ ^o{ (x/2JD^t))  ^ for x > 0
Solutions of these equations are plotted in fig. 2.6.
After infinite time the concentrations on either side of 
the interface are constant hut the discontinuity from c^
.to Cg remains indefinitely. This is the equilihrium 
condition for such a system. It is interesting to note 
that concentrations c^ and Cg are developed at the interface 
immediately after the beginning of diffusion and further 
etgeing tends to equalise the concentrations in each phase. 
This effect has been considered in some detail by Kirkaldy 
(1958), who showed that the equilibrium conditions should 
be attained at the interface in thé very early stages of 
diffusion.
The problem beoome(s Aiofè complicated when we 
consider motion of the plai:jie' of discontinui;^y (Buckle
II
Io
0
m
*5
0
1 2' 0 3-3
(a)
0
0
1
Ô
o
20 1 33
-X-
(b)
Figo 2r 6 Diffusion in a Partially Miscible System
1(Jost 1952)0 (a) k= 3 and ? ("b ) k= ^
and D - D 'b'
[24.
1946)* It la foimd that the diëtanoe (J) moved by the 
interface in time,t is given by ,
where Y is a constant* * .
2*9 Intermediate Phase Systems
îhe type of phase diagram where one or more 
intermetallic compounds are formed between the two pure 
metals is the most common. fhe bompoundS; may-, be formed 
. dirEctly from the melt or they may be formed by a peritebtic 
reaction. , At the temperatures at which: diffusion couples 
; are studied, however, the mode of formation of the phase 
has ho effect upon the results (fig. 2.7)*
Consider first of all a couple composed of tvm 
pure metals A and B wi<vfch no solid solubility in the parent 
phases but haying an intermediate compound /Jj with a region 
of solubility from c^ to c^ (fig* 2.8) (Wagner 1952).
After time t a homogeneous region=of a iphase extends from 
5 toj , diffusion in this phase obeying the differential 
equation ' . \ '
' ■ ' ' ' - ' ' ■ ' ' o  ^ ' ■ ' ' " ' ' ‘
■r: -
The boundary conditions in the % phasb
0^ ' = Og -and.  ^ (2.21)
T
0
A
Pig, 2.7
To
Concentration
(a)
B A Concentration
(b)
B
Interraediate Phase Systems, (a) Intermediate phase 
formed directly from the melt, (b) Intermediate 
phase formed by peritectic X'oa.ction* At temper at are 
the phase diagram of the two systems is similar.
1*0
I
Io t > 0
Pig. 2.8 A Diffusion Couple in an Intermediate Phase System 
with Ho Terminal Solid Solubility.
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A partioulaiv splùtion of (2,20) is,
c = A - B erf (x/g/n^) f o r ^ < x < ^ *  (2,22)
At. X =^' we' obtain from '( 2.21 )
Og = A - B ërf (Jf/^2^^)
are (A-Og/B) = D^t
where arg u is the number whose error ftmction is u.
• ■• !$,= (À- C^g/B) 2jp^t
= 2%'/^ (say) (2,23)
A similar relation is found at x =
' ’ ?  '
j" - 2«”jTCT (2,24)
Expressions must now be derived for %'and
I
Prom the dynamie equilibrium condition at x 
we obtain
C2dj'= ;-DÙi (do/dx) , (2.25)
■ Subs;!?ituting equations (2.23) and (2.24) in (2.25)! gives
' ■ ' Og = ^  exp (^ %')^  ;y:; , , . ‘ ' '(2,26)
Xn
B can be found by Substituting the boundary conditions 
(2.21) in (2.22) to give !
B = %(erf erfjjO
Substituting this in (2.26) leads to the final expression
= ^ji^'exp (ij')^ (erf %+ erf )j") (2.27)
■' '1.‘ ■
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A similar expression is found for o » vig;
^ 11 %'exÿ a')^ (erf )'+ erf %") (2.28)
i ; \
Prom these expressions it may he seen that 'JJ*and are 
true constants depending only on and Cg. Hence the 
motion of the phase boundaries obeys the parabolic law
=* D* t (2.29)
Where D* is nearly equal to the diffusion coefficient 
in the phase, and is simply a constant times Dy obeys
the Arrhenius equation (2.9), and consequently
])• = D exp (-B/ET)
=3 D* exp (-B/ET) (say)
Hence D* has the same activation energy as D^.
The case where there is solid solubility in both
I
the terminal phases is rather more complicated (Buckle 1958) 
but solutions can be derived in a similar manner (fig. 2.9)# 
The motion of the phase boundaries is again according to
W t ■
equations (2.23) and (2.24)* 0 and 0 can be calculated from
the equilibrium conditions at the phase boundariest
e"dS Ts /dc\ /doi f  = -  % ,( i§ Y
,kdc\ -n /do
and dt ~ 43^ lâîc]g' “
v/here and are the diffusion coefficients in the
terminal solid solutions and in the intermediate phase.
o
• r i
ü
gO
0
c1
f
X-
Figo 2o9 A Diffusion Couple in an Intermediate Phase 
System, with Solid Solubility in the 
Termina,! Phases„
Î
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The expressions for % and complicated and are best
shown graphically. Pig. 2.10 shows results; for different 
values of Cg and Cj with =. and with iànd
fixed. It can he seen that the values and the signs of ^  
can change cOnsiderahly* .and indeed in certain cases the 
intermediate phase may not appear at all.
The solutions for the case where more t h ^  one 
intermediate compound is formed hâve heen considered hy 
îCirkâldy (1958). He shows that the motion of all the 
boundaries will ohey eçLuation (2.29)> even when the diffusion 
coefficients vary with concentration, provided èqûilihrium 
conditions obtain at each boundary.
Comparatively few experimental observations have
• ft
been made of the motion of phase boundaries. Buckle (1946)
examined diffusion couples of silver-aluminium, silver-
zinc and silver-cadmium, and in every case he found that the
ob.ifcd
motion of the phase boundaryAthe parabolic law (2.29)*
Similar results were obtained with aluminium-2ino (Kirkaldy 
1958), and with uranium-titanium (Adda and Philibert 1958), 
and it would appear that equation (2.29) holds in all metal 
systems.
2.10 Grain Boundary Diffusion
The rate of diffusion along grain bouhdaries is
2 8
generally greéiter than that through the lattice. Activation, 
energies for graih houhdary diffusion have usually heon 
found to he 50^ toy 60^ of the values for volume, diffusion# 
Hence, in a^cpariments carx^ied out o,t low temperatures^ 
g37ainx)-hpundary diffusion is particularly not ice able#
An approximate phenomenonological theory for grain 
boundary diffusion hasiheêh developed hy Fisheri(1951)• He 
considered a grain boundary in the form of à plane slab of 
width S (fig* 2*11) filled with a material of diffusion 
coefficient B. , much greater than the diffusion coefficient ,
y . . &  ^ V ;
D._ of the bulk material in which it was imbedded. Diffusion 
of ; material was initially much greater along the grain 
boundary than through the lattice, but after a short time .
it was found that the material which had diffused along the. ' ' '
grain boundary was distributed from there laterally into 
the bulk, and so the penetration along the grain boundary 
was not much greater than that in the bulk. Nevertheless, 
much of the material in the lattice had been transported 
along the grain boundary and the total amount of material 
which had diffused a certain distance was much greater than 
it would have been if only volume transport had been 
taking place.
Fisher showed that in à narrow section of width 
Ay distance y from the surface, the total auantity of
y=o
c=c0
Pigo 2oil Mathematical Model of Diffusion through 
a Grain Boundary (Pisher 1951). c is 
curve of constant concentration
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diffusing material, .which, had arrived. after time, t , from 
y = 0 was given by
, ' A f 4D A y ■)
4.5 hEAy 0^ exp| - ( ^ )  (2.30)
2where each cm of the surf ace /was divided into n regions
' ' ■ 2 ' ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ of average area E by the grain boundaries perpendicular to
it. If only volume diffusion had occurred, the quantity
of material in layer A y  would ba^  only
= xiB.'^ày Oq (1 - erf (y/2ySi^)) (2.31)
Comparing (2.3p) and (2.31), it was found that if E v/as 
taken to be 1 micron, had to W  greater than 10^ for
grain boundary diffusion to be detectable.
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CHAPTER 3
EIPEEIMENTAL *
3*1 Film Deposition
Films were evapdrated ontb glass microscope 
slides, which were cleaned with Teepol and polished v/ith 
lens tissue "before insertion in the vacuum chamber. The 
slides were finally exposed to a glow discharge for 10 min. 
during the pumping cycle. The evaporations were carried 
out in a glass bell jar evacuated by an oil diffusion pump, 
using ApiG2îon oil, which produced pressures of 2 - 5 xlO"*^  
mm. of mercury as measured by an ionisation gauge. The 
slides were mounted on a jig (fig* 3*1) 20cm. above the 
evaporating heaters, and the jig could be rotated so that 
the slides lay directly above each heater in turn. It v/as 
calculated (Holland 1958) that the thickness of the 
evaporated film over different parts of the slide would not 
vary more than 4^*
The layout of the evaporated films on the slide 
was as shown in fig. 3*2. The substrate metal was evaporated 
over the whole surface of the slide except for a small 
area at one edge which provided a step for thickness 
measurements. The overlayer metal was then evaporated on
Pig. 3.1 The Evaporating Chamber.
A Glass Slide
»
B Slide Carrier 
C Evaporating Shutter 
D Heater Electrodes 
£ Glow Discharge Electrodes 
P Evaporation Sources 
G Gearing Mechanism
Substrate Overlayer Silver 
Film Film
Fig. 3.2 Layout of Evaporated Metal Films 
on Glass Slide.
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top, there ‘being a delay of ho more than : min. between
the two ev8,poratidh8 * A small area at one side was again 
left cleàr to give a step for thickness measurements.
Finally, an opaque silver film was deposited over the steps 
at the edge of the slide*  ^ ; . ^ ' v
Two basiC; types of evaporation sourees were used - 
boats made from 0*010;ih* molybdenum sheet and;baskets 
wound from l^i^ J^tre, single Or stranded. In
table 3*1 the types of hçdter used for each metal ^  listed. 
High purity 'metaîb'yz'WCZ'e :Used-';ahd'Ytô remove any impurities 
introduced in handlinggOvapor was allowed to proceed
for the first fe# seponds, v/ith a shuttef in positio 
' / t h e ; ' c ^ i o i b l e , ' v ( : ^  T
. : The completed: slide .was removed: from the vaquum
chamber and the film thieltnesses were found by #ultiple"; 
beam interf erometry' u.sing- Fizeaù frin^ of equal thickness 
as described; by Tolahsky, ( 1948) L; : Tl%e slides were; thmi;\''' 
stored'dt ;room temperature tilf^ ^^ r^ for annealing* ; \
Provided diffusion took place extremely ;slowly,at ;room 
; temperature^ it Was fohnd that the length of time for 
which the slide was stored did not affect the ageing curve.
3>2 Refleotometers and jAnnéaling Procedure -
The reflectivities/of the slides were determined
TABLE 3.1
Metal Form of Metal
Type : of 
Heater
Heater
Material
Approx. Rate 
of Evaporn.
( Vseo)
Alimlnlim 1mm. Wire Basket Stranded 
Tungsten ^
90
.Cadmium , Small. Chips Boat Molybdenum 5Û0
Copper> 2irim., Wire Boat Molybdenum 40
Gold 0*013" Wire Boat Molybdenum 70
Indium Small Chips Boat Molybdenum 350
Lead Foil Boat Molybdenum 400
Magnesium 2mm* Wire Basket Tungsten 40
/Manganese Small Chips Basket Tungsten 20
Silver Qrgmm* Wire Boat Molybdenum 150
:%Tin/': Small Chips Boat Molybdenum 150
Zinc ' Small Chips Boat Molybdenum 300
: .........................................  ■.  -
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by using the refleotometer shown ih fig# 3#3# and oomparing,' 
the light intensity reflected by the slide mider: measizrement 
with the intensity of, the xindeviated light beam# Lens L, : ;
. „;,v - ' J.
focussed an image of the source, an 80 v/att high pressure • 
mercury discharge tube, onto à screen, and a pin-hble (A^) 
in the screen acted as a point source# Lens Lg of long 
focal length gavé a beam of almost parallel light and the - 
diameter of this: light beam was reduced to 4 mm# by the 
aperture Ag* The light was reflected by thé slide as shown# 
it was found in preliminary experiments that the slides 
used were not perfectly plane and that they tended to act 
as concave or convex mirrors, thus affecting the intensity 
of the light beam striking the photomultiplier# This 
effect wds eliminated by using lens Lj to focds Ag onto An# 
The light intensity was measured by an RCA 931A photo-^ 
multipiiéf oell contained in a light-tight box with à 
f lit or o ver the only apertur e A:. # The accuraoy of. the 
ref 1 GOtivity values obtained with this instrument v/as -1^# 
Oyer several separate evaporatidhs, the reflectivity of a 
given metal was found generally to be constant to -2^#
This refleotometer;v/as used for reflectivity 
changes: taking 4 hr, of lohgpf # The slide was annealed in 
àJ hot air oven thermostatically c ont roiled to -i®c* and v/as 
trempyed at regular interyals] and its reflectivity measured#
. . * -'r ' .  ^ I; j' ^
Allowance had to be made'fqij the time taken by the slide
 fv
Fig.3.3 Diagram of Standard Reflectometer; S light source, 
1*2 ^3 Ag A^ apertures,. P filter,
PM photomultiplier*
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to regaiîi the température of the oven* For periods under 
4 toi» this allowance led to considerahle. errors and it was 
necessary to devise a reflectometer in which the reflectivity 
could he measured while the slide v/as still being heated#
This /*hot stage'* reflectometer was based on the 
design of Ooleman and Yeagley (1943) and a general view is 
shown in fig# 3#4*
The optical system is shown in fig# 3.5. Lens
focussed an image of the source,. an 80 watt mercury
discharge tube, onto a screen and a pin-hole; (A), in the
screen acted as a point source# Lens Lg gave a beam of
near parallel light and this entered the light-tight box
through a tube 5 in# long to exclude stray light# Part of
the light v/as reflected upwards by the beam splitter (BS),
struck the heated slide, and was"reflected back,along the
Same path# Part of this reflectèd light was transmitted
through the beam splitter and struck the photomultiplier
(PM), whose output* v/as diréàtlÿ proportional to the
reflectivity of thé héatéd ;slide*: /^ he photomultiplier was
found to age in use, and the output tended to decrease
somewhat even while thé; r:qfl^ctivity,reaainecl constant. It
vras accordingly fotuid nCpess^ry tp. Incorporate'a reference'
surface of constant ref%éotiVity in the apparatus# The -
f A I ' ) ■ —  - • - ■ ■ - „
portion of the incident light beam transmitted by the beam
BS
PM
t 0
Pig* 3*5 Diagram of Hot Stage Reflectometer| S light
source, Dg lenses, A aperture, BS beam splitter 
R reference surface, M slide under measurement,
PM photomultiplier, 8g shutters, 0 Crank.
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splitter reflectedy"by t M e  reference surface (an< >
evaporated aluiAlni^^ andv ÿart : o this light was
reflected by the b doAvnward into' the %
photomultiplier# light ffqm either the heated slide or 
the ref erenoë : surface was\,' selected by lüpving ; shutters 
8m and S^* fho photomultiplier \yas adjusted to give; a
r  ■ ■ ■ I . - ■ ■ ' ' ■' '■' .■■■ ■' , ■ ' ’ ’ '. • ./ ■ ‘ ' .■ '" ' ' ' ' . 
constant - output from the reference surface before any
reading was taken from the W  slide# These readings
were checked , against the other reflectometer to give
values of ref 1 ectiyit^
The ^lide under test; was held in a groove : ’  ^
milled intp the tdp of a brash M  T #  ëhromeî'- ; ;
thërWç puples werè let., into the bras s bldck and ^
made direct contact v/ith ^ hë Idwer surface of the; glass 
slide so that the exact wah W  A
seÇond bra^ block reste& oh and just touched
the glass sürfaoei^:y>T theitiddCuples wër^  this
blpok directly aboyë:;the; point;,where the reflectivity of / 
the slide was : being ineasured# : The two lower thermocouples ; 
werev used for rëfiëctiyity meàs^^ at the air surface,
and the two upber ohes . for^ ^^ .m at the glass
surface# M e  thefmoCoUple usedy f medsdring the  ^
slide temperature accurhtji^ iy second was used for
control_ purposes as 'dë'sc':^ ïbëd -.jbèîpw#;; •' ■"y^- ' V ’
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It had been suggested by Coleman and Yeagley 
(1943) that a thermostatioally ;controlled electric; iron 
Auould keep the slide temperature constant to "l^C. The 
temperature differential of the iron purchased by the 
author was il5^G, and so was useless for control purposes# 
The iron was accordingly used simply as an electric 
hot-plate and operated,in conjunction with a temperature 
controller#
The circuit diagram of the température controller 
is shown in fig# 3# 6# The output from thé thermocouple v/as 
connected to a spot galvanometer# The thermocouple current 
was opposed by a constant current of 40 p.a from a bell 
battery. A variable proportion of this 40 pa could be 
sent through the galvanometer by means of the 300A  variable 
resistance. This gave null readings in the temperature 
range 0 to 310®C* On one side of the galvanometer scale 
a photocell v/as fitted* and this,: operating through an 
amplifier and relay, controlled the current to the hot- ' 
plate* If the temperature of the slide exceeded the balance 
temperature, the spot of light deflected qnto thé photocell, 
the power to the hot-plate was switched off, and the slide 
cooled until the spot moved off the photocell# Hence the 
slide temperature cycled round the control setting, the 
mean differential being il^ ®^C#
300a
Bell 
Bat ter,y
Spot 
Galvano me t e r
Gold
Jimction
Hot
Junction
Big* 3»6 Circuit Diagram of Temperature 
. Controller*
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The fUipt: refleptometer Allowed ageing
prdcéeàeé. of, duration a© short ae 2 min. to he investigated. 
The hot air oveh v/às used for ageing periods of from 4 hr, 
to 100 hr, or more. There was no critical temperature 
heneath which" ageing phenomena were not observed. Indeed, 
some Specimen^ in the gold-'lead system gave perfectly 
normal ageing curves for 3 months ageing at room temperature.
3*3 The Evaporation of Alloys
Reflectivities were required for a large number 
of alloys, but a search of the literature revealed very few 
such values. Consequently, techniques were developed for 
evaporating opaque films of alloys.
It is not normally possible to evaporate an alloy 
in the way as a pure métal,, for the more volatile
component, will evaporate off more quickly to give an_ 
evaporated film different in composition from the original 
alloy,
A method of determining the rates of evaporation
. ■ - ' . . . ■
of the components of an alloy has been developed by Holland
(1958), The mass of a metal evaporated in unit time is
given by the langmuir equation,
: - ' ' - - ' ' ' ' : ' ' . - A
E a kP (M/T)^ (3fl)
where P is thé vapour pressure at T®C, M the molecular
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weight of the substancë evaporated, and k is,a constant.
. Consider ah alloy with composition W gm, of 
component A and gm, of component B. To obtain an 
; evaporated film with the same composition it is necessary 
that the ratio of the rates of evaporation must be
equal to From (3*1) we find -
V ® b =  ■ (3.2.)
where and are the partial vapour pressures of the 
components,
: , Dushman (1949) has assumed that Eaoult's law, .
applicable to dilute solutions, can be applied to both 
alloy components. It is,found that
where and P^ are the vapour pressures of the pure metals 
Hence, for the evaporated alloy film to have the same 
composition as the origipiài alloy we require
: f a / 4  = f b # , ■■  ^ <3.4)
Values of P/M^ varied from I -9x10^ ' for: cadmium to 7*9x10"*^ 
for gold (table 3>2), indicating that thé ràtes of 
evaporation varied very considerably: from metal to metal,
Normal evaporation techniques could be used 
only for coppër-aluminium, which has been called a
TABLE"3.2
'THÉ VlPOÜRvPEïïSSDRES OF METALS...
■' Metal : [ Vapour Pressure 
(É): at 1200'>0 
:(mm. of Hg) :
' M # 4  '.
OadMum 2.0x10^ 112 i'4 10*6 ^ l*’9x,10^
Zino ; 2.0x10'^ 65‘4 8*1 2,;5x.1o3
Lead ; .i.'8xio^ 207‘2 14*4 1*3
Indium 7•0x10“^ 114*8 10*7 6*5x10"^
Silver 1.7x10"^ 107*9 10*4 1*6x10“^
AluMinium 9*Ox10“3 . 27,0 5*2 1*7x1P"3
Tin ■ 7*4x10“3 118,7' I 10*9 6.8x10-^
Copper , , 2.8x1G”3 53*5 8*0 3*5x10"^
Gold 1*1X10“3 197*2 14*0 7*9x10"^
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“constant evaporation rate “ alloy (Holland 1954), and 
evaporates without undue fractionation.
It had been suggested (Holland 1958) that a 
stranded tungsten heater was most satisfactory for 
evaporating oopper-aluminium alloys. Specimens of bulk 
alloys were prepared and were evaporated from stranded 
tungsten filaments. It v^fas found that the molten oopper- 
aluminium readily wet the tungsten and evaporated easily.
No fractionation was found in any of the alloys vaporized, 
the films having the same tint at both the air and galass 
surfaces,
3*4 “Plash“ Evaporation Technique
When one of the alloy components is more volatile 
than the other, films of uniform composition can be prepared 
by di'opping the mixed metals, a few grains at a time, onto 
a molybdenum boat maintained at a high temperature. This 
means that the film is prepared by a series of discrete 
rapid evaporations. This “flash” evaporation technique 
was firçt used by Harris and Siegel (1948) to prepare 
alloy films of AuOd.and of p  brass. The te clinique was used 
very extensively in the present investigation to find the 
reflectivities of à large number of alloys.
The apparatus used for the flash evaporation is
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shown in fig. 3,7. Finely granulated .metal: powders weré 
carefully mixed together in the correct proportions and 
laid on a strip of thin paper resting on a perspex plate.
The paper could he moved over the edge of the plate by 
means of a wire connected to a push-pull vacuum seal. As 
the paper moved over the edge, the^ powder fell onto the 
steeply inclined upper chute and dropped down to emerge 
from the lower chute immediately above the boat crucible. 
Preliminary experiments were carried out with several 
metal and alloy powders but it was always found that the 
finely divided grains were repelled from the hot source.
The technique finally adopted v/as to carry out the evaporation 
in a series of about ten stops by. dropping a fev/ grains of 
powder onto the warm boat, heating the boat till the grains 
were evaporated, and then allowing the boat to cool down 
somewhat before dropping in further grains. This technique 
generally gave films uniform in appearance which did not 
normally require annealing to aid homogenization. The 
uniformity of the films was checked very simply by comparing 
the reflectivity values at the glass and air surfaces.
Graphs of reflectivity agaihst concentration were 
obtained by “flash” evaporation for the systems * gold- 
aluminium, silver-aluminiuinj gold-oadmium, gold-indium, , , , 
siiver-indiwa, silver-cadmium, gold-lead, and silver-lead.
Thin Paper Metal Powder
Weight
Perspex
Chut e
Slide
Wire Chut e
Push-Pull Seal
Crucible
Pigo 3.7 Apparatus for the "Flash" Evaporation of 
Metal Alloyso
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: OHAPTER 4
PRELIMIMRY SURVEY OP REFLECTIVITY GHAl^BS
4.1 Introduotion
In order to determine v/hioh metal pairs gave 
reflectivity changes on heating, a survey was'made of 39 
different: pairs. In each case two slides prepared,
the order of; deposition "being reversed for the second 
slide, The film thicknesses were not measured^ but each 
film was deposited till it was just opaq,ue i,e, until the 
thickness was roughly 1 0 0 0 The slides wére cut and the 
portions were aged at three different temperatures- room 
temperature for one week, 14.6®C for one day, and 260®Ç for 
8 hr .
We shall discuss the results obtained by considering 
in turn the different types of metal systems.
4.2 Miscible Systems
Two miscible metal systems were investigated - 
silver-gold and cbpper-gpld, but neither gave à reflectivity 
change on Wnealing, It was hot possible to investigate 
any other miscible system (è,g, silver-palladium, gold- 
palladium and goid-platinuia) because of the difficulty of
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evaporating thick films of palladium and platinum*
, It is. unfortunate that no miscible metals could he 
investigated in detail, since these are the simplest alloy 
systems with ho formation of inteimietallic compounds* 
Diffusion is generally very slow in miscible systems, for 
the. two ;metals have similar .structures and melting points, 
and this appears tp be the reason why no reflectivity 
changes were obseryed* Higher temperatures could not be 
used since these caused aggregation of the films*
4# 3 : Partially Miscible Systems
The metal pairs silver-manganese and copper-manganese 
were investigated* In these systems a solid solution of 
manganese in the other metal is formed, but otherwise the 
metals are immiscible* Neither of these systems showed 
reflectivity changes on ageing*
4,4 Noh-Miscible Metals 
    .
Metals which are not miscible in one another would 
not normally be .expected to give reflectivity changes*
Eleven. ,non-miscible metal-pairs were prepared to check this - 
silvCr-coppor, silver^lead, aluminium-indium, aluminium- 
lead, aluminiüm-rsinc, câiîmium-lead, coppèr-lead, indium- 
sine, magnesium-màngahoée,: fmanganese-lead and lead-ainc*
Ten of these pairs shovfed no reflectivity change as expected*
4-2
- ; %  in the
; ;siîy^ïrçïieoti^ phseryed on hgeing, ; A :&etailed
y ■ : invostigatioh was therefore ùàr^ out oh this systemV
. 4 * 5 y ihtei^ ^^
X: The most pommpn type of phase diagram shows one
:o^  intertietallio pompounds h two pure metal
These oompounds may be formed direqtly from the melt or by 
a periteetiq r been shownyin fig* 2;7
this makes no different to the form of the phase; diagram 
at the température at which diffusion is being sthdied. v
‘ À total of 24 intermediate phase systems Were ■
; studied'for reflectivity changes* These are given in 
/^ ,table:;4''il,.;:. Most systems showed ageing effects, 18; but of 
; V the 24 giyihg definite refieotivity changes* Detailed
investigatiohs were oarfled out for eight of these systems 
(table 4.2)y phpscn for thefr ease of evaporation and to 
. give grbups bfsystehs with, for example, à gold substrate*; 
V The results are given ih: chapters 5 to 9 ; À  each system 
r?' ' is considered: in turn, aah^yMi clarity, ^ theK^ aWz-^ s'..;
y 0rdor ;of présehtatibn and discus sion is followed for each
SABLE 4.1 -- '
LIST OP IHTEHMEDIATB PHASE SYSTEMS INVESTIGATED
Silver-Aluminium* Silver-Gadmium* Silver-Indiwû*
6il Ver-Magne Gium Silver-2ino*
-, ,
Aluminium-Gold*
Aluminium-Gopper* Aluminium-Magnésium* Gold-Oadmium*
Gold-Indium* Gold-Magnesium* Gold-Mangane s e*
Gold-Lead* Gold-Tin* Gold-Einc*
Go pp er- Indium* Op pp er-Magrie s iiim Gopper-Zino^
Indium^Maghe s i W In'dium-Manganese ■Indium-Lead '
Ma'ghesitmi-Load ' Magne slum- gino* ' Mahganese-Zinc*
(* indicates reflectivity changes take place)
TABLE 4.2 ■
'IM a iiiM M A M iM H iM M M M M P P iV W M - ' - '
"IHTEKMBDIATE PHASE SYSTEMS STUDIED IE DÉTAIL
(  ^ i. )
.System- Results Given in Chapter No.'
Gold-Aluminium 5 ” , - ‘ '
Silver-Aluminium
Gold-Oadmium . ; ,7/ . -
Si IverrCadmium 7  '■ :
Gold-Indium, V?' '
Silver-Indium 7
popper-AluminiuRi 8
Gold-Lead , 9 :
4.6 The Hate of Diffusion
Reéiiilîs for the séries of metals with gold are 
given in tablé ,4é 3. The order in v/hich the metals are 
given is the decreasing order of the rate of disappearance 
of the,gold oolonr (i#e# cadmium, diffuses most readily 
and silver and oop^ do not diffuse).
It can ;be seen that the order is not closely 
related to the evaporating temperature of the second metal. 
There is a moderate correlation# however, with the 
température difference between the melting point of the 
metal and that of gold# This is in agreement with results 
for bulk specimens which show that diffusion is slower 
the closer aré the melting points of the two metals 
(Le Claire 1949)*
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CHAPTER 5
REELEQTIVITY 0HAHCE8 IN aOLB-ALUMIHIUBÎ
5.1 Introduction
Very pronounced reflectivity changes were observed 
in thin film diffusion couples of gold-aluminium. Changes 
took place at both surfaces and measurements of diffusion 
in both directions were made. The gold was usually deposited 
before thé aluminium to prevent possible formation of an 
oxide layer which might hinder diffusion.
The phase diagram of gold-aluminium is shown in 
fig. 5*1. Five phases appear to be thermally stable at low 
temperatures - AuAi2> AuAl, AugAl, Àu^Alg and Àu^Al. We 
would expect all these phases to be precipitated at the 
gold-aluminium interface at the beginning of diffusion.
5*? Reflectivity Changes at the Gold Surface
84'^C vfds selected as a convenient ageing temperature 
since it allowed most of the films to be aged in the hot 
air oven. Fig. 5.2 shows the effect of light Wavelength
' ; I • ' !
on a typical ageing curve. The curve was , of the same
, - ■  ^ ( ' . ' ■ ■ 
basic form for all three wavelengths. Mercury yellow
light, since it gav^ - a greater reflectivity change (34^)
Weight Percent
100
12Ô0
1000
800
& 600 / (Au)
400
80604020 1000
Al Atomic Percent Au
Pig. 5,1 Equilibrium Phase Diagram for Gold- 
Aluminium (Hansen 1958)
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than meroury green light (25^) or mercury blue light (20^), 
was used for all subsequent measurements*
A set of slides v/as prepared with gold films of 
different thicknesses in the range 400Â to 3000Â. Thé gold 
was overlaid with a thick film of aluminium so that all 
reflectivity changes at the gold surface were complete 
before any change took place at the surface of the aluminium. 
Typical ageing curves are shown in fig. 5.2 to 5.4* As 
can be seen# thé shapeé of the curves differed# the length 
of the initial plateau increasing with film thickness.
: The end of the initial plateau obviously corresponds 
to the stage at which the advancihg atoms were first 
detected. We can either follow Schopper (see chapter 1.2) 
and assume that the subsequent changes in reflectivity 
were due to progressive changés in thé surface pôm^^ 
or# since it is well known that light waves can penetrate 
a small but finite distance into a;'metal# we may assume 
that the advancing atoms were detected before they actually 
reached the surface# and that the change in reflectivity 
took place while the advancing front was covering the 
remaining distance to the surface proper. ; \
According to ,.8chop;^ er^ s : tlieory the results should 
coincide when the rêgultà plotted agaihst: t/d^* but
■ ; ' ' y ; ' '. \ M  % ; ' , ; : - % - \ .
as shown in fig. 5»p,'the ciil-yes coincide only at the
70 •(b)
te 50-g*n
*
50
I
40
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Time in Minutes
3?ig. 5.2 Ageing of Gold-Aluminium Film at 84°C. Reflectivity 
changes at gold surface for gold thickness of 790A.
(a) Curve for mercury yellow light {% = 5790A)
(b) Curve for mercury green light (Ts, ~ 5461A)
(c) Curve for mercury blue light = 4358a )
^  70
I<u 60fH
I
40
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Pig. 5.3. Ageing of Gold.-Aluminium Film at 84°Go 
Reflectivity change at gold surface for 
gold thickness of 1530A.
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Pig. 5.4 Ageing of Gold-Aluiainium Pilm at 84^0.
Reflectivity change at gold surface for 
gold thickness of 312QA.
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Fig. 5.5 Graph of reflectivity against t/d for specimens 
shown in fig. 5.2 to 5.4. (a) Gold thickness = 
790A, (b) gold thickness = 1530A, (o) gold 
thickness - 3120A.
4 6
- : ïlle position of the "bre^ àk ih the oiifves
' var i; ë s wi t h ,f i Im t hi o kn e s s. . Àssmiing then timt - the advancing
' % atôiaë arè dèteoted before they reach the surface, tlie ';' :
of thé .changé ih reflectivity eiiggesté that the 
is fairly eharply^ d^^  It ic
to ezpect a small: concentration of aitmlinixmi ,
; ! '^ distance from the surface to produce a. maMied
change in réfléçtiVity# Furthermore, the:prohOmioed fall 
'i:r f éfléctivitÿ is somewhat surprising in;^iew of the ;
- y''':;;J^ %'réiati^  high reflectivity of aluminium. We would 
vM;;Vi=é:^ edV slight change in reflectivity for small
.'y';'^ !.addltiohs of aluminium to gold# (These COnsideratibhs;
\\ t with the low sOluhility\pf ' aluminium in gold,
‘ ^ 8%gést that the ref 1 ectiyity changes are 'piodiiced hy a 
j v ; sharply defined ::phase boundary# :
, It has been shown in chapter 2.9 that the motion
■ of a, phase boundary should follow the law %, =.h't, where
. x-is. the distance the boundary moves from the initial
. interface in time t, and h* is the diffusion coefficient.
iÜa^oimàary^: Assuming this relatiCn in the case of 
: a gbld film lOpOA thick, the time required for the phase
■ boundary to reach the glass surface, i.e. for the 
reflectivity to étop changing,! is tp == 10"“^ ^/D^ see.. If
r it is àésu^ light can penetrate 400Â into a gold
. film, then the time for the reflectivity to start changing
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will be the time taken for the phase boundary to penetrate 
(1000 - 400) i.e. t. = 3*6xlO“-^ Vl>' sec,. Hence thé
ratio of the time taken for the reflectivity to begin 
changing to the time taken for the reflectivity to cease 
changing (i*o# ratio t-/tp) is
This ratio was found for different values of film thickness, 
and in fig, 5*6 graphs of the ratio against gold thickness 
have been plotted for light pénétrations of 300Â, 400Â 
and 500l, The eiperiméhtal values of ratio have also been 
plotted on this graph, and it can be seen that thé points 
all lie close to the lino foi 400Â penetration. This is a 
reàsonàblé value for the thickness of a neûr opaque gold 
film, and the close agreement of the escpefimental values 
with the theoretical curve suggests that this theory is 
correct and that the reflectivity changes are due to thé 
motion of a sharply defined boundary rather than to a 
gradual change in concentration such as would occur if 
atoms in the gold lattice were being gradually replaced by 
alwiiinium atoms* The low solubility of aluminituii in gold 
suggests that only a small amount of alumfniuni can exist 
in equilibrium with gold, and hence thàt the advancing 
'aluminium atoms must be followed closely by a phase boundary. 
The low concentration of aluminituu atoms preceding the
3000
2000
§ 1000
0
0-6 0*80
Ratio t^/tp
Pig* 5o6 Graph of Gold Thickness against Ratio t^/tp. 
Theoretical curves are plotted for light 
penetrations of (a) 500Â (b) 400Â (c) BOOfio 
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Pig. 5.7 Graph of Diffusion Coefficient (D’) at 84°C 
against Gold Thickness «
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phase boundary and forming a solid solution in the gold 
would not affeetth^ reflectivity significantly and the 
reflectivity: changes will he due to the advancing phase 
boundary. The results given later for very thin gold 
films (< 4pO&): agree with these conclusions. These films 
showed no trace Of an initial plateau and the reflectivity 
changes for these films resembled the ta,il end of the changes 
in thicker films.
Values of the diffusion coefficient (D*) were 
calculated from the time taken for the reflectivity to stop 
changing. These results are plotted In fig. 5.7, which 
shows that there is no tendency for h* to vary with gold 
thickness. The mean value of I)* at 84®C was found to be 
1*0I Xlo"^ cmVseû,*
Different portions of the same slides were aged 
over a range of temperature from W ^ O  to 164®C. Typical 
results are shown in fig. 5 8  to 5.10 for a film thickness 
of 2620A, The time of diffusion varied from 15 hr. at 84*^ 0 
to 4 min. at 164®C, and yet the shape of the curve did not 
vary despitç this vast difference in time. It has been 
shown in chanter 24.9 that thé diffusion coefficient (D* ) 
will vary with temperature according to the Arrhenius
equation (2.9)» vis* L
- ■' J' ' ■ ■ , . ■' ■ . ■
D' = D« ekp (4E/RT)
s  ' ° 'I 6 0 -
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Pig, 5.8 Ageing of Gold Surface at 84^0 for Gold 
Thickness of 2620Ao
8 161240 20
Pig.
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5.9 Ageing of Gold Surface at 130^0 for Gold 
Thickness of 2620Â.
Pigo 5*10
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Ageing of Gold Surface at 163^^0 for gold thickness 
of 2620Ae
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Fig. 5.11
1/T xlO ^
Graph of log]^ o**'60 l/T, where t^^ is the
time in minutes for the reflectivity to fall to 60*^ /o 
and T is the temperature in (a) Gold thiclnxees
= 2620A, (b) gold thickness - 1530A, (c ) gc i. ' 
t h i. c ii ne s s - 7 90 A ,
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Hence l/l)l « l/ÏJ^  exp (e/ET)
log^qd/D.' ) =, io^^Q(l/:p^) + E/2.3E?
where d is the gold thickness. . It, is foiMd experimentally i 
that the shape of the ageing curve does not vary %  
temperature 4 Henoe ” : ;
where t^Q is the time for the reflectivity to drop to::GO^
and k is a loons tant. ' _ \ "7:.„ '•■■I:- ../ / ^'.y;
io^o(ktg-A''),- iog]^o(#r) f , . ;
'" • : : % o M  = ; ::lÿ}7
.  , ; ^ 0 1 ( ^ : 6 0  : , # l t : : W 3 m ; : ; v : ;■ -
where K is a constant. ; :v,
A; plot of lo&j^qtgQ against (l/T) y i H  give a straight line 
with gradient E/2# 3B# This has been oarried out in fig. 5.11 
for the speoimenî shp)m in fig. 5.& to 5.10. giitiiar lines 
are plotted on the same graph for slides with gpld thlok- : 
nesses of 1630Â and 680A. The gradients/ which dépend only 
on E, are all equal//but they are shifted; relatively to > 
one another. E was, calculated to be 22# 6 kcal/mole, and 
knowing !)• at 84®0, was calculated to be 0.’85 cm^/scc. 9
Several slides y/ere prepared with very thin gold 
films in the range 70Â to 350A. . These film thicknesses
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were determined by measuring the reflectivity and 
transmission of: the films, and using the results of Eouard . 
Màle and Tfompette (1953) tq obtain the thickness. Typical 
ageing curves ure shown in fig# 5*12 and 5.13# No initial 
plateau was found in any of the ageing curves since the 
gold was not opaque and as soon as any diffusion occurred 
at the interface with the aluminium the reflectivity 
began to fall* The very thinnest film (toA) gave only a 
very small reflectivity change (45^ ) as the diffusion aone 
in this case was very thin. Slides were aged over a 
temperature range from 21 to 95°0 and a graph of log^qt^g 
against (l/T) was plotted for film thicknesses of 155Â 
and 230& (fig. 5.14X The activation energy was found to 
be 23*3 kcal/mole, in excellent agreement with the value 
for thicker films (22*6 kcal/mole). Values of D* were 
calculated from the time the reflectivity took to stop 
changing. These values were converted to 84°C using the 
value already obtained for the activation energy, and have 
been plotted with the previous results in fig. 5*7. We 
can see from this graph that there is no significant 
difference in for these very tliin films compared with 
thicknesses greater than 400Â. Furthermore, the activation 
energy is the samej . and so we can say that the saauo 
diffusion mechanism holds, in films from 70A to 3000A thick.
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5.12 Ageing of gold Surface at 70°C for gold thickness 
of IDA.
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Ageing of gold surface at 79°C for gold thickness 
of 155A.
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Graph of against l/T for very thin
gold films, (a) Gold thickness = 230Aç (h) 
gold thickness - 155A.
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5,3 Eeflectivity Changes at the Aluminium Surface
Reflectivity changes were also studied at the 
aluminium surface. This time the gold underlayer was made
sufficiently thick for all reflectivity changes to he
- ' -
completed at the aluminium surface before any change took 
place in the reflectivity of the gold, A suitable ageing 
temperature was found to be 102^0, and slides v/ere prepared 
with aluminium thicknesses varying in the range 500Â to 
1600Â, Typical ageing curves are shown in fig, 5#15 to 
5,17. On plotting against t/d^ (fig, 5.18), it can be 
seen that the curves again coincided at the beginning and 
end of diffusion but the length of the initial plateau 
varies. The results in general resemble those for diffusion 
in the opposite direction.
Values of the ratio of the time for the reflectivity 
to start changing (t^) to the time for it to cease changing 
(tg) vi?ere calculated for all the specimens prepared, and 
arë plotted against the aluminium thickness in fig, 5,19, 
the points all lie close to the theoretical curve for a light 
penetration of 300Â* It is less than the corresponding , 
light penetration into gold (400Â) which was found for 
diffusion of aluminium into goldj but this is not surprising, 
since the absorption coefficient (k) is greater for 
aluminium films (5*32) than for gold films (2#83)
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Fig. 5.15 Ageing of Aluminium Surface at 102°0 for 
Aluminium Thickness of 720&.
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Pig. 5.20 Graph of against (l/T) for Diffusion
at Aluminium Surface, (a) Aluminium thickness
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, ; This tends to confirm that tho reflectivity 
changes are due .to the motion of a .phase houndary rather 
than to a gradual change in concentration which woiAd 
occur if atoms in the aluminium lattice could he gradually 
replaced hy gold atoms. The solid soluhility of gold in 
aluminium is almost negligahle# and so the gold atoms 
diffusing into the aluminium would he closely followed hy 
a phase houndary.
: Values of D* at 102^0 were calculated for all the 
specimens prepared from the time taken for the reflectivity 
to stop changing. The mean value of D* v^ras found to he 
 ^8# 2 cm^/sec and the results showed no tendency for
B* to change with inefeasing aluminium thickness.
Different portions of the same slides were aged 
over a temperature range. Portions of a slide with an 
. aluminium thiclmess of 720&i whose ageing cUrve at 102*^ 0 is 
shown in fig. 5.15* were aged at temperatures hetween 
■ 70®C and 152®G. The time of diffusion varied from 40 hr. 
to 2è min. hut it was found that the shape of the ageing 
curve did not change. This enabled the activation energy 
to he calculated as hefdre hy plotting o^g^ Q'^ 'go against 
(1/T)i The results are shown in fig. 5;20 and give a 
value of 23*5 kcal/mbiq for'the activation energy. From 
the known value of Df #t 102^0, D^ was calculated to he 
0*51 cm /sec.
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5.4 Fffêot: of fhlokàess Ë8,tiô
In all the results: disbussed so far. the thlelmess 
of the pointe métal Xwàs süffiGieiit for all' reflectivity 
changes to he completed at the solvent metal surface hefore 
ally changes tpOk place at the surf ad e of the solute metal.
TO ihvéôtigate thé effects of the thickness of the solute 
metal, the thickness of the splute metal was varied. <
Several slides were prepared with a single layer 
of gold hut with four separate aluminium films of different 
thicknesses. This was carried out hy moving a shutter over 
the slide to expose successively all, 4, and % of the 
slide to the aluminium vapour. The thickness of each film 
was found hyihterferometry. The Complete slides were 
aged at 8 4 and typical ageing curves are shown in fig.
5,21 and 5.22 for gold thicîoiésses of :1450& and 925A 
respectively. In fig. 5.21 we can see that an aluminium: : 
thickness Of 0*! 61 or more times the gold thickness gave 
the full reflectivity changéÿ hut if the àluminiuïïi thiclmess 
was only 0*l9 times thé gold thickness no reflectivity 
changé took place. This suggested ,a critical thiclmess 
ratio of gold tô almiiniiW lÿlng hetween 0*61 and 0«19. 
fig. 5 . 22 similarly suggests ; a critical thiclmess ratio 
hetween 0*71 ;and Ü«^ 43V 13f6# these and from three other 
slides prepared, it was Vp'r;i|fied that the effect depends
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Figo 5.21 Ageing of G-old Surface at 84^0 for Gold 
Thiclmess of 1450Â
Xa) Aluminium thickness = 275S (AlsAu = 0*19) 
(b) Aluminium thiclmess = 880Â, 1300Â and 53001 
(Al:Au =; 0-61, 0*90, and 3*7)
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Fig. 5.22 Ageing of Gold Surface at 84*^ 0 for Gold 
Thickness of 9251.
(a) Aluminium thickness = 4001 (AlsAu - 0*43)
(b) Aluminium thickness - 650Â, 1900À and 36001 
(AlîAu= 0*71, 2*1 and 3*9)
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depends on the thiokneee ratio rather than oh the ahsclute 
thiclmesses of the films, and the value of the critical 
thickness ratio was found to be 0$ 5# J[f the aluminium W8,s 
more than half thé gold thickness the full reflectivity 
change took; place* If the aluminium v/as less than half 
the gold thickness no reflectivity changé;tdbk place, and 
it would, appear that the diffusing boundary did not reach 
thé glass surface. Since the lattice spacings ogf gold 
and aluminium are nearly identical, the value of critical 
. thlekhesa ratio ;seems to imply that behind the boundary 
there must be at least one aluminium atom for every tv/o '
Eefleotivity* changes at the aluialhium surface r-
\ \ . . : : '.V
were studied with slides having a single aluminium layer
but with three separate gold films of different thickhesses.
. îhe completed slides were aged at 84 P and typical curves
are shown in fig* 5 * 23 and g. 24 for aluminium: thicknesses
■ ;0f 635Â and iôëoî, from fig. 5.23 it can be seen that a
critical thickiiess ratio; of gold to aluinihium would have
to lie between 2*4 and 0*55. In fig. 5.24 it can be seen
that the critical ratio Would^ ^^ ^^ W to lié (between 2* 8 and
1.8./ ïhe portion with Of Ï9Ô0Â (ratio 1# 8)^
gave some reflectivity chanjgo ahd so wè can say that thiS;
figure would lie close :to,the cf11ical thickness ratio but
' ■  . r , % / . / > . .  . ' . .
would be slightly less thhn^ it, From these, and: from four
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l’ig. 5.24 Ageing of Aluminium Surface at 84°C for 
Aluminium Thickness of IO6OÂ 
(a) Gold thickness = 635A (Au :Al = 0*60)
,(h) Gold thickness = I90OÂ (Au;Al - 1*8)
(c) Gold thickness = 3OOOÂ (AuîâI - 2*8)
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other slides prepared It was verified that the effect : . 
depends on the thickness ratio rather than on the absolute 
thiolmess of the films, and the critical thickness ratio. 
was found to be 2*0,.
This.result indioates that behind, the boundary 
there must be at least two gold atoms for every one 
aluminium atom. î'rom measurements at the gold surface 
we have already concluded that there must be at most two 
gold o.toms for every one aluminium atom. This seems to 
suggest that there is preferential formation of a compound 
with one aluminium atom associated with two gold atoms 
i.e. with composition AUgAl*
Values of critical thickness ratio have been observed 
at 84^0# The value, will vary with temperature, however, 
unless the activation energy in both directions is identical. 
The activation energy at the gold surface was found to be 
22*6 koal/mole, whilst that at the aluminium surface was 
found to be 23vS kcal/mole.k The figures are close to one 
another, and it seqmed likely that the difference betv/een 
them was due to experimental/érfor. T® check, this possibility 
a specimen was prepared with ^ gold thickness of 2260A and 
an aluminium thiokness, of : 1110%^ This gave a thicîmess 
ratio of gold to.alumihiml of 2*04 and so was very close 
to the critical ratio. Thiég me#nt that reflectivity
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(Id ) Ageing at 160*^0
Ageing Grold-Alutninixim Film with Gold Thickness 
of 2260Â and Aliminium Thickness of 1110Â 
(Au ;Al = 2‘04)# Graph of reflectivity against 
time at (a) the glass and (h') the air surfaces.
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changes could be observed both at the gold and at the 
aluminium surfaces. Portions of this specimen were aged 
at two widely different temperatures (84®0 and 160^0) 
and the reflectivity changes were observed at both surfaces. 
The results are shown in fig. 5.25| and it can be seen 
that the ratio of the ageing periods at the two surfaces 
is the same at both temperatures. If the activation 
energy were slightly different, we would expect one of the 
curves to show a longer ageing period than the other at the 
sajue temperature. We would also expect a different value 
of critical ratio at 16O®0, and so one of the curves would 
show less change in reflectivity than at 84*^ 0. Since the 
curves remained the same shape at both temperatures, and 
since the reflectivity at each surface dropped to the same 
value at both temperatures, it appears that the activation 
energies are equal in the two directions, and hence that 
the value of the critical thicîmess ratio must be the same 
for all temperatures.
5.5 Results with Aluminium Substrating the Gold
Several specimens were prepared with the aluminium 
substrating the gold. It is well known that an aluminium 
surface oxidises very readily and it seemed possible that 
some oxide would form on the aluminium betv/een the aluminium 
and gold evaporations and that this oxide might hinder
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diffusion. ■ It was dooided to study this oxidation before 
obtaining any ageing curves.
Several slides were prepared with four separate 
thick aluminium films and a fairly thin gold film 
overlayering all four# The delay before evaporating the 
gold oyerlayer was different for the four aluminium films 
and varied from 20 rnih# to min. The complete slides were 
placed on an electric hot-plate which heated up slowly 
from room temperature \at a rate Cf 7*^ 0/hiln#. The temperature 
at which the colour of the gold surface changed was noted 
for each part of the slide; Results are shown in tabular 
form in table 5.1 for different residual gas pressures #
The pressure in the vacuum chamber, was kept constant for the 
duration of the evaporating period by continually adjusting 
the leak valve.
; Ifefyr little oxidation took place at pressures ;
under; 10 îm. of mercury, - and even for a delay of 10 min# 
between the: evaporations, very little oxide was formedy At 
10 X  rnm., bxide forms MCfe readily ; but even here a delay of 
2 min. would permit very , little oxide to foitu: ,With .the: 
higher pressure of 10 *' mm. ; oxide begins to form very : : i:; 
quickly,/ and even aftqr ^ min#\ ç oxide is definitely 
present. The last result given is for a residual; atmosphere 
of/hydrogen and shows cphsiderably.reduced oxidation 
compared with an air atjiaoéphere at the same pressure.
TABLE 5.1
THE FOEMATIOH OF OXIDE OH; ALUMIHIUM AT^  LOW; PRESSURES
(Temperature at which diffusion takes place in thin film 
couples of aluminium + gold)
. Pressure in\/ 
mm. of aaercury ■
Delay between Al and Au .Eyaporations 
20 min. 10 min. 2-3 min,. 4-1 min.
■y;ti4er 10"^ ';:;,:^ 148 "0 140*0 1.38*0 138*0 r
10-4 170*0 156*0 148*0 145*0 .
,  IQ-^ . 200*0 180*0 165*0 149 "0
ip-/*; 
(hydrogen) ' l6l*0 161*0 149*0 142*0
Belser, (I960)
20 min. 6 min. 2 ^  mi n. 1 min.
440*0 . 230*0 150*0 70*0
^ Pressure measured "by a Pehnihg gauge. Evaporations were 
carried, out- at pressures of 5 k 10 mm; / and, results are 
for ageing ohly at 10""^  , mm. ^ ^ teen evapprations.
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Belser ; (i960) studied the same effect in aluminium- 
gold films by measuring the temperature above which diffusion 
caused à measureable increase in resistance* He does not 
give the pressure at which the evaporations were carried 
out, but it was probably under 10 ' mm*, and certainly 
under 10"^ mm* * The resistance technique is very sensitive 
to the first stages of diffusion and changes were observed 
at 70^0 for a delay of 1 min* where very little oxide was 
present* On ageing for longer periods betv/een evaporations, 
however, the thickness of the oxide layer appeafed to 
increase considerably, untilvfor a delay of 20 min* a 
temperature of 440^0 was required for diffusion^ The rate 
of oxidation appears to have been very much higher than 
tho,t found in the present investigation, although the 
resistance technique is very sensitive to diffusion and 
should give temperatures under those found from observations 
of colour change. Even at a pressure of 10""^  mm*, a dela.y 
of 20 min,, required a temperature of 200®C for diffusion in 
the present investigation,: and 440^0 according to Belser*3 
results. /This is a major, discrepancy between the tv/o sets 
of: results, but is hot-due to errors in the present invest- 
gation in which results obtained at different pressures 
agree^^welli^:
In the preparation of diffusion couples evaporations were 
carried but at pressures of 2-5 xlO ■ mm*. From table 5.1
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it can be seen that provided the delay between the aluminium 
and gold evaporations is 3 min. or less, ho difficulties 
will arise from formation bf oxide.
Reflectivity ;changes were studied fifst at the 
aluminium surface. The gold v/as made more/than tv/ice the 
aluminium thickness to prevent changes taking place at the 
gold surface before they took place at the aluminium 
surface. Ageing was carried out bn the hot-sthge 
reflectometer for convenience, 'and approximately equal
fût
ageing times were used<rather than a. standard ageing 
temperature. A/,typical .ageing curve is shown in fig. 5.26. 
The ratio was calculated for the 6 specimens prepared
and plotted against aluminium thickness (fig. 5.270* The 
points all lie near the theoretical curve for a light 
penetration Of 300Â, the value found for aluminium , 
overlayering the. gold.
The activation energy of diffusion was found by ageing 
the specimen shown in fig. 5.26 over a temperature range 
from 99^0 to 171*^ 0. From a graph of log^^tgQ against 
(i/T) the activation energy was found to be 23*3 koal/mole. 
This gave a mean value for D* of 0*63 cm /sec. These 
figures agree satisfactorily with thé values E = 23*5
kcal/mole and DJ* ~ 0*51 cm /sec obtained with a gold
: , . ,  ^ ’ -y* ‘ v, . ■
substrate, and aluminium over layer. Hence the order of
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5.26 Ageing at Aluminium Surface at 164 *^0 with Gold 
Overlayering the Aluminiim. Aluminiuai thickness 
= 1470S "
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, : v : surface with aluminium films ât least half the
of the gold to ratio,^  difficulties.
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evaporation-are shown in fig, 5.30. Anneal eel films of 
the âaitermetallib' oompomad AuAlg had a very pronounoed 
purple colour in agreement with observations on bulk 
alloys {Ooffinberry and Hultgrén 1938). This alloy is 
called "purple gold" because of its -unusual a.ppearanoe.
The very low reflectivity of this phase, together v/ith 
its brittleness and high melting point, indicate ionio or 
covalent bonding rather than metallic.
In ageing; observations v/ith a/gold substrate and 
aluminium o-verlayer, the reflectivities of the phases 
formed at the glass, and air surfaces were 47&/^  and 52^ 
respectively for mercury ’yellow light. Results with an 
almiihium substrate and ^old overlayer gave final reflect­
ivities of 48j5 and 53?^  a'lf the glass and air surfaces*
In one case we would ekpept a compound rich in gold at the 
glass surface. In the other case we would expect a 
compound rich in aluminiirn at the glass surface. Since 
the reflectivities of the, phases formed are the same, we 
must conclude that the same compound is being formed in 
both cases. The, difference in reflectivities at the glass 
and air surfaces, is due to the;presence of the glass with 
its refractive index of 1*5. This will normally tend to 
reduce thé reflectivity somewhat.
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Figo 5o30 G-rapl'i. of Reflectivity against Gone entrât ion 
for ”F3.ash'’■ Rvaporated Go Id “Aluminium Films « 
Reflectivities measured at glass surface with 
mercury light of wavelengths (a) 57901 (h) 54611 
and (c) 43581c
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‘ ' Values of 47f?^  ahdi 48ig) have foimd foi? '
. ageingv;observations'- at the glass surfaoe with mercury - 
yelloWf greens and blue light reSpeotively (fig. 5*2). 
fhese figures;for reflectivity certainly do hot fit the 
reflectivities found for flash evaporated alloys of AuAlg 
or Ah;,Al (fig# 5#30), and it appears that only small 
founts of these phases are present# The refleOtivities of 
flash evaporated AuAl (52?^  5l?S 50^ )^ ;and AügAl (49J^  48^ 47%-^ ) 
fit the observed results satisfactorily/ and hence it 
seems that the reflectivity changes are due to the formation 
of these phases# Observations of critical thickness ratio 
indicate that the reflectivity changes are due to AUgAl 
rather than to AuAl#
5*7 Discussion:
We must expect all thermally stable phases to be 
precipitated at the gold-alùniinium interface at the beginning 
of diffusion. Reflectivity measurements both at the gold 
and at the aluminium surfaces .seem to indicate the motion of 
a particular phase boundary, and in viGW of the critical 
thickness ratios which have been found, it would appear 
that a layer of AUgAl is being, formed# This has been, 
confirmed by measurements of the reflectivities of the 
gold*^aluminium alloys# ; . «,
. ■ )  '
For diffusion into the aluminium, D! has been found to' - r O
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be O'51 cm^/sec and E to be 23*5 koal/mole# at 84
can be calculated from these and is found to be 2*0 xlO"^^
?cm /sec. D* at 84^0 for diffusion into the gold has already 
been found to be 10*1 xlO"^^ cm^/sec# In a given time, the 
penetration of the reaction boundary layer is proportional 
to Hence the penetration of the diffusion layer into
the gold is 2*3 times greater than its penetration into the 
aluminium. If the diffusion layer is homogeneous, then we 
would expect 2*3 gold atoms to be associated with every 
aluminium/ This is close to the composition of the compound 
AUgAl, the difference being due probably to errors in the 
determination of I)*. . '
The values of critical thickness ratio and the relative 
rates of diffusion are both in agreement with the formation 
of the compound AUgAl. It is difficult to see why 
preferential formation of this phase should occur, since we' 
would expect all thermally stable phases to be forlSed# It 
would appear that there are only two reasonable explanations 
for the observed results, either that the light measurements 
are peculiarly sensitive to this phase and not to other 
phases, or that the layers of other compounds formed are 
extremely thin and have little effect upon the measurements# 
The first explanation seems unlikely as AuAlg has a pronounced 
puiple coloration and any significant amount of it should 
have affected the reflectivity measurements# A specimen
M: with gold and aluminiuii layers in the ÿàtio of approximately 
1 to 2: was aged in a furnace at 30Q®C for 6 hr... On = 
t removal the film had a definite red colour but unfortunately 
: was badly aggregated and its reflectivity could hot be ; ; 
measured^ The: second of the two" explanations implies; that . 
the diffusion rate is higher into the AUgAl than into the 
other coîupounds,. and consequently the gone is:, much wider 
than the other;Ggohes formed/ Thé .theory'given in chapter 
2è9 indicates thati this is quite likely. . ;.
It has been shown that D * and. B; are the same for very 
thin gold films : as for thicker Ones. This means thdt t]ie 
: mechanism; Of. diffusion' in very-thih films is the same as in 
thicker ones/ ;Films lésé than IbO& thibic h^
- grain bouhdarieé C&enhett 1950 ) , and we -would i . v
expect 13 to be ^ lesb: hnd: D ’to be higher, forîthése films if 
: grain boundâry diffusionvwefe GdccurfingV , Hen^ can say 
that the diffusion pbserved is a true volume diffusion,-:;most 
probably a vaoahoy mechanism# It would be expectéd t h a t ;
: the values of diffusion coefficient and activation:energy 
lie fairly close to values for bulk specimens, but 'i-:
unfOrtunately these figures are hot available for this 
system# . .
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, OHAPTER 6
RBFDEOTIVXTY CHANGES IE SIDVEE^ALUMINIUIA
6.1 Introduction
Thin film diffusion couples of silver-aluminium gave 
pronounced reflectivity changes despite the similarity in 
reflectivities of silver and aluminium (9#;^  and 87-^  ^
respectively).
The phase diagrasi of silver-aluminium is shown in fig. 
6.1. Two phases (jXanâ^) should be precipitated at the 
silver-aluminium interface at the beginning of diffusion.
Both silver and aluminium hâve a bright colorless 
appearance* The appearance after annealing is darker but 
still colorless. For this reason, the wavelength of the 
light used makes little difference to the values of 
reflectivity obtained* Mercury green light = 5461Â) 
was used throughout this investigation for convenience.
6.2 Reflectivity Changes at the Silver Surface
136®0 was selected as a convenient ageing temperature 
as this allowed most of the films to be aged in the hot air 
oven. Slides were prepared with silver films of different 
thiclmesses in the range 7001 to 47001, overlayered with a
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Pig. 6.1 Equilibrium Phase Diagram for Silver» 
Aluminium (Hansen 1958)
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thick film of alwihiiim to avoid thickness ratio difficultiesé 
I'ypical ageing curves are shown in'fig. 6*2 to 6.4. The 
shapes of the curves differed, the length of the initial 
plateau increasing with thiclcness as in gold-aluminium* It 
difficult to explain the marked: change in reflectivity from 
94# to 55# on any basis other than the formation of an 
intermetallic compound in view of the similar reflectivities 
of silver and aluminium and the low solubiiity of aldmih 
in silverv In order to check this expiahation, the ratio 
ti/tg was calculated for all the specimens,prepared and 
plotted against film thickness (fig. 6*5). The values 
obtained were consistent but lay well away from the curve 
for a light penetration of 4P0X, the expected value for 
light penetration into silver, and close to the curve for a 
light penetration of 1100Â, much higher than the thickness 
of à near opaque silver film,*
The results in this system are not explicable simply 
on the basis: of a. sharply defined phase, boundary. In view 
of the large change in reflectivity, v/e are obviously . 
observing â phase boundary, but in this case it appears to 
be diffuse. Since the length uf the initial plateau was 
considerably less than d%p6pted#'it appears that compound
was being formed near thè/silver surface almost,
■ ' - ......   . . : ? k-' ■ , ', - ' '
instantaneously * The altminium^ for the formation of this
of this compound must h^vc /teen introduood ;into the silver
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either whilst it was being evaporated or dwing the very. 
first, stagGS .of diff;uA / We .muet àssume' that,.some 
erlmiihii# pehe$rated 7ppA int.p the silver lattipe* 
a l W i n i W . a.tbîis;.would not; he visible in the silver in view' 
of the similarity in reflebtiyity of the two metals# As : 
soon fs:. inté™étalliç: compound began' to be pfecipitated 
the rpilebtiylty would begin to drop. This would happen. . 
earlier- than hk'pected ,bbcau.se of thb présence of aiumihimi 
atoms in. the silyér lattich* and would giye thë Bhbrt,- 
initial plateau observed* The reflectivity would cease 
changing When the original interface arrived at the, metal 
sunfape, giving an apparant.light penetration of: (700 + 400)A
f . 41001. : , .x'Vyyx■ ,  ' , ■ ■ 1:\
Values of D* at 136®C, were calculated from the time 
taken for the reflectivity to stop changing (fig* 6*6).
B ’ was constant above a film thickness of 19Ô0Â, but below 
this figure, D/ ihoreased steàdilÿÿ till with- a; film 
thicîmess of only 60A, i 4 t  was 7 times higher than the 
constant value,* , fhis variation ihdica^^ that the results 
are not charaptéristlb merely of intefpenetration,; as this 
would not affect the’motion, of the original’phase boundary, 
and B' oalculated from tha ti^ ae; takeii for the reflectivity 
tO; stop changi% should; : bohsthnt * The steady value of B*
at 136-0 was 2+7 xlO"'^^ j^ mr/séc*'.. v\ ,
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Different portions of the:same slides were aged over 
a temperature range from 1 1 7 to 240^0 to find the 
activation energy* Typical results are shown in fig. 6.7,
6.4 and 6.8, for a silver thickness of 4610A* From a plot 
of log^Qtr^Q against (1/T), the actiyation energy was found
to he 27*5 kcal/mole*. From the known value of D* at 136^0,
'  2 
D* was calculated to he 19*0 cm /sec*
Several slides were prepared with very thin silver 
films in the range 70Â to, 350&. These film: thicknesses 
were determined hy measuring the reflectivity and transmission 
of thé films, and using the results of Sehnett and Scott 
(1950). Typical ageing curves are shown in fig* 6*10 and 
6*11. Even with a film thiokness of only 70Â the initial 
reflectivity was high (85^)+ and this indicates that no 
intermetallic compound ié present prior to annealing* The 
reflectivity began to drop immediately on heating, and with 
the thinnest film (70l) fell only 14^ since the diffusion 
zone in this case was very thin. Slides were aged over a 
temperature range from 84®Q to 142^0, and from the graph of 
log^0*^ 70 (l/T) the activation energy was found to
be 27*6 kcal/mole, in excellent agreement with the value 
of 27* 5 kcal/mole found for thicker films,, and this 
indicates as before that grain boundary diffusion is not 
occurring* Values of D* were calculated from the time 
taken for the reflectivity to stop changing* These values
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were converted to 136^0 using the value found for thé 
activation \ energy;, and have he eh plotted with the results 
for thicker fil#s in fig# 6,6.
6,3 Refléctivity Changes at the Aluminium Surface
Reflectivity/changes were also studied;at the aluminium 
surfaçëa ; Slides^ were prepared with the aluminium thickness 
varying in the range 5Ô0Â to 14OOÂ, and with very thick 
silver substrate films to prevent thicîmess ratio difficulties. 
The v/ere aged at 1%0^0 and typioal ageing curves are
shovfh-in fig. 6.12 to 6.14-,
The -alTiamih^  ^ to age oonsiderahly in the
yihitial part Of the ageing curve, and allowance had to he . 
made for this:before analysing the results in detail, It . 
was found that thé effect was independent of the silver 
stibstrate; thickness and substantially independent of the 
alinâiniuûi thickness# The ageing curve of a: thick aluminium 
f iim with a ) comparatively thin silver subs that e is shovhi 
ill fig, 6,15. The corresponding reflectivity drop for a 
single aluminium, film/ is jshbwh'in the same figure; This 
drop is very small (1^.in 40 hr#) compared with the ageing 
of the substrated alWinitm^^^ (7ÿo in 4O hr , ); There
must therefore be a differ in structure between the 
two films. The true diffusion Reflectivity changes in 
fig, 6i12 to 6,14 were ;founh by increasing the experimental
7Ô
readings by an amount corresponding to the aluminium ageing 
in fig, 6*15,'  ^This gave the final reflectivity to be 
Sl^ fo ilgo. in every case* The large initial ageing v/as 
probably caused by the aluminium having a different structure 
when deposited on a silver substrata compared with when 
deposited on a glass substrate. It may possibly be 
associated with the penetration of silver into the aluminium, 
as discussed below.
The shapes of the curves were again characteristic of 
the motion of a phase boundary. Values of the ratio t^/tg 
were calculated for all the specimens prepared and are 
plotted in fig, 6,16 against the aluminium thickness# The 
points lie nowhere near the expected durve f6r 300Â light 
penetration, and it was found that the best fit was for a 
light penetration of 700&, This effect was ascribed to the 
presence of silver atoms in the, aluminitua lattice, the - 
penetration taking place either during evaporation or in 
the very first stages of ageing,
from the time taken for the reflectivity to stop 
changing, values of B* at'140^0 were calculated for all the 
slides prepared* D' was Constant for aluminium thicknesses 
above 800Â, and the mean yalue was found to be 1*22
cm /sec, . \ ‘. : - v-.;-v ,
Different portions yf the same slides were aged over
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a temperature range to find the activation energy*. From a 
plot of Ipg^Qtg^ against (l/T), the activation energy was 
found to he 27*7 kcal/mole,* and, from the knoma value of 
3)* at 140^0, was calculated to he 6*4 cm^/secr
6*4 Effect of Thickness Ratio
To study the effect of the thickness ratio, several 
slides were prepared with a single layer of silver and 
with four separate aluminium films of different thioknesses* 
Reflectivity measurements were made at the silver surface, 
and a typical ageing curve is shown in fig* 6*17* From 
the 6 slides, prepared, the critical thickness ratio of 
aluminium to silver was found to he 0*5» Since the lattice 
spacings of silver and aluminium are nearly identical, this 
seems to imply that behind the phase boundary there must he 
at least one aluminium atom for every two silver atoms*
Reflectivity changes at the aluminium surface were 
studied with slides halving a single aluminium layer and 
three separate silver films of different thiplcnesses. The 
slides were aged at 140?C, and?a typical ageing curve is
shovm in fig* 6,l8* The portion with a silver thickness
of 37GOÂ (ratio of silver to aluiiinium = 1*9) gave almost 
the full reflectivity changer 8,nd so we can say that this
' ' ’ , ’ ' ' '* ■ ' ' ; ' y ' \ I . . , . %, "
ratio lies close to the critical ratio hut is slightly less
' I 
s'
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than From théV? slides prepared^ the /cxûtical thickness
ratio of silver to aluminium was; found to he 2V0. The 
results indioate that behind the. phase boundary there ' rV; - 
must be at least tv/o silver atoms for every one aluminium
atom. ' ■ " ‘ \
From, measurements at ,the siiyer surface we huve. f: 
.concluded : that,behind the. phase boundary ; there must be 
at least one aluminiim atom for every two silver atoms.
Prom observations at the aluminium surf ace we have found 
that there must be at most one aluminium atom for every 
two silver atoms* This seems.to suggest that there is 
preferential formation of the compound AggAl phase);
Values of critical thickness ratio have been observed 
at the two nearly equal temperatures of 136^0 g^ nd 140^0.
The activation energy at.the silver surface was found to 
be 27*5 .kcal/moief whilst that at the aluminium surface 
was.found to be 27*7 kcal/mole* These figures are nearly 
identical, and this means that the value of the critical 
thickness ratio will be the same for all temperatures.
6.5 Eefleetlvit.v Results with Aluminium Substrating the
Silver
- In all observations with aluninium substrating the - 
silver, precautions similar to those observed in gold-
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aluminium, were taken to prevent formation of àn‘ oxide 
ràÿef i on: the alitiiinium between the evaporàtions.
Heflectivity changes were studied first at the 
aluminium surface, using a thick silver qverlayer to 
prevent thickness ratio difficulties. A typical ageing 
curve is shown-in fig. 6.19. The ratio-tj^/tg was calculated 
for the 10 specimens prepared, and is plotted against 
aluminium thickness in fig. 6i20. The points lie nowhere 
near the theoretical curve for a light penetration of 
300&. The fit for the previous value of 700Â is also poor, 
and the best fit was obtained on assuming a light penetration 
of 900Â. It would therefore appear that the value of light 
penetration which is obtained in this system is not a 
fundamental quantity but depends on the order in which the 
metals are evaporated*
The activation energy of diffusion was found as before*
The value obtained was 27* 4 kcal/mole, and this gave a
. o .
mean value for of 1*8 cm /sec. These figures agréé 
satisfactorily with values Of F == 27*7 kcal/mole and 
D! =: 5*6 cm /sec obtained with a silver substrate and
aluminium overlayer. Hence the order of evaporating the
• . ' 'I '
metal films makes no significant difference to the value 
of diffusion coefficient obtained. • .
Reflectivity changes we^ |e also studied at the silver
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Fig. 6.19 Ageing at Aluminium Surface at 222°0 with
Silver Overlayering the Aluminium. Aluminium 
thiclcness = 2700Â,
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surface» ) The ••silver tarnished' ràther' readily' àt the - ; ■
^temperature 6n ' the ho testage ref hectometer j. and
, Qpzis 0 queh t lyi it pr q ve d imp os s ihl e to obtain iageing curves 
f or silver , thicknesses àboVèL ;2OO0&&^ : A typical ageing 
curve, is shown in fig* 6v21, ,ahdv the values of the ratio
^ specimens prepared" are plotted against the 
silver thickness in fig. 6^22. The/points"on this graph 
I,lie between; the theoretical penetration of 400A and the 
experimentally found value of 1100& for silver overlayered 
with' aluminium* The best fit was obtained for a light 
penetration of 700Â» This again cohfinns that the value 
of light penetration is not a fundamental ciuantity in this 
system but, depends on the order in which the metals are
was:;.chlculatad^ussuming/the activation;: energy Of 
2)7R5, kcal/moio^ ^^ .^f for/observations, with aluminium;-
; overlayering;: the. silver : The/mean value obtained for Me,' 
'WaO :6>1 'em.'/sbcv; in' moderate, -agreement .with: the of
19*0.',.o.m"/secv obtained : wit h: the silver acting as substrate*
6/6^- ihc' Reflectivity Of Siltbr*Aluminium illovs
The rOflectivities of a series of silver-aluminium :
allôÿs prepared bÿ lîflash!' evaporation are shown in fig#
 ^ ' ...........
6.23 #' The results of i^ulff ) fbf the reflectivities
î1 0 0
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Pig. 6.23 Graph of Reflectivity against Concentration 
for "Plash" Evaporated Silver-Alnmininm 
Pilms. (a) Measurements at air surface,
(b) measurements at glass surface.
#  indicate results of Wulff (1934).
of several bulk alloys ,àf^  same^ d^iagram.'/, -The '
twa seta : of. f esult^ s have;^  t general y trend % , exe ept that : .
Wùlff fbimd that the: refïëotiŸity of aiiiminiim inoreased 
witïhv small- additioha of silver# % $hia ia iàh -imesspected ; V -  ^
roault since alloys in this"concentration range, should % 
consist of alumihium grains imbedded 'ln;'a\.m#trix/ht{:the't, ^
-A1 euteciïic# fhe euteotic;^  a refleotiyity less than n 
that 0f alimihitm^ and we would expeot a mixture "of it with; 
aluminium to have a refleotivity ihtermediate between the ; 
two* flMlff *s results :may have been caused by^  -
à supersaturated solid solution of silyer in iaiuiainium in":y\%%-; 
.which: the ^  ^ phase had not precipitated o u t w o u l d  not / . f 
. he surprising if a solid solut% silver j:in aliLminium had 
à higher reflectivity than pure, alWiniuju^ ■ Æho reflectivities 
Of pure aliiMhium: ohd:;P (78^^  and 88^
found - hÿ .WUlff y are coiislderably iesdjt { v
. normaliy found for these;'motalu#^ : fhis illustrates the A.
, difficulties V oâiiSed in: .hulk' Sp by surface fi 1ms# ■. / - X
I^iowiy and Moon (1932) have found; that, the réf 1 ectiv^  of %ay\'?:Vf : 
; specimen .,can vary:.as much/as^16^/fpr/dlffèfept :.////'
./;SU2?faoO polish. Wulff-, has: found' th of 'the':/': ;
. J^/phas hg2-Al:X>'tp y hp. def ihit#% 8 ; # % : /that ^ ''either-^ /
.of the pure - metals. - ÎI?hiB Ih .Oiortaihly in agf eement^ : withf-,7-' ■ '
the result s ■- for j flash - evapof at'jod/if ilmS; jV although : the actual, 
"value Of 72ÿo/:ioLrath value 'pf{65^/fo.uh
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evaporated films. ' .
. In the ageing observations with a silver substrate 
a M  aluminium overlayer, the reflectivities of the phases 
formed at the glass and air surfaces were 555^  Q-nd 6i|^ 
respectively. Results with an alumihium substrate and 
silver overlayer gave final reflectivities of 55Î? and 61## 
at the glass/and air surfacesf In the one case v/e would 
.eÿpëct a compound rich in silver at the glass surface. In 
the other base we would expect /a compound rich in aluminium 
: at the glass surfà^êi / Bihce the reflectivities of the two 
afe the same, we must cdhôlude that the same compound is 
being formed in both cases.
This conclusion is confirmed by the values of 57# and 
65# found at the glass and air surfaces for a flash 
evaporated specimen of the ^  phase (AggAl). This result 
also shows that AggAl is the main phase present in the 
diffusion sone, and is in agreement with observations of 
the thickness, ratio. Thé only other stable phase, theyuc 
.phase, has reflectivities of 76# and 82# and so can be 
present only Ih very small quantities.
6,7 hi 8PUS s ion '
Reflectivity measurements both at the silver and at 
the aluminium Surfaces indicate the motion of a particular
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phase boundary, and in view of the critical thickness 
ratios which have been found, it would appear that a layer 
of AgoAl is being formed. This has been confirmed by 
measurements of the reflectivities of theyx and^phases.
For diffusion in the aluminium^: D/* has been found to 
be 6*4 cm^/sec and É to be 27*7 kcal/mole. h* at 136^0 
can be calculated from these values and is found to be I 
8*7 cm^/seo. D* at 13S®C for diffusion into the
silver has already been found to be 27 cm-/8ec.
Hence the penetration of the diffusion layer into the 
silver is !• 8 times gree^ter than its penetration into the 
aluminium. If the diffusion layer is homogeneous we 
would expect 1*8 silver atoms to be associated with every 
aluminium atom. This is close to the composition of the 
compound, AggAl# the difference being due probably to errors 
in the determination of h S
The values of critical thickness i^ atio and the relative 
rates of diffusion are both in agreemeht with the f ormation ; 
of the compound AggAl phase). Only two phases (yu and^ ) 
can exist in diffusion couples of silver-aluminim, and it 
is not surprising that only the phase is observed. 
Prestmiably a thin layer of thejj phase is formed, but its 
presence is masked by the large amount of ^  phà/se.
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. / Buoklé (1946) has studied bulk, diffusion jppuples of
siiyer-^alumihlumi He aged spçoimens . between 300% ;and ;50p^ ,p
and in every case observed a broad band of, the oomppW
AggAl with Sharply defined edges# A BBxall amount of; the
U  phase was also present , in the diffusion aone, but its
thickness was only around 1# of thé thickness of the Ag^Al
aone. These results are in excellent agreement wxth those
: ■: -V . :......: y i , , o , ,
found in thin films where only the AggAl was observed.
Very 1 drge values for apparent light penetration. have 
been found in this system, far greater than can be explained 
by actual light penetration* The results were ascribed to 
interpenetration during evaporation or at the very beginning 
bogihning of the diffusion anneal# and it \vas shdym that 
this could certainly account for the very large values of 
light penetration observed.
It might be thought that interpenetration took place 
into grain boundaries and ;dislopations in the substrate ; 
metal. A large apparent lighti penetration vfould be observed 
at the substrate surface and ah analagous effect y/ould be 
sëen at the overlayer metal surfacc as some parts of this 
would be thicker than others* It would oertainly be 
possible to explain the a,pp^r^nt penetration into the silver 
by the aggregated structure: of .silver# but it would not 
be possible to explain th,e isimilar effect observed with an
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altminium sliVstrate and silver oyerlayer» Alnminitmi is
known to have ,a very continuons structure (Benjamin and 
Weaver 1961) and penetration into it would he difficult#
Silver-al-uminium is well Imown as an age-hardening 
alloy system, and aluminium can take up to 24# silver in 
solid solution at high temperatures. It seems quite w>. 4
possible that aluxminium can accept a considerable amount 0
'  ■ ■ . 
of silver in metastable solid solution at low temperatures. '
?/e must consider this diffusion to take place quickly
either during evaporation, or during the first stages of
the diffusion anneal or both. This would give rise to a
region of supersaturated solid solution at the interface
between the two metals, but such a region would not be
visible in view of the similarity in reflectivity of the
two metals. Precipitation of the compound would then
take place and reflectivity changes would be observed# In
the initial stages, the silver atoms would require to
move only small distances to react with aluminium atoms
to forxii AggAl* The. value of activation energy would be
characteristic of compound formation,, but B* would be
considerably higher by virtue of the short distances the
atoms require to move. This argument therefore explains
satisfactorily the large values of B* obtained in thin
films despite the constaijit value for activation energy.
8 0
J p r e c i p a t ^ ^  pr0ëëedé;=/:thëL : ln#ial -
Y',,/fast,.;di#fusioii' will: ;dim and the pha0e edge will tend \ ; /
Y'X'Z o.ilow mptlbh;:'qf,/k:.'norma^ ^^  ^ : By '^.T '-':
;//;:■;///;, viitue/ySf fast ‘diffusion,^ . hdweyof j , the rphase /;
-x\. :-:;'.v;...'bouhd^ ^'hè/rathéf ! diffuse,::.ënd/t'àis:ydif^ ^
teud/-td:^  ^ / ancanomolpus light penotratioh film /
/'YthiGkhesshs/;/ of D*: will, however, tend to a; ;
. ; V thioloiess-(at thé silVèr surfâéë, 1900Â) will sho# no
/; ohahgd^ éfféot which has been observed in thin films ;
id''/charaoteriétio/^ p initial stages/ of diffusion only.
In bulk diffusion couples where the diffusion couples are 
many micronà thick: the effect vmuld not be observable, and : i; /
this explail# why Buckle obtained sharp boundaries to the
;■'I.-y '•;:// ,■ v The 'explanation g^iveii above. can account: • for the fact .. ^ -■-
;/:/ that /interpénétration takeo /place ihi .siiyei-ralBiminium but :
not ih goldTaluDlinium. Aluminium, can acospt considerable a
,. . amounts of silver in:solid , sOlutioh at high temperatures : / j %'L 
: ;. hnd.oBiglit:^  :bo. expected/t p ,forBi,metast^hle solid solution 11 ! 
: at lo\V:témpéfa,tu^ Gold wquld not be âocepted in solid -
\ ; ; solutiohjih thévaiitnihi the other hand, ,
: becahse the high energy compound AùAlg would prevent this
V ; - atomic size and lattice structures, and it difficult to
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see any explanation other than the difference, in the phase 
diagrams which can explain the results#
Values for activation energy have been found to: be
the same in very thin films (<400Â) as in thicker ones*
.. '■ ' ‘ ?
Since such thin, films have very large,» grain boundaries, we • 
would expect the activation éhergÿ in them to be lower: if 
grain boundary diffusion were occurring* We can therefore 
say that the diffusion observed in silver-aluminium, as in 
gold-aluminium., is a true volume diffusion, most probably 
a, vacancy mechanism* We would expect the values of 
diffusion coefficient and activation energy to lie fairly 
close to the values for bulk specimens, and in table 6.1 
the corresponding results are compared. Diffusion is 
generally slower into the higher melting point component ^
(LeClaire 1949), and so we would expect D ’ to be considerably 
lower for diffusion of aluminium into silver than for
I
diffusion of silver into aluminium* Good agreement is 
obtained between bulk specimens and thin film specimens for 
diffusion of silver into aluminium^ The agreement for 
diffusion of aluminium into silver ;wou3.d be expected to be ; 
poor. We must therefore apcept th^ -t diffusion of silver 
into aluminium is the rate determining process in thin films, 
and that the apparent diffusion observations at the silver 
surface are due simply to the lossiof silver in the formation 
of the compound AggAl, i- i
TABLE 6.1
VALUES FQE DIFFUSION COEFFICIEOT ÎE SILVER-ALUMIBIÜM
System
D
2 0cm "/sec
E
Icc al/mole
Silver into Aluminium 
(Thin Films)
Aluminium into Silver 
(Thin Films)
Silver into Alxminium 
(Bulk Specimens)
Aluminium into Silver 
(Bulk Specimens)
6*4
19*0
i . r
27*7
27*5
not available
* Results of Beerwald (1939)
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CHAPTER 7 ;
REFLECTIVITY OHAHGES IH GOLD-CADMIUM. 31LVBR-CADMIUM# 
GOLD-IHDIUM AHD SILVEE-IHDIUM
7*1 Introduction
Reflectivity changes have been studied in thin 
film diffusion couples of gold-oadmium, silver-cadmium, 
gold-indium and silver-indium with the cadmium and the 
indium overlayering the gçld and silver* Reflectivity 
changes took place at both surfaces, but because of the 
aggregated nature of evaporated cadmium and indium filma, . 
measurements v^ ere only possible at the glass surface*
The phase diagrams of the four systems are shown 
in fig* 7*1 to 7,4* All the systems form several, 
intermediate phases apparently stable at low temperatures, 
and all show considerable solid solubility of the lower 
melting point metal in the gold and silver*
The four systems showed diffusion at a measurable 
rate at rpom temperature* This was used as the standard 
ageing;.temperature in gold-oâdmîum and in silver-indium, 
whilst in silver-cadmitmi and gold-indiuBi, ageing 
measurements were made on theXstage reflectometer and 
no standard ageing temperature was used*
. i
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> 7# 2 i Rëfleh^iviliyv Ohange 6old-0admlum
\ % ;:e f y 1 .: ÿavel $iig-th ::oav ^bhe- ageing
curve .,qf4;gcidf ekdmium-: la shown in fig. rTvS Mercury 
4 :. greiibwt 1 :f9^ 8,11 ■ subsequent'^measurements : for,' • '
-i’i: /çoar^enièncdv-4;,- i- 4. - . -t-S t'- : - ' ■ ' ' "
/ - 8 2 x^he y in the ageing Jourves with different
"■■i ; gold film thickn^ thiqk cadmium. : i;;':,
tv jfilmé to prevent thickheééV^i^^tlo diffipultiea -is ehownx'2"-:V/t-' 
in fig. x.T*:5'. to\/7\7.8'8' The 'curyos xali:^  gave tlié eudden '
: refleotiyi icharaeteristio 9f a -sharply defined t
X ' ' phase hbundary^ .'■-Ihrf ig.; 7{# the^  f thickness has been. ; ,
; V - plotted va^ the r à M  : The éxperimehtèl points
i V:2 iio hear a light penetration - ^
;■ ; j v  of 46pÂÿ\yhiqh isl the :
X • X . into gold .x;'w'Np>2anom effects: were caused by the : ':.,. '■- %x
;;8 ; X Oolid: sblubility of cadmiiim in gold ÿ\; and we. ; ■
■ 8;:' jnnistvabdepixeith^ solid solubility • 8
:;..,;Vis' very narrow or that ;t^  ref 1 eqtivity does not change 
:. ; yV much - with small additions of cadmiwk.in solid solution. > x
y Xv¥alués; Of- the diffusion Coefficient (Di) were found from x x 
; ■; the -1imp takbn f^ refleotiyity to ceasC changing/ : 8 i
'3' .andx'theY^ean :value, pf-'hy^ j-at'/giiO/was iCund to; he 1*Q5 xlO” :^^ 
x'-2'-Câ^ ,^ sec,.xihdopehdeht^ 'Of .thickness.- ',y- y^" '■ '■ Ix
.3:y^-'3x : X-' .;xN:yhi:^tofenÿ:.poftf^ of. the" same slides were aged
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Figo 7ô5 Ageing of Gold-Cadmi'um Film at 21 with 
Cadmium Thickness of 700Â. Reflectivity^ 
change at gold surface with mercury light of 
wavelength (a) Î5790Â, (b) 54611^ and (c) 4358Â,
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over a temper,a%uire. rangé to find thé ao
Prom a graph of log^Qtg^ against this Was found to
  'hé i8• 6 koal^ole,V t h i s  gave equal to\Ov83.^  ^o
' Pivè slides were prepared with one gold : fii% ahd,
four separate qàdmiùm films of different thickhesses, and 
these gave the critical thiolmess ratio of cadmium to gold 
to he l-4*/^his corresponds to 4 cadmium concentration of 
38^  by weight, and reference to fig* 7*1 shows that this. 
is close to the composition of the compound AuOd* We can 
therefore conclude that the reflectivity changes observed 
were due to the formation of this compound# .
' : The; reflectivities of a series of gold-^oadmium ,
alloys prepared by *lflash^ * evaporation are shown in . ; 
fig* 7*9* Cadmium was deposited in a.highly aggregated 
form and its reflectivity:varied from to 70^ on the 
one slide* These figures were somewhat below the value 
' of 78ÿ^  found for a bulk specimen (Handbook of Physics and 
Chemistry 1957)* A "flash" evaporated film with the 
additiph; of 5 at * ^ of gold to the cadmium condensed in a 
nohraggregated form,: prpba,bly beoaUsé the condensed gold 
atoms acted as nuclei for the alloy film* The reflectivity 
/of this ; alloy was apprPximat indicating the ;
, reflectivity of:; cadmiuBiftoubevsîightïy higher* The
fefleotivities of the phàse formed by diffusion (fig* 7.5)
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 ^ and v67# fox* mercury yellow^ green and blue
llg^ respéGtively* These figures are in satisfactory 
agreement with the, values found for the AuOd and V  phases 
in "flash" evaporated alloys,, indicating that the compound 
formed by diffusion was one of these two phases. 
Measurements of thickness ratio indicate the compound AuCd 
rather than the % phase#
7.3 Reflectivity Changes in Silver-Cadmium
Since both silver and the compound formed by 
diffusion in this system were colourless, the wavelength . 
of the light used in .measuring the reflectivities made 
little difference, to the actual values of reflectivity 
, obtained. Mercury green was used throughout the 
measurements.
, The change in the sha^ pe of the ageing curves for '
different: silver, film thicknesses ovorlayered v/ith very 
thick cadmium films is■shown, in figi 7.10 and 7.11. The 
curves all showed the sudden reflectivity change associated 
with the motion of a phase boundary* and plotting the 
ratio t^/tg in fig. 7.12 showed that the expérimental, 
points lay fairly near the theoretical curve for a light 
penetration of 550A. The expected light penetration for 
a silver film, has : been shown\tb be 400Â, and so we must 
accept that the phase boundary was slightly diffuse, the
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Pi g. 7.10 Ageing of Silver-Oadmiinn at 86-^ °G, Reflectivity 
change at silver surface with silver 1440S thick
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Fig. 7.11 Ageing; of Silveï*™Cadmium at 143^0^ Reflectivity 
change at silver surface with silver 3500& thick.
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extra 150Â light penetration being caused presumably by, 
penetration of the cadmium into the silver#
At the end of the reflectivity changes .just 
.discussed, the '.refléctivity increased again by :$bo,ut 4^. 
rfhis effect _was' small but was observed in all.the .specimens 
prepared. It appears that it may h8.ve been due to a; 
change In concentration in the phase whiohjdiffused up to 
the silver surface I but in view of the small concentration 
; ranges of the intermediate phases in silver-oadmium, it 
appears that this explanation is unlikely. A more probable 
explanation is that the effect was due to the presence in 
the diffusion gone of a second phase, which, following 
shortly behind the first phase, itself came Up to the glass 
surface. This would mean that the second phase visible was 
much the wider of the two and had a higher cadmium 
- concentration than the first phase. i
Different portions of the smie slides were aged 
over a: temperature range to find the activation energy 
of diffusion. Frdpi a graph of log^ Qt^ ^^ j. against (1/T)^  
this v/as fo;mad to' be 14* 9 ' kcal/%iole. ; Theshape of the 
agoing curve did not vary withitemperature, andj in 
particular, the final reflectivity increase did not change 
relative to the rest of the curve. Hence' the activation 
energy associated with the first part of the reflectivity
87;
chMgG was the same ; as the activation ■ energy ashociated, 
with the Second part,of agoing ? the reflèctiyity increase.
ÿj b , : ' No ' special: ageing temperature^ had be'en^  "ased in 
this:' sy#em,';: : To;;fin^ wash necessary to, determine DT ,
for . each siDOciiaeh, plot ; log ibl: against (1/T). and draw in thé 
-mean ;line.,correspphding to an activation energy; of 14^ 9 : À
kcàl/molé* jThe , v$lné consistent and the i: R. 1
best; valu%^ ^^ ^^  3#0 xio"- ; cm^/seo, % ■ •
: V six slides were, preparedXWith one silver film and ; 
four diffdrdht thicldiesses o:^  cadmium, overlayer. The 
criticaifthibkness ratio of ;Cadmi\XGi: to silyer was found to; 
h e ; , l : « ; G , ; ÿ ; ; , g i y i n g ' go^kby weighi;. y. 
This thibkhes ë ; corresponded to the minimum padmium thickhc ss 
which ca,us éd the r Of 1 e c tiyity ; t o dr op b^ldw; 65^, a^ so did 
hot distinguish^ ^^  ^ portion of the curve with 61^ V'
réflectance; and 65^:r^ ",if^  in fàbt,: thé /p;
reflectivity changés' wérd ^  to; a changé. in cohcentrdtioh 
only in : one ; phase, : t hen ; t M  phase was the "(phase. If ’ the 
refledtivity : changes ^ wbrev.duei.to;- the presence ; of two phases 
fin the diffusion :%one, then the second oompoundf formed.
'would. hévthé: ^ ibhaso:fa thiéffwaé ‘mach;.the> v/ider of the. two,. 
The first (lower reflectivity ^  prphahly the ^
- |8^ phaséjjffo,if'thi:8ff^  comppund whichfhQ,d;f^ .
higher silyer ;pono entrât ion than the o phase,: ; : :;V
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The ref;j.çci:ivities of a series of silver-cadmiim
alloys prepared by **flash** evaporation are shoym in fig# 
7,13* The reflectivity of pure cadmium has been taken to 
be for the reasons already .given, . The reflectivity 
of the phase is and this is in good. agreement withi
the final reflectivity of 655^  obtained in the dif^*wsion 
couple. T h e p h a s e  has a reflectivity definitely less 
than that of the phase, and the value of is in
good agreement with the 615^  found as the minimum in the . 
ageing curve# These changes tend to confixm that the 
reflectivity changes are caused by two separate phases in 
the diffusipp. ^pne» the first being the low ^ reflectivity 
Alphas e and the seoond the higher reflectivity V  phasp.
7.4 Reflectivity Changes in Gold-Indium
The effect of light wavelength on a typical; 
.ageing curve ih this sy s t em : is shown in f ig. 7*14,
Mercury ÿéïlpw light has been used for all suhsequent 
measurements, .
The change in the shape of ageing oufve.s for 
different gold thicknesses overlaid v/ith very thick indium 
films is sho\% in fig, 7,14 tp: 7fl^* The curves all 
showed the sudd eh ref1pc tivity change ass o oiat èd with a 
phase boundary, and plpttih the ratio t^/tg (fig,7,17) 
showed that the experimental points lay fairly near the
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Figo 7*14 Ageing of GoId-Indium at 97^0 with Gold 
Thickness of 1270A. Reflectivity change 
measured with mercury light of wavelength 
(a) 5790&p (h) 5461Â and (c) 4358Â.
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Fig, 7.15 Ageing of Oold-Indium at 95^0, Reflectivity 
change at gold surface for gold thickness 
of 680i
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Figc 7.16 Ageing of Gold-Indium at 139^0. Reflectivity 
change at gold surface for gold thickness of 
2730Â.
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Fig. 7.17 Graph of Gold Thiolmesa against Ratio t^/tg 
Theoretical curves are plotted for light 
penetrations of (a) 500S (h) 400Â.
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Fig. 7.18 Graph of Reflectivity against Concentration 
for Mercury Light of Wavelength (a) 5790Â 
(h) 5461Â (o) 435S&.
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theoretical>curve for a light penetration of 500A* The 
escpected light penetration for a gold film is 400Â, and 
so we muet accept that the phase boundary was slightly ■ 
diffuse, the extra lÔOA light penetration being caused • 
by penetration of indium into the gold, The effect 
appeared greater for thick gold films than for thinner 
ones, and indeed for gold thicknesses less; than 1000Â 
the effect appeared negligable.
At the end of the first reflectivity change the 
reflectivity increased again by about 55^  to 60^. The 
effect was small but was observed in all the specimens 
aged, None of the intermediate phases in the gold--indium 
system can exist over a wide range of concentration, and, 
as in silver-cadmium, it seeBied that the effect was most 
probably due to the presence of a second phase^ which, 
following shortly behind the first phase, itself came up 
to the glass surface. This would mean that the second 
phase visible was much the wider of the two and had a 
higher indium concentration.
The activation energy of diffusion was found by 
ageing different portions of the same slides over a temp­
erature range, For a specimen 2730& thick, whose ageing
■ ■ j  . . .
curve at 139^0 is shown!lh fig, 7,16, the dverall time of
-  , . . . ■ ' ' '  , '  - ■ . . ' '
diffusion varied from 43: days ^^t 21^0 to 3 min, at 145®C,
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The shape of thé ageing curve did not vary’ significantly 
with; tCaiperature j indicating that the two' compounds had 
similar activation energies. From a plot of lo^^gtgg . 
agefnst (i/T), this activation energy was found to he 
19*9 kcàl/molè, and this gave the mean value of to he
0^38 cm^/s^c,
'
The critical thickness ratio of indium to gold was 
found to he 1*5, This thickness corresponded to the 
minimium indium thickness giving a réflëctlvity drop to ' 
under 00?^ ,and did not distinguish between the compound with 
555^  reflectance and that with 60?^  reflectance. The 
compound with 55^ reflectance was found only in small 
proportions, however^ and indeed in the specimen shown in 
fig, 7,15 with 68o i gold thickness, the compound was - 
hardly seen at all. The critical ratio therefore corresponds 
to the second compound formed, A ratio of indium to gold 
of 1*5 corresponds to'an indium; concentration of 36*8^ by 
weight. This lies on the. .composition of the phase Auln,
The first compound observed must have had an indium 
concentration less than this and therefore probably 
corresponded to the 0 phjasq,;
The reflectivities of a series of gOld-indium 
alloys prepared by **fiasM evaporation are shown in fig,
7,18. Indium was àggr'égàt|çd at tiie air surface, but not^ .
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apparently, at the glass surface,which had a reflectivity 
of The reflectivity of the Auln phase was 58§^^ and
this was in good agreement with the final reflectivity of 
60^ obtained in the diffusion couple. From ageing 
raeasuremants, the reflectivity of the V/ phase was found to 
be 555^ . % e  reflectivity of the y'phase prepared hy ’*flash*' 
evaporation was fairly close to that of the Auln phase, and 
certainly did not appear to have a lower reflectivity than 
it. This is not in good agreement v/ith ageing results and 
is probably explained by the "flash" results only being 
approximately correct.
7.5 Reflectivity Changes In Silver-Indium
The wavelength of the light used for studying 
diffusion in this system makes little difference to the 
reflectivities obtained. Mercury green light was used for 
observations on this system.
The change in the shape of the ageing curves for 
different silver thicknesses overlaid with very thick 
indium films is shown in fig. 7*19. The curves all showed 
the sudden reflectivity change associated with the motion 
of a phase boundary, and plotting the ratio t^/tg in fig.
7.20 against the silver film thickness showed that the 
experimental points lay fairly neo,r the theoretical curve
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Pigé 7ol9 Ageing of Silver-Indium at 21^0, Reflectivity 
change at silver surface for various silver 
thicknesses*
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Rig* 7,21 Graph of Reflectivity against Concentration 
(a) at Air Surface (h) at Glass Surface.
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' for a light .pénétration ,o,f ,:65GA.‘^ I^  ^ expected light x " 
;;.r.;|)enetration^  dA• a^ ,s^ r^ r.^ .|3^ m^  ^
, eày that : the iPWhel rather diffnhe:,: tRe
: y 85#,;%#$ :i)enety%##;lb^#g ,hy\penetr#tion{;hf : J
: indiim izï# the 
V.., woi*e:i■ èohstani;inorepising film ■ytblckne'ss, ' and the: ' ';{• .' 
;*ëan- fo#d to be 5* 04;,;:xlp"*;|^ T.;: - 'u: .y.,;; •; n
; / By ageing the same slides '
; ; Qter a temperature range, the aôtiyàtion energy ;pf diffU8iozi 
/ was found ■ to; be ; koal^ole ♦ V Substituting thé value
for ' I)4=;hfe01®Gv Dt a^s, ^ OU^ be 1' 4^^ ^^'X
\ ; The oritioal thiolmess ratio of indlwii to silver 
; Avas fpuhd to lie 3<0t eqfrespondi% to an indium concentration 
of lies fairly cl tq tlie . ■
; [Composition/ofcompound Aging 'which we ■ can accept as : 
being thé main phase present in the diffusion aone*
; V/ : .t , J iThe refléctiyities of a series of silterrihdium
allQy0,,:pr^  l)y.!tlash&;h fig. 7.21/
■ / ;  .^ iie; i^e^lecti^ ; /piiases-were ; ;
-69^^?pr, y ' 
;>; , for iàging>'t:4?fe/re ]oômÿoun&, formed ■ ; i
; ':'by.' Çiffuqiohrwa :-so w^e-:nfej/;imablé:.^  "'t/î:
those results which phase was if orméd è :;v;Thicknees ratio • t
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measUrëmeiità indicate compound ,
Aglny : and the fiaëh^ *j evapofatidn reéults are in agreement
with this oonoiusion.^ '^^ ^^  ^; / \ .■ :: .'-■ ■ -//'-if : « ..vyy/.  ^ \ •
ti t; / The fef 1 ectivity changes in the four systems
described in.,this, chapter were all characteristio of the
motion of a phase boundary# This phase boundary was
sharply defined in gold-cadmiura, but in the other systems
it was slightlyidiffuse and gave anomolous values for ;
light penetration. In gbld-indium the effect was small/
.. eytrà
the maximumkpenetration being approximàteiÿ lOOl, and for 
gold thickhesses less than 100% no interpenetratioii at 
all WQ.o observed., This oomparatively slight effect can 
probably be explained quite, simply by interpenetration 
into,grain boundaries, dislocations or other defects in 
the gold, caused by the high temperature of the condensing 
ihdiuïïi atoms. ,and by radient heating from hot crucible. 
The eff ect : : wi bo greater in thick gold films than in 
thin ones because of the correspondingly greater’ Ihdiùm 
film thidknesses used, ho similar effect'Would be expected 
in gdld-cadmium as the evaporating temperature of cadmium 
(264^0) ib ÏOW compa with that of indium ( 9 5 2 * ^ 0 y
;■ The light penetrations were rather greater in
silver-cadmlum (550®)/.an^  (650A) than in .
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gold-cadmium and gold-indium, but still very much less than 
than in silver-aluminium (llOOl). It appears probable that 
penetration of cadmium and indium into grain boundaries, 
dislocations or other defects in the silver could probably 
account for the observed results in this case also.
Silver has a more highly aggregated structure than gold 
(Sennett and Scott 1950), and penetration of it would be 
somewhat easier. The effect will be greater with indium 
than with cadmium because of the higher evaporation 
temperature of indium. Values of B ’ were quite consistent 
in these systems and no complications arise from an initial 
fast diffusion,as in silver-aluminium. Gold and silver 
have similar atomic s I k g s ,  structures and melting points, 
and it would be difficult to find any other reason for 
results with silver to be different from results with gold. 
The phase diagrams of gold-cadmium and silver-oadmium,and 
of gold-indium and silver-indium are very similar to one 
another. Hence it would be difficult to explain differences 
in light penetration by différencies in the phase diagrams.
Values for diffusion coefficient and. activation 
energy for the four systems are shown in table 7.1. Ho 
results for bulk specimens of gold-cadmium and gold-indium 
are available, but values have been given for si1ver-cadmium 
and silver-indium (Jost 1952). The thin film values of 
activation energy are very much less than bulk values, and
TABLE 7.1
VALUES OE BIPEUSIOH COEEEIQIBHT AIŒ ACTIVATION ENERGY IN 
60LD-'0AD»IÜM. SILVER-CADMIDM. GOLD-INDIUM AMI) SILVER-IEDIUM
,,System
BVat Sl^ 'C 
, cm^/sec cm /sQp, '
E
kcal/mole
(a) Thiii Rilm Results
, '
Cadmium into Gold 1.05 xlO"^^ 0.83 18.6
Cadmium into Silver 2.4 xlO"^^ -3*0 xlO""^ 14 "9
Indium into Gold 4'"8 xlO”^® Ù.38 19'9 ,
Indium into Silver ' 5,04 xio"^'^ 1.4 xlO"^ 14*1
(b) Bulk Specimens
Cadmium into Silver 7i8 xlO"-^ 4 •'9- xlO'"^ 22.4
Indium into Silver 4‘2. %10"^ 7*3 xlO^^ 24-4
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it might he thought that this discrepancy was proof of ia ' 
different mechanism of diffusion in thin films cOmparOd 
with hulk specimens• We havei however, • sHom in silver-  ^ .
aluminium that the faster diffusihg metdl det of mines: the > 
rate Of diffusion^and a similar effect would he expected 
to occur in silver-^indiuja. ; ■ Silver has a higher melting - 
point than indium, and consequently diffusion of silver 
into iridium will ho the faster direction* Hence, êiffuêiom 
diffusion of silver into indium: will he the rate 
determining process^and the %'efleotivity chariges at the ; - 
silver surface will ho due simply to the loss of silyef ini 
the formation of the intermetallic compourid* This will . 
have a much lower activation energy than diffusion of 
indium into silver, in agreement with the expérimeritàl V/
results. A value of activation energy of 1 4 %  kcal/mqle 
for diffusion of silver into indiuia appears a very reasonahle 
figure. For diffusion of silver into load, a vdlueof 
activation energy of 15 * 1 kcal/mole hris hêen found, and : ; 
a fairly similar ^ value would he expected for diffusion:of \ 
jndium into silver. An explanation exactly similar to the 
above holds in s ilver-c admium.
„ • ■' ' ■ .
Buckle (1 9 4 6 ) has studied bulk diffusion couples
of silver-cadmium. He observed two phases in the diffusion 
sone but did not identify tlie actual phases. In thee
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present investigation, the probable presence of tv/o phases 
has been shown and it has proved possible to identify 
these phases. From the results given by Buckle we can 
calculate J)^ at 300?0 to be 9.3 cm^/sec. On,
extrapolating the results obtained in the present 
Investigatipri to 300*^ 0, is found to be 5#8 kIO"^^
p It fi
cm'/sec, in good agreement with, Blickle *s value# Buckle. ' 
only giyes results at 300®C, and so it is not possible to 
compare: values for activation energy. It would appear, 
however, that the mechanism of diffusion in bulk couples 
and thin film couples of silver-cadmiuji is the same.
' In none of the four systems described in this
chapter was there any trace of the formation of a solid
solution in the silver and gold before the phase boundary
was observed. This is rather surprising, for the solid
solubilities are fairly large, and in the case of silver-
cadmium it is 42 at.^. Two possible explmiations. of the
results can be givenÎ either that the reflectivities of the
solid solutions are little different from the pure metals,
Or that very little solid solution is actually formed.
The first explanation seems unlikely in view of the
different appearances of, say, gold and cadmium, and,
indeed, in silver-oadmium, a flash evaporated alloy with.
25 at.5^  cadmium had a reflobtivity 11^ less than that of 
pure silver. We must therefore conclude that only a very
97
little :sbïià sbïutibh le Jfbimèav
bGëh-hWvm%tha#t^^^ ■
/ exWpie, :Bilvef into eadmium isYt
V . process; an&; that the réfleotivity: :,ôh8nge at the.•■'silver •
surface is duo to the loss of silver in. the formation :
j^ littlfe dlffubioù of qadmi# in^  ^ dan bopur, and so
very little solid solution would be formed in :t^ silver.
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CHAPÏER 8
KEPlEOTIVIiCY CHANGES IN OOPPÊR-iALÜMINÏtîffl
8,1 Introduction
; : Refleotivity: changés - O
oopper-aliuainium pvoyed. :v interesting, 'bbc^se a two 
/' 8tage hgeing : ohbve was obtained at thé alumlh^ surfabe, 
Changes took place at both; metal surfaces and îïieasuremehts 
were made of diffusion in both difedtions. The copper vfas: \ 
invariably deposited before tha^altuninium*since the copper 
oxidised readily in air without the protection of the :
; aluminium film. The phase diagram for côppef-^àluminiüm 
is shown in fig. 8.1. ^ -
179°C was selected as the standard ageing temperature 
. for diffusion in both' directions, since this ..allowed most 
films to be aged in the hot air oven.
8.2 Reflectivity Changes at tkd Copper Sufface
The effect of; light wayelehgth on a typical ageing 
curve is shown in fig. 8 4,2. . Mercury yellow was selected 
for all further measurements :6n this system^ since the 
reflectivity change (25^).w$S greater with it than withi 
mercury green (11^) or mefçi^ry blue (7^).
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Pig. 8*1 Equilibrium Phase Diagram for Gopper- 
Aluminium (Hansen 1958)
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Figo 8*2 Ageing of Copper-Aluminium Film at 179°C.
Reflectivity change at copper surface for 
copper thickness of 770Â. (a) mercury 
yellow light, (h) mercury green light,
(c) mercury blue light*
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Fig, 8.4 Graph of Copper Thickness against the Ratio 
t^ /tgo Theoreticaj curves are plotted for 
light penetrations of (a) 550Â (h) 400Â,
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Slides were prepared with, copper films of different 
thicknesses in the rangé ’3P0Â to I800I,overlaid with thick 
films of alimininm to avoid thiclmess ratio difficulties* 
Typical ageing curves are shown in fig. 8*2 and 8*3. The 
curves all showed the sudden reflectivity change 
characteristic of a phase boundary. In fig* 8*5 the ratio 
t^/tg has been plotted against film thiclcness for all the 
specimens prepared* The points lie close to. the theoretical 
curve for a light penetration of 550^. The expected light 
penetration for a copper film is 400I, and we must therefore 
conclude that the phase boundary was slightly diffuse*
. Values of diffusion coefficient were calculated from 
the time taken for the reflectivity to cease changing* The 
values were consistent, and the mean value of D* at 179^0 
was 1-25 cm^/sec*
Different portions of the one slide were aged over 
à temperature range and thé activation ener^ was found to 
be 31*9 kcal/mole. This gavé D^ eigtual to 4*0 cm^/sec.
8*3 Reflectivity Changes at the Alulminium Surface
■i ' ' ' . . ' ' ■
Reflectivity changes,wpre also studied at the 
aluminium surface* Slides wërè prepared with aluininiuii 
thiclmesses vary&ng in the r^nge 18OÂ, to 2730Â with very 
thick copper substrate films^ In the very thin films
II
100
( < 300Â)^ thicknesses were found by measuring the 
reflectivity and transmission of the slides and using the 
results of Walkenhorst (1941) to find the film thickness. 
Typical ageing curves are shown in fig* 8.5 to 8^8. The 
curves are characteristic of the motion of two separate 
phase boundaries, the first with a reflectivity of 53^. We 
will analyse the two parts separately*
The aluminium was found to age somewhat in the 
initial part of curve, but this effect was small compared 
with subsequent reflectivity changes. The ageing was 
greater for thick films than for thin ones because of the 
longer ageing times involved^ and consequently the 
reflectivity of/second plateau varied from ^0o with an 
aluminium thiolaiess of 535Â (fig. 8.6) to 68§^ with an 
aluminium thickness of 2730Â (fig. 8*8).
The curves all showed the sudden reflectivity 
change a,ssociated with the motion of a phase boundary. In 
fig. 8*9 the ratio t^/tg has been plotted against aluminiuia 
thickness for all the specimens prepared,taking t^ as the 
time for the first part of the ageing curve to be completed. 
The points lie near the theoretical curve for a light 
penetration of 750Âf and we must therefore conclude that the 
phase boundary was diffuse, the extra 450Â light penetration 
being caused by the presence of copper atoms in the
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This ' penetràtlQn must, have: .taken 4./= . <
X'-'-; i;r':plàüe''.'ëither during evaporatibn or in the very^ :^ f
■r.;. ; ■;,.4I;: ( 4, ^ yàiheÿof D?:. at4^ of'the 4:-;% 4. ,;
ageihg: curve ' were oalpulàtèa fr6& -the 4 t t  the , ' ,
':'4'::::,4refle'et ::%o:'etop ohanglii^ :'-(ÿigv48';ïl)'i44'hi WaS-'.constat- '44
''4 444 'at I' i ! om^/'seo ahove /a thieiœ 7ÔbËi\: hut V
\/.::,;heieW increased; steadily='wlth :.
film thiôkheêei'tiii wl altmihlu% thiclaieèè,of only
'■'■ waé iihre^  ^ it 4^ stea&y vâlue# ■ ■ '/ - 'A/:":
'"■ 4 4 4 In the seoond part^of’^ he4’ageing' ourve: the "' :■'■'
 ^^ 4 refïeetivit^ ^^ ^^  ^ 53ÿ^ . ^ ï h i value wais^
4/:'^ 44f.\/iathe%^  tended #ithi lnorea8ihg:x , ,
'44'/4 alWlhiim thïpimésè hëdaiièa dË" ageing of the aluminiuin. :
' :r:'4/4:;:':':'Ih ilg',-:,8#ipy thefatIp : t,ythas heen plpttëd ^against' -fllzi'-;\
, :; 4i4 thioknesG#: the4 origin helhg) take the time 4 •
4^:\'r-o'ri'gih^ er..ythp4:ehdf:4\df4!t% . part of the ageing curve.
; heither: of the : two set^ points lies on a - V:
cufve fpii-:a:i'ii% -^li^tpénétrâtl6h ; aiid/the -
-/'J/'.. pdhetratibh aÿ^^^  ^ .4: ' ;
i' \4''(44:!/:ihoreahi VThi's. is 'hot snrprisihg. :':'4'4-4 ^.A'7:
''4 ;:p,y %èi{e:bagé4!0 '-J#i^ rto:::grpw,g^ :npt' _ 4:'y4,%\44^4
'i :knO%h'.ahd may vary withi thlc Npiie of the • ^ '44 ' ■4'4'--;-
r experiiiiental pôintb 1 ie far away from the expected value 4
; which might, rcasbnaM he talqen ; to he 400A# indicating 
; ' that as far as, this phase is: cphoorned^any initia^^
4 \'l'-4r:p.Gnbtration:ha$4/littib.4 effect .y- ; . • ■ z:"' . . ■ - _
':jy4 ■ ;;-y oàïchiàtcd for this
 ^ part of thé ageing! cnfye if pm the-time^ taken f of the 
féfléctlvity to cease vàfÿingV calculating from, the time 
'y:\ ''-ofigih; was found to/be; constant with increasing 
: film thickness (fig# 8 #11)y and the mean value, was ;
 ^ li#le different'if ■ .
calculated ffdm:the end bf 4the first stage of diffusion, 
since.the major pà^ of/thé total ageing time (approx*:
4 ;is for the eeooM^! This .would
make 'no , aiPre. than: 12^ greater than the calculated 
value.* ,■ y / ,, y . / : : - 'y : ■■.;.
■ ' Different portions of the same slides were aged
over a température range from 124 G to 266% to find the 
activation energy* Typical results are shown in fig* 8*12 
and 8*13 for an aluminium thickness of 1Ô901* The 
relative positions along the time axis of the two parts 
of the ageing curve did not appear to vary at all* Hence; 
the activation energy associated with the formation of the 
first oo^poimd was, the same as that associated with the 
formation of the .second coaapoundv From à graph of logj^Qt^Q 
against (l/T) this activatioh .energy was found to he
.103
31*5 kcal/jaole. Values of D/ were oalculafed.from the
difftisibn coefficients, (D' ) at 179-0* For the first part
' - .
of the ageing curve .was found to he 22 cm^/seo, and
2 jfor the second part.4*7 cm /sec.
8.4 The Reflectivity of OopperrAlTnainium Alloys .
The reflectivities of a series of evaporated 
copper-aluminituu alloy films are plotted in fig* 6.14 
as a function of the alloy concentration. The results 
obtained hy Holland (1958) using a similar technique are 
also plotted on the same diagram* The agreement between 
the two sets of results is in general quite satisfactory.
Alloys of copper containing up to 20^ o.luminium in 
solid solution had a definite yellow tint, in agreement 
with Holland’s observations. This yellow colour has 
never been observed in ageing observations at the copper 
surface, and indicates that only a very thin layer of this 
solid solution was formed. This is in agreement with 
observations on the systems given in chapter 7, in none of 
which solid solutions were observed.
Two compounds have! been observed by ageing at the 
aluminium surface, the firbt With a reflectivity of 72^ 
and the second with a reflectivity of 53^. There can be no 
no doubt that the first don|b6dnd formed is the 6 phase
(Ou)
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Fig. 8,14 Graph of Reflectivity against Concentration for 
Mercury Light of Wavelength (a) 5790& (b) 5461Â 
(c) 43581. # 9^. and #  represent the results 
of Holland (1953) for the same wavelengths.
the reflectivity: 74?^  foimd for an :
,= evaporated alloy ' film, is in gbpd agreement with 72^& 
'Thëre'./ié' rather more .'Uncertainty about the second compound 
. :'formed * and a reflectivityi of 53^ is in good agreement 
with the phase (54y^)» the 'Ç . phase (48*èS^ ) ahd the S 
phase (50^ ),> and the compound formed may he any one of 
. ; these:'threë;^ --.'%. y - . .-v': • , , . / , ' - :
: : fhe reflectivity of the compound formed hy . \
diffusion at the noppef. surf ace was 43^#;;:%%ië wa.s^ ;: 
presimably the same compound as was. formed in the second
X/:.. ...i?;;;-; - ■:-r,:v,i
stage Of ageing at the .aluminium surface. The. difference ; - 
of 10# between the two values of reflectivity oanprohahly 
, hé explained hy the glass surf ace:; which f educes the ; = -j 
' reflectivity' readings* ^ It"^ is- a^in difficult to say ; '
.. ■whet her the phas e > f omiëd ri s; the .îS ' phase - (47#  ^; thé 
' pliaso "(45#)' or the/y^ phase.v ^  ^ they all have _
■ reflectivities which are in; moderate ; agreement with the 
; Ohserved'‘v a l u e s * ' ^  -V-' ■* -.. .■' :"r ■ . .
I / y--~ ■ %:
8.5 Effect of Thickness Èatio :
Several slides were: prepared with;a single layer. 
of copper and four separate ^I'^inium films of different 
thicknesses• The slides wero aged at l79-C and 
reflectivity measurements '^ere made at the copper surface 
(fig* 8.15). /From the seven slides prepared the critical
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ca^itical thiclmees ratio of almifnlim to odgpof %vaé foimd 
tQ be 0,»:9 ) 'oorreaponding to air alWiiniiùû "od 
■ of 'S2$^':bÿ:: 'Wei#itv' rvEef erence' tO’ figv 8*1 sliovm" that ' this \ 
is, elope to the compositions' of the S' and 'phases',' 
indicating that one hf these: is probabl^r the phase" formed*,
Reflectivity changes at the altmiinium surface were : 
studied with slides having a single aluminium layer and 
four separate thicknosPOs of copper substrate* A typical 
ageing curve, at 179 PO is - shomi^ in fig* 8*16*" In this %- 
case two critical'ratios require to be found» borrespohding
to the first lànd second' parts-of the ageihg-cui've^^ ..
'  '  . \  ; ■  , '  '
In fig* 8*16 it can be seen that for the first ;
part of the ageing curve$ the critical thickness-ratio of 
aluminium to copper lies between 1*6 and 3*1* From the 
twelve slides prepared*this' Was narrowed to a ratio of 
aluminium to copper of - 2*6* ' We have shown in 8^4 that the - 
first part of the ageing curve corresponds to formation of 
QuAlg* The critical thickness ra,tio if : this phase were 
formed alone throughout \tho :diffusion couple would be 2*86* 
Hence we must conclude that' the diffusion sone. consists , 
mainly of GuAlp with only a'omall amount of the copper- - . 
rich phase present* ■ :* , ■ ■ : : .
For the second part jof the ageing curve it can be 
seen in fig. ,8.16 that the 'pfitièal' tM'elîhesë ratio o f " *
1 %
and ; From the V .
-tweiyhgsii'dGb'^p'iepaiod/ rof ''the' 'critieai' '
thio'fihess^ f^atid-vi^ wasf.fo:mdv^  \ This, obrrospohds- to ■ '
v : " : v =  Y/- y-'. :y.:/
'ahvaimii#um7:6:6hbeWratiomrbf4'
itO('fig,T' 8>'iv^ showsi:thatbthibf^ ibVolose^ .;;tbyth!b-boiapositiOhs^ :^ ’^'-.
\ :, \ ! y y % y ;  -J:: -x'\
bf rthb%#|''bnd'':(i^ '-':/pimse8*^  ^ at "the;r'bopper - - /
' \/y;y_ ;''8àm'ëyphé^ ^^ ^^ quri,aoe'si them ; this
y - l A o # : y : - ÿv,,./,
■■ .//yrValub^ bf/brltibalr thiblme:88<rhtio;:hay
f;/,'phservbdY-jdt;^^ :vaiùè6yfor;.' aotivâtion onergy ih
:y ";’y ;'Y:;they$wb'''d ere;--a%ip8t;;Y^ %ual';\(31 '^'\%kdal^mole "and
- ;-■’■• V'y31'* 9V oritiphi ■'ratibbr-^  ^ the .,y'
y.Yo#e;;:vaiuenyÿt.,ail\#ompèratuÿe0yxr''y:-YK ■"-,
':. J;'-4*6' ^
Y v : ; . , Y ^  of eritioal thlekhess ratio and
y ■ ;measuremêhtB /pf: i ‘ the presence of
:-'/-atibhst-'YtWO; tpÉàses in t ^ i f '■ (fig. 8,170 • ' In ’
' } thO'/fffbt:.8tageo'' ofj{ageing\./th'e" 'Q phase' is nmoh wider than 
- ,y.' the 3^ ' phase* Nevertheless ;the ^  phase is blways present 
"y ; in the diffusion 0one" (fig*^ ,.
. of diffuéioh W d  ;it is this always seen .at. ; v
4  " ' ;:''the'';'pbpper;' siirfaq e - ‘ T h e ^ y a g b i n , ^ ' b d p p e r  sur fade 
■ ' ;y, appearhvto'Ybe'.- the 'b'ameyWhether; or. hot ;the •^^ÿhase ha;
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reaphed the aliuninium surfabo* This indioat es that the
copper atoms arefheing used up at the. same rate whether or
'■ '-'V; Y- '^'^ V -"4’■ ■’ '■ ' ' '• -■■' ' ' - ■
not the 8  phase is :still growing# Henoer in the first
part of theYagelhg ouryeympst p the copper atoms react
to form-the:0Y phase ahd; only à few form the 3^ phase# In
the second,baft of the ageing curve all the copper atoms
react with the ^  (fig^ 8.17(c)), and so
at this stage .the.y£ phase will appear to grow more
quickly than in the first part of ageing.
h* at 179^0 for-diffusion into the copper has 
been found to be.1#25 xlO - cm /sop. In the;first part 
of the ageing-Curve at the aluminium surface I)* has , 
been found to be equal to 1*1 om^/sec# Hence the
penetration of the diffusion layer into the aluminium is 
2*97 times that into the copper. This oorresponds to o, 
ratio of 2f6 found from observations of critical thickness 
ratio, the difference being due probably to errors in the 
dcterminationydf; D 1. ; This again indicates that in an 
infinite diffusion couple the 0 phasewovtld grow much faster 
than the Tr-phase*.'"yy: ;^y.y:\': yyy^'yv" * ^
- ; , y ' ' In the second part of the aluminium, ageing curve 
D* at 179PÔ was found to ,bç 2e35  ^ cm^/sec#
:Henoe the pénétration of the diffusion layer into the y 
pbase into the copper* - The
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. density of the «Ô phase is given as 4*34 gm/oo (Bradley 
, ,and Jones 1934 ) and, from this v/e can work, out the 
concentration of the phase formed to,be 23*4^ of aluminium 
by V7éighté The phase which has been postulated from 
thickness ratio measurements has an aluminium concentration 
of 25^ by weight, in good agreement with the value given 
above • - -
A large value for apparent light penetration has 
been found for the first part of the ageing curve at the 
alminium surface^ fax* greater than can be explained by 
actuals light-penetration# The value of B* was also found 
to increase, with: decreasing film thickness, till with a 
thickness of-l8oAyI) *'was three: times higher than the 
steady value# .
These observations are very similar to those found 
in silver-aluminium^and it appears that a similar explanation 
holds in both oases# As in silver-aluminium^, aluminium pan 
take up copper in solid solution at high temperatures, and 
it seems quite possible that, aluminium can accept a 
Considerable amount of copper in metastable solid solution 
at low temperatures. We must consider that the copper 
diffuses into the aluminiumYeither during evaporation 
or during the first stages, of amealing or both. This 
would give rise to a region of supersaturated solid
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solution of eopper in the alminixm.; Précipitation of the 
,the aluminim% rich compound vmuld then take the Q .
: phaB Ç'v?*r/YahdY reflôctivityfiohangee-YWouldYhév observed * - ih the 
initial stages the Q  phase vvould he precipitated» readily, : 
and: so B* would- be higher as observed^ experimentally*- '■
As pfecipitation proceeds the effect of the initial i 
fast diffusion will diminishjand the phase, edge will 
tend to follow the motidn of a noxWl' phhse ;bqW , ■
- Because of the: initial fast diffusion*, howevef* the phase 
boundary ^ will be > rather diffuseand- this will givë; ah^ ’V 
: ahomolouB light penetration for all film thicknesses. '
The value of will tend' to a constant valueVfof; thick 
films, and beyond a certain thiplmess (700$) Will
Only a slight ahomolous effect was obçery^^ 
the second phase formed . ( jÿ)^ # " presumàbly sino e;vthis phase 
; grew much more slowly than the Q/ phase^ ahdÿprecipitation 
of the G phase would remove the effect of the ; met ast abl e 
solid solution* The light'penetration :at the dopper y :
surface was .550A, slightly; greater than the- theoietical 
value of 4OOÂ* : This discrepahoy may haye; been due to the 
formation of a metaatable « Solid solution, or it 
simply have been caused by= P#etration of the condensing 
aluminium'into-iïaperfectiôns; ih the copper * " -y -
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. , 111 aisçmssliig the ote^rvationo on diffusion we .
have .considered:that 00,gper at the .
aliminiiiDi ar e :pe ep ons i b e f or ; the oh served • refaite. , ,
’ ft ’, r _ - ' ' , ^
;Biiokle and Blin (195,0 ) and ; da Silva and Mehl (1950 ) have 
invest Igat ed; : the -Kirkendall effect in-On .r'"0n:t":l'2^ ,Al > ' ' 
diffusion couples i . lîiey; found that inert markers moved 
towards the aluminium rich sidev indicating that the 
aluminium atoms v/ere more mobile than the .copper atoms,
A similar result might be expected in a. copper-^aiuminim 
diffusion couple but no results are Wailabid for thisi
, It is, nqt possible to explain the present.results 
. on the basis • of -movement pf. the; aluminium atoms for the-, ; 
if olio wing reasons -./■-■s-, / .
(a) .Only one reflectivity, change takes place at the 
copper surface and, this suggests that there is no tendency 
for the j. phase to transform: into the 0 phase even when 
excess aluDiinium is available#
(b) The yellow colour of the solid solution of alWinium 
in copper has never been observed - it should have been if 
aluminium diffused into the copper. ■ :
(c) An altuiiiniuiE rich phase (the 0 phase) has been
observed to grow much faster than a copper rich phase
(the phase). If aluminium diffused into copper the
matrix v/ould be copper rich^and we would expect the copper 
rich phase to grov/ faster.
Ill
(cl) Apparent initial penetration is greater for thé 0 
phase , than for the phases:• consistent with the penetration 
of • aluminium-by thé copper atoms# Éq' anomôlous èffoots %
were detected; at the* copper surface^ ihdibatihg that very 
few’- almiinihm atoms pénétrâted into the copper*
We would expect diffusion in. oopper-alumini'um to 
bo a true volume diffusion^as in the other metal, systems 
investigated* ?/e would anticipate that the values of 
diffusion coefficient and activation energy would lie- 
fairly close to the values for bulk specimens. Ih table 
8*1 the corresponding results are compared* The agreement 
between thin film values and bulk values for the diffusion 
of copper into aluminium (i*e* the faster direction of 
diffusion) is good, with very close and E around 10j4 
less in thin films* The agreement betv/een thin film 
values and bulk values for the diffusion of aluminium into 
copper is poor^ with both and E being considerably 
different* We must therefore conclude that diffusion of 
copper into the aluminium is the rate determining process, 
and that the reflectivity observations at the copper 
surface are due simply to the loss of copper in the 
formation of intormetailie ddmpôùnds.
TABLE 8.1
Values èoh bxefusioh q q e f e i o i m t  lu oolpee-alumiuium
System ❖cm /sec E: " . koal/mole
Aluminium. int d ' G.opï» er
Oppper ipto AluminiTum 
(ïhin Films)
Aluminium into Copper 
(Bulk' Bpécimehs)
Copper ihto Aluminium 
(Bulk* Spepimene); :
4^0 ■ ■ '
. .22 
4"'7
, 7-1x10”2
2.3 '
■ 31'9 
■31:''5,.'
'34'â .
^ Results of Brick and Philips (1937) 
T Results of Matano (1934)
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CHAPTER 9 
REFLECTIVITY CHANCES IN COLD".LEAD
9•1 Introduction
The reflectivity changes discussed in chapters 
5 to 8 have been shown to be characteristic of the motion 
of a phase boundary. Cohopper (1955) found that in. gold- 
lead the reflectivity changes were caused by the gradual 
formation of intermetallic compound at the gold surface 
(chapter 1.2). As this appeared to be a different mechanism 
of diffusion from that normally observed, it was decided 
to repeat Schopper's results in more detail.
The phase diagram of gold-lead is shown in fig. 9.1# 
Two phases appear stable at low temperatures - AuFbg and
AUgFb.
Cold was usually deposited before the lead to 
prevent aggregation effects in the lead a,f fee ting the 
gold films. Reflectivity changes took place at the gold 
surface, the reflectivity dropping to a value close to that 
of lead. Ho change was ever observed at the lead surface, 
even with very thin lead films and thick gold ones.
Gold-àead diffuses at room temperature, and this 
has been used as the standard ageing température.
Weight Percent
20 4P 100
1000
800
g) 600
^ 400
200
806040200 100
Au Atomic Percent Pb
Pig. 9.1 Equilibrium Phase Diagram for Gold-Lead 
(Hansen 1958)
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Pig. 9.2 Ageing of Gold-Lead Film at 21^0. Reflectivity 
change at gold surface for gold thickness of 
1410Â. Reflectivity measured with mercury 
light of wavelength (a) 5790Â (b) 546lS (c) 4358A,
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Fig. 9.3 Ageing of Gold«Lead Film at 21^0, Reflectivity
change at gold surface for gold thickness of 600&
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Fig. 9.4 Ageing of Gold-Lead Film at 21°C. Reflectivity 
change at gold surface for gold thickness of 
50501.
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Is the curve found experimentally. (b) and (c) 
are theoretical curves assuming a sharply defined 
phase boundary for light penetrations of lOOOl 
and 4Q0â« (d) is the theoretical line given bjr
Schopper*s theory.
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9.2 llëfleotivi1?.v Ohangres at the Gold Surfaoe
3?he effect of light wavelength on à typical ageing 
. clifye is shown ih fig* 9 è 2. The reflectivity change with: 
mërdurÿ yello\r (30?4) was greater than with mercury
hlué light or mercury green (l8ÿo), and has been
used for all subsequent measurements*
Slides were prepared with gold films of different 
thioloiesses in the range 300Â to 5050Â.overlaid with-very 
"thick films: of lead to avoid thickness ratio difficulties•, 
Typical ageing curves are shown in fig. 9.2 to 9.4,
Film thicknesses above 600Â had an initial plateau 
on the hgeing curve, but the length of the plateau was much 
less than was found in systems with a sharply defined 
phase boundary# This is well iliustrated in fig. 9.5, in : 
which the gold thickness is plotted against the ratio t^/tg, 
The values obtained were consistent and lay on a smooth 
curve, but this curve was far away from that obtained for 
400Â light penetration and did not coincide with any 
curve for a fixed value of light penetration#
Values of D' were calculated from the time taken 
for the reflectivity to oeaso changing, assuming the 
results to be characteristic of the motion of a phase 
boundary. The mean value of h ’ at 21^0 was found to be
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2*17 X o m ^ / s e o .  The values were consistent and did 
not Increase significantly in thin gold films.
In view of the constancy of D* and the comparatively 
small variation of the ratio t^/tg with thickness, we can 
make the curves practically coincide by plotting against 
t/d . This is illustrated in fig. 9. & and confirms 
Schoppef's results shown in fig. 1.2, although the fit is 
not as good as Sehopper obtained.
Different,portions of the same slides were aged 
over a range of temperature from 21 ®C to 110^0. From a 
plot of log^^tg^ against (l/T) (fig. 9.7), the mean value 
found for thé activation energy was 17*1 koal/mole. This 
figure is in excellent agreement with Sehopper*s volue of 
17.0 kcal/mole*
It is interesting to compare fig. 1.3,showing the 
experimental points used by Sehopper for finding the 
©.ctivation energy, with fig. 9^7* The results in the 
present, investigation have been obtained with different 
portions of the one slide, and so errors in film thickness 
deterniinatiph and spread in the values of diffusion 
coefficient do not,affect the results. The points all 
lie almost exactly on. straight lines,and different film 
thicknesses givé lines vâth equal! gradients, indicating 
that spread in DV values lies in rather than in
;ii5
aotiva/ki'oh:lenër 8ohdppë±\;T8: fèsuït ;}//'
à rlàf ge\ nWber  ^ filmé : whloh: adbordingly ;• :.v. /F,
showed oohsiderabie L ,:ahd there must therefore hd //
{jéome unoçftàinty about théV aoquraoÿ of; the yalué obtained / 
for thé: aotivatidu puer# y''."/ '''7:'/ ■,. _ y\,
';,:;,!Taking:;,the:;mean:!'valuêV,.dfat 21?G, Dt eau be 
caloulatèd tq be 0# 014 cm^Mseo,;,again iu V
with :8qhopper f s .yalue qf 0* 016 x;m /eeq, dospité/the Usé; ;v
of two rather diff erent theories. ' ; * ; , . : Ï , : / /
■ : Several slides ivefè prepaiW with: bne. gold fil# and . :
'four' sepafate':thidk^^ lead.io'Verlayéf; Tha>diiddh^ ■
were aged : ihranpyeh ;a^  a typipal , result :'is >'■■■/:;:
shown ' ih: f ig.'.'?9 i^8'. ;From. .the ', eight : sdeoiiiens prepared . ; : /
the value; of the critical thickness ratio: of lead to : gold ; ; ; ;
was found to be 3 If - the: lead thiclmess: was mofe than 7
times the gold thickness, the: full reflectiyitÿ W: :p; >
change:tqok places if the lead;:'thlclmess^ 'v/asp/less.'than.l':p'^'''.::';' 
this j some :ref lèctivity: ;change took; place ; because . of the v : v 'i ■ 
diffusënéss of the phas e boundary; but the full réfleotfVityr? 
; drop to 52^: was not obtaihed, '
' . ^chopper has: claimed that a lod<^  thiokn 
the gold thickness gave.the,.full. ;rofledtiyityv 
this has not been fo'uhd thrth^^
Fig., g.-':8^ ;\:'we:;can^ ''see:::thdt:.;;a};lead^^^^^^^^^ 1 ,^9r'times'thC'/ÿ-'
(b)
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9.8 Ageing of G-old Surface at 35®C for Gold Thickness 
of 735lo
(a) lead thickness = 8201 (ratio PhsAu= l^ 'lsl)
(h) lead thickness = 13901 (ratio Ph:Au = 1»9 :1)
(c) lead thickness = 3330Â and 4B10I (ratio
Pb g Au - 4*5 and 6•6 s1 )
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gold thickness gavé some reflectivity changp^lmt not hy 
any means the fall drop to: 52$^ * - ' in view of the large 
numhér of specimens studied in the present investigation, 
all of which were in agreement with a critical ratio of  ^ ,
3*6, it Seems 'probable that this is the accurate value. A
ratio of lead to gold of 3*& corresponds to a lead 
concentration of by weight* This is very close to ^
the composition of the intermetallic compound AuPbg, and .
it therefore seems likely that the refioctivity changes 
o.re due to the formation of this compound. .• . %
9.3 Reflectivity Ohang:es with Lead Substratihg the Gold ;
Several specimens were prepared with lead substrate 
films and gold overlayers. Precautions similar to those : 
observed in gold-a.luminiUm were taken to prevent any 
possible oxide formatioh oh theIlead between thé evaporations.
Typical, results are shown in fig.' 9*9 and 9.10. 
Oxidation or aggregation appeared to take place, as the AuPb^ 
reached the air surface, and the reflectivity tended to 
drop to a figure much leSs than the 60^ expected for the ■ 
reflectivity of the compound. ThiC effect was particularly 
noticeable :in thick'gold films,ahd in these the aggregations 
was so bad that tiie‘rèfiecti\flty f ell below 20^. The 
ageing curves were dofihitely kChafacteristic of the formation:
I
1X7
of compound, but because of the aggregation it was not 
possible to determine the ratio these films *
This was most unfortunate, because measurements of this 
would have given valuable information on the mechanism of 
diffusion.
The diffusion coefficients were calculated 
approximately from the time taken for the reflectivity to 
drop to 605^  (the reflectivity of AuPbg)* From the 10 
specimens prepared the mean value of D* at 21^0 was found 
to be 1*05 xlO""^ *^  om^/sec.
Different portions of the specimen 24501 thick, 
whose ageing curve at 21^0 is shown in fig. 9•10, were 
aged ovér the temperature range 21®C to 133®C* All the 
ageing curves had the same form with anrdnitial plateau 
followed by a reflectivity drop to ,a very low value, A 
graph of 3-Og^Qt^Q against (l/T) gave the activation! ene;ggy 
to be 17*6 kcal/mole, in excellent agreement with the 
value of 17*1 kcal/mole found earlier; D^ v/as found to be 
0*016 cm /sec, again in good agreement with the value of 
0*014 cm /sec found with lead overlayering the gold.
These results indicate that the order of evaporating the 
metal films makes no difference to the value of diffusion 
coefficient obtained.
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9.4 The Refleotivity of Gold-Dead Alloys , .
The reflèo'fcxvities of a series of gold-lead 
alloys prepared by "flash** évaporation are shown in 
fig., 9.11. The two intermetallic. compounds hdd fairly 
similar reflectivities, but with mercury blue light the 
reflectivity of AUgPb was definitely less than tlxat of 
AuPbp; The reflectivity of the phase formed by diffusion Vo 
at the gold surface was SIÎ!^ , 5lÿ^  and with mercury
yellow; green and blue light respectively. These figures 
go ih the same sequence as flash evaporated alloys of 
AuPbg which has reflectivities of 52^, 535^  and 56?^ . The 
reflectivity of AugPb goes in the different sequence 54^» 
535^  and 4G'M&, and so v/e can say that this is not the 
compound giving the reflectivity changes on ageing,
,, These results indicate that the compound formed by diffusion 
in this system is AuPbg. ■
' AuPbg has almost the same reflectivity as pure lead;
Diffusion of this compound up to the lead surface would 
therefore not give any reflectivity change, Tliis v/ould 
explaih why it has proved impossible to.obtain any diffusion 
observations at the lead surface,
- V ' ' Sehopper attempted to measure the refiéctivities 
V Of a niimber of gold-lead alloys by eyaporatihg a: Wedge- 
shaped gold film onto a glass substrate, and depositing
70
60
I
i
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40
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Au Atomic Percent Pb
Fig* 9oil Graph of Reflectivity against Concentration for
"Plash" Evaporated Gold-head Alloys. Reflectivities 
measured at the glass surface with mercury light 
of wavelength (a) 57901, (b) 54611, and (c) 43581.
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a uniform,lead film on top to.give a.series of gold-lead 
concentrations. The film was then annealed at 70®G for 
i lir. to allow all the reflectivity changes to be completed. 
Sehopper measured the reflectivity at various points along 
the glass surface, calculated the concentrations at these 
points, and took the reflectivity values as characteristic 
of these concentrations. This procedure is not permissible, 
however. Reflectivity changes certainly take place at 
the gold surface, and the value of the thickness ratio 
will determine the reflectivity# No reflectivity change 
takes place at the lead surface, however, under any 
circumstances. At one surface there is a reflectivity 
intermediate between gold and lead: at the other there is 
the reflectivity of pure lead. The system in this final 
state is certainly not a homogeneous alloy. A homogeneous 
alloy can never be obtained in a diffusion couple if the 
overall composition lies in a miscibility gap in the phase 
diagram. Such a diffusion couple will always consist of 
, two separate phases with a phase boundary between them.
The diffusion couple used by Sehopper would therefore 
. always■consist of the-two separate phases; AuPbg‘and gold. '
\ Sehopper found that the addition of 12^ lead to
the gold caused its iefleotivity to fall to that of pure 
lead* This is not ih agreement with the results shown im 
in fig* 9*11, where‘a ”flash*^  evaporated alloy with a ‘
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lead oonpGhtràtion of.14 at# # (15^ by weight) had a 
reflectivity considerably different from pure lead.
9.5 Discussion
Observations of the value of the critical thickness 
ratio, vindicate that the reflectivity changes are due to 
thé formation df the compound AuPbg. Mea,surements of the 
reflectivity of AuPbp confirm this c onelus ion,and show that, 
since AuPbg has the same reflectivity as 1ead,no reflectivity 
changes would be visible, at the load surface even though 
diffusion into it took placea It is not surprising that 
AuPbg is the phase Observedj for there is some doubt, 
whether AUgPb is stable at low temperatures as ihdioa,ted 
On the phàsè diagram* Kleppa and Clifton (1954) have 
found that AUpPb dissociated into AuPbg and gold on cold 
working. This indicates that AUgPb is unstable below 
some unlmown température  ^'the very low rate of décomposition 
being increased bÿ cold work; ‘ ■;
In view of the constancy of D %  we can say that the
growth of the thé phase boundary obeys the parabolic lav/
X r=: D 't experimental val"àé8 for the ratio t./t^ did
hot fit the: curve for à vlight pénétration of 400Â, thus 
s%wlhg tha^ %#i(^afy Was diffuse; . ■ The
experimental yalues 7 did not ;lië oh any curve for a fixed
.yaiué':':'Of 'and' the apparent^ value appeared
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to increase with gold thickness* This indicates that the 
hoUhdary became more and more' diffuse v/ith' increasing 
gold thicknessV ■ . .. ...
Schopper’s theory of a gradual change in 
concentration'is'an attractive one to apply in view of the
■ ■ ■ j I ’ ' y - I 2 ■ '
Similarity of the curves on plotting age,inst t/d (fig. 9.6), 
although acpordihg to this, theory the initial plateau 
should only comprise 15?^  of the rtotal ageing period, 
rather different from the 20?^  to observed experimentally. 
This theory would not be expected to apply in a system 
which has a miscibility gapv In gold-lead there is no 
solubility from pure gold to pure lead except for the 
compound AuPbg^snd so Sehopper*s theory could not apply
Penetration into grain boundaries and dislocations 
in the gold by thé condensing lead atoms does not seem 
possible.' Lead has an-evaporation temperature of only 
718 C^î much less than aluminium whioh did not penetrate 
into gold at all. - In any case,' lead has a largo atomic 
sise (3*50&) and would find penetration into the gold more 
difficult than, say, aluminium with its smaller atomic 
size of 2*86X.
Pujiki (1959) has made an electron diffraction 
.study of sueeessiyely evaporated gold-lead films, and has
1 2 2
elaimed that diffusion into the.upper film.took place 
instantaneoxxsly on; evaporation. . iThis effect was , observed 
with, gold;’: substrating and over lay ering the lead, penetration 
occurring respectively into the lead and into the gold*
He found that annealing the gold at 200®C for 1 hr# 
completely eliminated the penetration^ and IPujiki 
attributed this to a change in structure of the gold.
Fujiki'B:experiments are interesting although it seems 
unlikely that lead atoms-have sufficiently high energies 
to-remove large numbers of gold-atoms from their lattice 
sites. A simple experimentr was carried out to see v/hether 
Fujiki explanation might be responsible for the results
obtained in the present investigation* A gold film was
,
evaporated onto a -glass substrate^ -and lead*was immediately 
deposited oyer half the:area of the gold * - The slide was 
removed f rom thé : vacuum ohambor ^ and .divided into two : 
halve p : s.ingl e ; go Id film, wa^s-annealed at 200r0 for
l-hr>v;2P^  ,l%q 'bvOhiy:': The film was ' returned to
the vacuum chamber and lead: wàs ; cvap over the gold*
AcGprding tO;;% this, janneailng should certainly - 
prevent : $ny. %)ohetpation! of' the gold into . the lead. The 
agoing; curves qfv thq' two Wlyes of the: slide .were obtained, 
on the hot sfago roflectometer. No difference whatsoever 
•was found between thë two ageing curves, the diffusion 
coefficients and the/ratio t^/t^ of both being the same.
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Henpe Fujiki*^ explanation does; not help to account for 
the observed ageing curves. • - - - - -
The experimental ageing results which have been 
obtained are not characteristic of the motion of a sharply 
defined phase'boundary/and-to explain-the results w e - 
must asèume-a fàirlÿ'gradual increase in the amount: of 
AuPbg present’ at the surface*- it has been shown above that 
interpehetration cannot explain the results, and'in any 
case the boundary becomes more and more diffusé with ■ 
increasing film thickness (i.e. the apparent light 
penetration increases) which is not characteristic of the 
interpenetration found, for example, in silver-aluDiiniuxi.
The reflectivity changes have been shown to-be due to the 
formation of the compound AuPb^/ and in view of the apparent 
gradual’change in ooncentratioh^we must conclude that 
precipitation is taking place at: a'number of points 
distributed throughout a region of the film. This must 
be the region in which gold.: and ; lead are mixed together 
and must have: been forced by, diffusion of the pure metals 
at the beginning of agoing. • ..
It is not surprising that initial fast diffusion 
takes place in goldrlead tol give the apparently-gradual
increase in the; concentratijbin, of the compound* AuPbg is 
the only thermally stable p^ jase in the gold-lead system^
and it is formed with low energy by a periteotic reaction*
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In such-a-.system, ordering would l)é expected to: occur 
fairly slowly and - initial diffusion might be expected 
to have’a considerable.influence on the ageing curve 
obtained* Lead-hasa very large atoi^ic,si%o and diffusion 
•will take place quickly in;gold-lqad-because of the large 
difference in atomic sises (Le Glaire 1949')* ; . is possible
that gold will move into interstitial positions, in the 
lea.d lattice, and this mechanism will occur very quickly 
in view of the low-activation.energy of diffusion* These 
explanations are not valid-in the other systems-with gold 
(gold-alwaihium, gold-oadmium and gold-inditmi)* These 
systems' therefore' show no initial diffusion and so form 
fairly sharply defined phase % boundaries * - - - • -•
For diffusion di.ffimi.xm. at the gold surface, 
has been: foxmd’ to: be ‘0^014 cm^/sec and B to be 17»1 kcal/mole; 
These values are in excellent > agreement with Sehopper’s 
figures cf 0*:016 cmf'/seC and 17*0' kcal/mole; Gold has a 
higher ' melting point than leady.aiid so diffusion of gold, 
into .lead vwill be' the - ratb détçrminiiîg process , the - 
/èohoehtràtibh- changes:!: at the gold (.surface being due 
simply to the loss of gold in the formation of AuPbm * In 
a given time the pénétrât:^ on i^ the lead will be 3*6
times greoter than into the gold. The diffusion
' ' ; I - ,
coefficient in the lead will therefqrc be 13*0 times
greater than that obser.Ved|,at the gold surface* For
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diffusion : at the ; lead surface therefore obtain the -'r/x.
' ■ '.Values Ü* 18 6 m ysco andi 17* 1 koal/mbie ; Measurement a !
/ on bulk spccimens. for the fdiffus gbld;^into’ lead àfo; ^ - / ;
;,■. •" given in dost (1952)• ^ given as■'0*:35/bà-/séc;:- in,'vx/
good agreei#nt; re8ult8/\ahdk:Byis::givéh;^)%/'/^
/.-/-as 14#0 kcal/mole, in reasonable /agreemeht with tlie: l7*lv:;\'- 
, koal/mole f ound; in thin films * The two sets of results are ^  y )
y; ; in good agr 0 ement, c onf irmihg that ; diffusion in the '
;;;\-;/:'faster' direction does determine the rate of format ion of ■ - 
compound* 7'^ ' • - ■ ' '-y y;:'"/-'
, Bohoppcf took the value of ; energy i^ y :
: ; thin films tq be charabteristid of diffusion of'-iead/intq-j/^/i 
- ; gold, yand> attributed the difforehpe compared ivith bulk 
y^ to the large activation energies required for 
///'iàttice changes inr gqld cpmpared with lead * 17 kdal/m i
; ; does appear to be a very low v§lue of activation energy/ : i
; for. diffusion of lead into gold in view of the high
; . melting point of gold, and particularly because of/the ;"y
large atomip; sise of/lead* ..A figure higher/than the 24*4./'^ :^/ 
koal/mole fotind f  Or the diffdsioh of indium ihto silver 
(dost 1952 )(/w appear most : likely for the diffusion of ; /
lead into; gold* From this v/e must conclude that the / //
activation energy observed at ïhe gold surface is . y : ;
charaoteristic of diffusion into the lead rather than int6 y/• /
the : gold* J -y ■ y. V : y: _-y : :/.yy y ’ "'r' ' '\y
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. . QHAPÿÈB 1 0  , . ■ . ..
RBgLEQTIVIlY GHARaES IN SIIiVER-LEAD
10#1 Introduction
:: ■ ü)iie eight métal pairs which have so far been ,
investigated'have 'been intermediate phase 'systems^ and the 
reflectivity changés have been éhown to “be dùe to the 
formation of ihtermetallic eompounds, in the diffusion 
0one, As shown in chapter 4*4$ silver-lead^ although a . 
non-misolble system, gave a definite reflectivity change 
on annealing,and this change did not appehr to be caused 
by aggregation or similar effects, ' *
ïhe phase diagram for silver-lead is shdv/n in fig, 
10,1. The two metals appear almost completely non-misoible. 
At 150^0 the solubility of silver in lead is 0*06 at. 
whilst the solubility of lead im silver has not been 
determined^but must be less than. 0*1,a t . . ■
Silver .was always evaporated before tile lead, and 
ageing took place at the silver surface. Ho reflectivity 
changes were ever observed at the lead surface on annealing. 
Several specimens were prepared with the silver film ’
overlayering the lead, but in;ho case was any ageing 
observed at either the silver- or the lead surface*
Weight Percent
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Pig. 10.1 Equilibrium Phase Diagram for Silver-Lead 
(Hansen 1958)
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Value at the Silver Surface in Silver-lead Diffusion 
Couplesc Circled Points indicate films whose 
ageing curves are given in fig« 10*3. . .
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10.3 Ageing of Silver-Lead Film ai 146*^ 0. Graph
o
of reflectivity against t/d for silver 
thicknesses of (a) 10201 (h) 7451 (c) 4151.
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Figo 10o4 Ageing of Silver-lead Film at 94^0 with 
very thin Silver Layer. Reflectivity 
change at silver surface for silver 
thickness of 60Â.
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Fig. 1005 Ageing of Silver-Lead Film at 96^0.
Reflectivity change at silver surface 
for silver thickness of I80I0
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Morouxy green light was used for all reflectivity 
measurements on this system, the silver having a 
colourless appearance before and after ageing.
10^2 Reflectivity Ohanges at the Silver Surface
146®G was selected, as a standard ageing tempera,tiire 
as this allowed most of the films to he aged in the hot 
air oven. A large number of slides were prepared'with 
the silver thickness varying in the range 400& to 1400Â. 
Above this thickness limit no reflectivity changes were 
observed. The results showed a wide scatter, and in fig.
10.2 the final reflectivity obtained after ageing has been 
plotted against film thickness. Graphs of reflectivity 
against t/d are plotted in fig. 10.3 for three specimens 
whose final reflectivities lay close to the mean line 
drawn in fig. 10.2. The reflectivity change decreased 
with increasing film thickness.
It can be seen in fig^ 10.3 that the tangent drawn 
at the beginning of diffusion is practically the same for 
all three silver thicknesses. Hence values of diffusion 
coefficient (h) calculated from the intercept of the 
tangent on the t - a%is at 51# reflectivity (the reflectivity 
of pure lead),using Schopper's formula (2.18)^will be 
consistent. Strictly speaking, Schopper*s theory will 
apply only in miscible systems, and the agreement of the
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f G suits for diffWf ont thlc3mes:ses must be cdhsidered ■ 
father fortuftbùsv . ; The ’mean value of thè' diffusion 
ooefficient" at 146^0 was 1*4. bia^/secv -
Different portions of the same slides werp aged 
over a.range of/temperature fromv102^0 to 241®0v It was 
found that the shape, of the curves did not vary with 
temperature and that the final reflectivity was: always , 
the same* The activation energy was calculated to be 
21*1 kcal/mole^and-this did not vary with different 
silver thickness* This gave D^ to be 1*8 xlOl^ om^/seo*
Several slides were prepared with very thin silver 
films in the range 60Â to 250A and typical: ageing curves 
are shown in fig* 10*4 and 10*5# Even with a silver 
thickness of oiily. 60l, the initial reflectivity::was 63#, •
.which is quite high if one takes into account the lo\y 
reflectivity lead film .behind , the silver,, some of which 
had doubtless penetrated to the glass.surface because, of 
the aggregated nature of:a G0& thick silver film* This 
indicates that no diffusion took place before anhoaling 
the films* Thé reflectivity of all"the films fellv to around 
55#, just greatoz' thah the 2;*eflectivity;;pf puTO 
in agreement with the results f otmd; for ; rather thicker 
films*. The activation energy for these ^  was-
found to be 20*7 kcal/mole, and D^ was calculated to be
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5*2 X 10~"^  , orn^/sec* The se, are ; in good agre ement / with the 
• values fpwd in; thi.bkerr fil#^ giain.
/ hPimdafy diffusion"f mpt fespohsihle'^ fqWth^ observed,.
results* " . ''■•■      "■■■-; ' v / - , . ■ - ,• -
Several slides were prepared with ohe silver film 
and four different'thiolmessoé; of lead^ over layer 4: ih 
r every case it wàs ; found;: that the/ lead-/thibknessrw , 
sufficient to give the full refleqtivity change at the 
silver surface, and that only 35 at.# lead or oven less 
,: was necessary tO; give the full reflectivity changé*
10*3 The Reflectivity of Silver-head :.AlloyS"'v/
Thé: reflectivity of a séries of silverRlead 
alloys prepared by ^ *f lash*^  evappration arc vsho\m^ ^
, 10*6.' The. reflectivity of the silver was fairly sensitive 
to small amoimts of lead* : Theaddition of 10# lead to, ' : 
the silver caused the. reflectivity to dr op ; fully 18#* ,
Beyond approximately, 4 0# léâ## the reflectivity.
.fairly close to that /of leadi , It soemis very likely that 
it is the: sensitivity: of silver to shall-- a^ of ; ,
lead that allows reflectivity changes to be seen at the 
silver'burfaoevo3r'''ageingV.';'=-';^ '.''
10*4 Discussion ■ . ,-
Values of diffubioh cOéfficie have been calculated
I
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Graph of Beflectivity against Coneehtration 
for "Plash" Evaporated Silver~lead Pilms.
(a) Reflectivity measured at air surface
(b) Reflectivity measured at glass surface.
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, aasimiiig that; theozpy for-a misciMs, sj0t<5m. can
&l:EfTi8ioh po.effioienf;:h 
 ^ ' 'be 0dn81 ëtenty àn# f orr diffnaiom of ïoaâ into âilyopc ,ln
thin: films, D to W  1*8 xIO"^ cm^/seo and
; E to ho 21 ' 1% jcpal/^wle, pf diffuqioh coeffioient 
for diffiisiqn pf load-into silver are not given in the
: litei^atnféÿ bnt vaines of - 7*4 xio"^ cm-/sec and
■ ' ■ ' ■ ’ "  '  ■■ \  '  ' ' • ' ■ /  ’ ■ ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '  '  ' ' ■ '  ■ ■ ' • ■ ’ ' ■■■■•
E; 15 *1 koal/mole for silvpr diffusing into lead are
. quoted in Jost (1952 ), is the faster direction of
'v diffusiph, and a considerably higher value of activation
energy^ would he expected for.diffusion: of leadcintotsilver.
The vhlnp: pf; D^ rri film^- is- in; good agreement with
hulk values for:diffusion of silver into lead,= but the
activation energy'^is'Considerably higher* It would
therefore appear M a t  the results are charaoteristic of
diffusion Of lead into silver^
The experimental results suggest^therefore,a diffusion 
. : of lead into sil^^^^^  ^ Thisr diffusion is not a result of 
- pénétration: of-1 ihtO" silver>during evappration, for
, /the reflectivity of %silver/;is sensitive to small amounts. 
ef lead| and-any“ Significaâît amount of it in the silver 
W o u l d  affect the roflectivityi -Even with thin silver 
films, however> the reflectivity of the silver appears
unaffected by the evappfation of the lead overlayer* In
' , I -
any casey no trace of interpenetration has been observed
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with a lead .substrate and silver oVerlayer, although : . 
such a. system-would be expected to show aimudh greaterY 
effeotybeoause of the high evaporation temperature; pf 
silver (1Q47®0) compared with lead (718^0),and the smaller 
atomic aige of silver (2*S9l compared with 3*50Â) which, 
would permit penetration of the èUbstrate film more 
easily* " ■ ■ .
We must conclude that diffusion of lead into 
silver takes place during annealing* It is surprising 
that such à large aaipunt of diffusion takes place in this 
system in view of the almost complete lack of solubility 
shown in the phase diagram* It has been shown by Raub 
and Engel (1943)i howevery that in electrodeposited 
alloys, silver can take up to 10^ lead by weight in 
supersaturated solid solutiony and it seems probable that 
a similar effect can take place in evaporated films of 
silver under certain oiroumstancesy The j#oUnt of lead 
that can diffuse into the .silver depends oh the thickness 
of the silvoryand is very much greater for thin films 
than for-thick; ones.j probably because of the greater 
disorder in thin films* The amount of pehetration will 
vary with thickness, but the actual valûé of diffusion 
coefficient and activation energy will remain constant 
since the basic mechanism q^\d|lffusion remains the same*
This is in full agreement wiijhrMe experimental results
' ' ' ' ff'-' . ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' r
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in whioh the diffiiBidii coefficient and activation .energy 
are constant for film tliiokneSxSGB of from 6Ol-to 14G6A* *
It is not surprising that the apread in final reflectivities 
in fig* 10,2:is 80 largo, because the final refiGotivity- 
ia a function of the Btruoture- of the' film^which will ; 
depend to a largo extent on the evaporation conditions,
We have ^ shown that diffusion in thin films, of 
silver-lead is a very unusual mechanism, heponding on the 
ability of-/thin • films - films of silver to take- up lead in 
supersaturated solid solution* Such diffusion will not 
generally occur in non-miscible systems ÿ which would 
normally show no reflectivity changes on ageing*
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■ ■ ÔHAPTER-11 ■ , , , .
EIEOTEON IIPPEAOTIOH INVÈaTXaATIOÎÏ“ ■ 7!!'^'. ; ; ' : , "--i
11*1 Introduction .' ,
Electron diffraction is probably the simplest 
technique for observing diffusion in thin metallic films; 
Diffraction of electrons can take plabe either by 
transmission through a thin film or by reflection from 
its surface* The instrument; available was ah electron 
microscope with a subsidiary diffraction mechanism, and 
only transmission exaBiination was possible* This meant 
that the maximum possible thickness of the metal films was 
approximately 300Â, since above this thiolmess the rings 
became blurred* - > - . -
Gare was taken throughout the investigation to 
keep the projector lens settings on the microscope constant, 
so that the magnification of all the photographs was the / 
same* Prom the Bragg, law
nX = 2d sin G ' (11.1)
where A  is the wavelength of the electron beam, d is the 
lattice spaçing,6 is the angular deviation of the electron 
beam, and n is an integer* For any setting of the lens 
system : .
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D = 2r
o( slnQ . (11.2)
Where D is the diameter of the diffraction.ring* . From 
(11*1) and (11.2) we find ■ -  ■ - - ,■
- ' Dd == k - (11*3)
where k is a constant for one setting of the lens system*
If k can be found, ring: diameters can be converted to : 
values of -d: spacing#- -, ' - - - ; 4;. -
11.2 Experimental
k was calculated from a diffraction photograph of 
a material with Icnown- lattice spaoings& ; A gold film was ■ 
used (fig. H i  1 ) and the results are shown in table 11*1.
The ring diameters were measured, by means of a low power 
travelling microscope* whilst ,the d spacings were calculated 
knowing the structure of gold to. be f .ô'éCii with a lattice 
spacing of 4*085.* The. mean; value of k obtained was 2 #71 
cm-5* and over a period-of months this- varied by only
%  ■ '   ^ • .
The specimens used in this investigation were
prepared under exactly the same conditions as the- films 
used for reflectivity observâtibhs.^ F^  ^ of the tv/o 
metals were evaporated successively onto a glass microscope
slide and forràvar covered eiectroh microscope grids placed 
side by side in the vacuum, chamber* Formvar films were
11«1 Electron Diffraction Photograph of a Gold Pilm 
used for Calibrating the Electron Microscope.
TABLE 1 1 .1
CALIBBATIOW Of MAGHIPICATIOW OP ELECTRON MICHOSCQPK
No D
(cm)
Calculated d
(i)
k
(cm-1 )
1 1.15 2 .34 2.69
2 1*34 2 .02 2 .7 1
3 1 .9 0 ^  1*43 •‘>5 2 .72
4 2 .2 4 1.22 ''23 2 .73
5 2 .33 2 1.17 2 .72
6 - 1.01 -
7 2 .93 0 .9 3 2 .72
8 3*00 0 .9 1 2 .71
Mean value of k = 2»71 cm-A
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-used as condensing surfaces as it'has been suggested : 
(van Itherbeck et al 1952) that the structure of films on 
formvar and on glass is similar. The grids were shielded 
from the glow discharge during the pumping cycle* Thrbe 
specimens were ; prepared at each evaporation, one of each 
of the parent metals,/and a compoéite film of the two.
Diffraction photographs of the three: films were 
taken immediately after removal from the vacuum chamber. 
The composite film and the glass slide were both inserted 
in the hot air oven and aged for a suitable-peridd; On 
removal^a second diffraction photograph was taken,and the 
reflectivity of the glass slide was found. This was 
repeated for further ageing periods, uSrtil subséquent. , 
change in reflectivity was obtained* The reflectivity 
measurements enabled a graph of reflectivity against 
time to be drawn,-and the diffraction photographs showed 
the composition of the film at different values of reflect­
ivity.
11.3 Results
(a) Gold""Aluminium The composite film of gold-aluminium 
was aged at 58^0. The graph of reflectivity against time 
for the glass slide is shown in fig# 11.2. Diffraction 
photographs of pure gold and pure aluminium are shown in 
fig. 11.3(a) and (b). The ring diameters of aluminium
70
-p
8
A ir  Surface60 -
Glass Surface
5 0 -
0 1 3
F ig . 1 1 .2  Ageing o f GoId-Aluminium F ilm  used fo r  E le c tro n  
D if f r a c t io n  Measurements a t  58°C. Gold th ic k ­
ness = 100Â, aluminium th ickness = 120Â.
(a ) Gold F ilm  (b ) Aluminium F ilm
Gold-Aluminium Composite F ilm
(c ) Unaged (d ) Aged fo r  1 h r .
(e )  Aged fo r  l^ i h r .
F ig . 1 1 .3  E le c tro n  D if f r a c t io n  Photographs o f Gold- 
Aluminium F ilm s.
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and gold are almost exactljr equal as they have similar 
f.0.04 structures with lattice spaoings of 4r05Â and 
4* 08Â respectively, Fig. 11,3(0) shoves the composite 
film immediately after evaporation* The rings'are 
characteristic of pure alihainlirn and pure gold^ and no
trace of intermetallic compounds is .seeia. Ageing for
1 ' ■ ■ - ^  hr* also showed rings characteristic of the pure metals
only. After ageing for 1 hr., however, extra rings
hecaïîie visible (fig. 11.3 (d)). Ageing for further
periods up to 15& hr, did not produce éxtra rings nor any
change in the relative intensities of the rings (fig,
11,3(0)), and the reflectivity remained constant*
The results show that reflectivity changes are 
associated with diffusion and the formation of intermetallic
compounds* Presumably a thin layer of compound had been
1 ., 
formed after hr. a^ geing, • but any diffraction effects of
this layer were obscured by the patterns from the thicker
aluminium and gold layers.
The ring diameters of the photograph for 1 hr, 
ageing were analysed in some detail to see whether 
particular intermetallic; compounds could; be identified.
The results, are shown in table 11.2. The probable presence 
of AuoAl in the diffusion %one has been shown from 
measurements of the thickness ratio and relative rates
SgRUQgUEB b? GOm-ÂHmiNIUM PiBI AG2D POE l HOUR A3 58°b
-Ml*
No Int* ; Dr^ r] 
(om)
, OBs'ervëd 
dSSpacing >
' (i)
Qaloulà à Spacihgs 
Àübii / Àu&Al ÀuÀlo
( ! { : U ) V
]L ■ M 0.61 -,4-49;
- 2 vW ' 0.'80 3* 42 ■ v.'?3*47':-;
3 m ' o.gi 3*01 ■- ' 3Î00v'--;
4 . w-^ ■" 1.02 2,69 2.79
5 'M- ■ ; 1*16 2.36 2.'36; 2.34
6 yS , 1.26 2.17 : ;2.17 .
7 Vw 1*32 2*'08‘;; 2.; 08
8 M 1*72 ■ lT'59'-.,s" ,;'"6i-
9 ,M 1-8,8 : 1* 47 - i W '  '
10 ( 8 . 2 -09 :,':i:"'3i ■' ;'Sl-;33'; 1.34
11 M ■' 2.^ 2:: : v ' ': 1.^5
. ;V'l-22 ' ■Vl'‘'2,g:" -y,
12 . w- 2.33 ■ÿl.'l8 ' - . \ 1*18 li’i s ,
of diffusion* bnfprtunatèly the structure 6f this phase is 
- , complex, ahd has^h^ heon det ermined ( Cof finherry and ■ r 
■ Hultgrén ,193.8.) #, . Thé d spaoings of this phase %erè found 
experimentally, by taking an X^ray powder photograph of 
grains filed from; a hulk specimen^ of .the^ alloy. These " 
results are shovm in column 5" of table 11* 2 ÿ and it can 
he; seen that-good agreement was obtained with the observed 
d spaoings in the diffraction photograph* Diffraction 
rings were observed in the; photograph which could not 
be explained by AunAl or the pure metals (column 6). It 
was found that d spaoings for the compound AuAlo fitted 
these remaining rings satisfactorily (column 7). Rings 
at d spapings of 2* 69A, 2;$ 08$ and 1* 59A coUld, ' however, be 
due only to AuxAl# - ; y ^
From these : results we must conclude that in thin
films, AuxAl ànd AuAlx- are both formed in the diffusion
 ^ ' ::; -  . - ■ ■■■■' . ;
j; g o n e - Presumably small quantities^ bf ; other phases were - '
pros ont ÿ but any effects y/ere masked by the large
quantities of the main phases* -
(b) Silver-Aiuminium The ageing curve of the silver- 
aluminium specimen %at 85 9o is ; shown- in fig.= 11;4 *
- Diffraction photogfaphs of thé.pure metals are-shown in 
flgi-;11*5.(a').:ymnd-.YX-b;):$%'':&nd-that: -'the:- two 
photographs have similar ring diameters,since both metals
90 -
is*
S
iH
^ i r  Surface70 -
Glaae Surface60 -
3 ( h r . ) ^210
F ig . 1 1 .4 Ageing o f S ilv e r-A lu m in iu m  F ilm  used fo r  
E le c tro n  D i f f r a c t io n  Measurements a t  8 5 °C 
S i lv e r  th ic k n e s s  = 100Â, alum inium  t h ic k ­
ness = I 6 0 A.
□
(a )  S i lv e r  F ilm  (b ) Aluminium F ilm
S ilv e r-A lu m in iu m  Composite F ilm
(c )  Unaged (d ) Aged f o r  li hr,
(e )  Aged f o r  4 i  h r .
P ig . 1 1 .5  E le c tro n  D i f f r a c t io n  Photographs o f S ilv e r -  
Aluminium F ilm s .
■are'v-f :é';c:.:c ■'Ihttio 0,,/spaèxiigB^ o^f
and 4\05& ,iCalumini pompoéit^^^ immédiately^ i , -
after evaporation showed-no"tzÿcè of ihteipètâiila -
p p m p o u n d 8 . ; y { \ f l g ÿ ' - : - l i ^ ^ ^  . '
gave a similaro phptograph 8%wing only :Y ■
Ageihg f o r a ;  considérable ùhahge:/ih^ ^^ ^^  ^
w^hiipt%the;:;diiiràct^
extra rihgs due to diffiisiphw / ' ;Fha'rthery ageing:-;'pefiods- 
;did,; not-phangjG;^^ ^ ith p - ;r ih g e 'y ( f lg i: -
and thp ;reflp^  ^ almost constant^: ■
: ■ .^' ■ •■ %ie reshltB^Bhdw^,^at réÿlectivitÿv-hîiOT 
.associated with diffnsidn ^  . ' ■ ■■■"’■:•'•:■ ^
in te rm e ta llic  compoi^dei,; :Prpb_ably\a-t co3àpoundi
'had-be:en;x.fprMed;Xafter'''40:'.y
effeotp from tills layer were^ i'bbscnred'^  : thpv^pati
;'; ■'■’.,' 'V Ihe ring dimiietors; of rthe;:;photbgraph^
O.piapo.üîïds forced - ^  tH'e f i i f fü s ip ii.’À -are . ' Z - : ' :
shomi in table; 11 ^'3,t ^.'-^ .Only:vtwp intermetallic opmponnds t:/^..:-; 
;arey: f of%ed{%lhrsilverralnmini^^ phasp,\and;ihe'^ -:.\,^
vphàse •^"‘vclfo': agreement ■wasÿibtaihèi;^ ;^with;'theS^ i^  spa ■:"... '
the n-:phase:\lotibio;^ ;:::a#:'6:f9'2À.):,:\Àbntkb';:\c^  - - :■ v-
colimm 6 an excelient fit was;; foUrLd. for thp^^^ . r .
(h .e . 'P* , a = 2 *88l;^ p.,^ -;4:V8
ÏABLB 11,3
Sa’RüCgüKB PB SILVER-ALÏÏMIBIUM BILM AG-ED BOE 1& HOÜR.Ag 85°C
.. Ko Int D
(cm)
Observed 
d Spacing
(Â)
Caicixiated d 
Ag&Al
m
Spacings
AgpAl
à)
1 vW ' 1.07 2*50 2.50
2 S l'Ï5 2.32 2.34 2.31
3 S 1.22 2.19 2.19
4 W ‘ i.io 2.05 2.02
5 m ' 1.60 l."67 ' 1.69
6 M' 1.88 1.42 1.43 1.44
7 M ' 2.08 1.28 ■ 1.'31
8 m ' ' 2.20 1.21 ■ 1.22 1.22
9 M ' 2.24 1.19 ' 1.20
10 W 2.61 1.'02 1.05
11 vW ' 2.82 0.94 ' 0.92
12 W 2.97 o.'gi 0.91 0.90
(c );t^: Oopper-Altmiinittmr îhe ageing curve of the bopper- 
aluminium Bnedimén at 121°G is shown in fig# 11,6. This 
is not the complete ageing curve* and corresponds only to 
the first stage of ageing at the, almiiniuni 8"*:irface * The 
ageing could not-be continued beyond this stage because 
of breaking up:of the iormvar filmi Biffraction photographs 
of the pure metals . arc shov/n in fig* 11.7(a) and (b). The 
composite film immediately/after evaporation showed rings ; 
ehbraeteristio- of. pure aluminiuiti and pure copper with :no / 
trace of:diffusion (fig* r11.7(c) and table 11.4), whilst 
ageing for 20 min. gave a similar photographs Ageing for 
,45 min. gave a photograph (fig* 11 •7(d)) showing rings of 
the pure metals but with two extra rings at d spacings 
of 1*90A and 1* 51 A* showing that some diffusion had taken 
place* but it was not possible to identify theoompound 
formed from these; spacings* Ageing for 100 min* gave a 
completely new diffraction pattern (fig. 11.7 (o) ) and none 
of the rings-corresponded to copper or aluminium* The d 
spacings of this-photograph are.. shown in table 11*5 and it 
can be seen that the d spacings .of OuAlg (b*o* tet. 
a- 6 • 07 A b = 4,^ 87 A) fit the observed values yery well * and ;, 
so we must coiïçlude that inht the ageing curve
GuAIa is the : main phas.e present It was- not possible to . 
take, further diffraction photographs as the formvar film 
broke up with the: heat *
t80
A ir  S urface70
Glass Surface
60
2 (h r )i 10
F ig , 1 1 .6 Ageing o f Copper-Alum inium  F ilm  used fo r  
E le c tro n  D i f f r a c t io n  Measurements a t  1 21 °C. 
Copper th ic k n e s s  = lOOA, alum inium  th ic k ­
ness = 110Â.
(a )  Copper F ilm  (b ) A lum in lim  F ilm
C opper-A lim in ium  Composite F ilm
(c )  Unaged (d ) Aged f o r  45 min,
(e )  Aged f o r  100 min.
F ig . 1 1 .7  E le c tro n  D i f f r a c t io n  Photographs o f Copper- 
Aluminium F ilm s .
iTABLE 11.4
STRUGTORE-OE ÜNAGBD aOPBER-ALUHIlIÜM EILM
"r • ■
No, Int.  ^ B: ' 
(om)
Observed 
a. Spacing
Galeulated 
A1 '
d Spaoings 
Cu
ii)
M 1;2:433;V> . 2434 ■ -
%':2' ■•-.'VS : ' ^ If:#.': 2..06 ■■4: 2.03 , . 2.09
', '3- S . ' 1^51 : v'i4t9-:'. 1.81
4 ' :W 1490 1...42 , .1443-
5 8 : 2'l2 1427 ' ' ;. 1.22 1.28
V 6 :  ^ vw, ^ , 2.28:. l;4l8 ' 1.17
T  , . 'S',-.;. 2.51 , 1*09
8 . vW.. . 2*63 1.02 ; ■V 1.01
,;'9, ‘ vW 3'10 0487 0.'90
10 " m 3''25 0483 ,0483
M '■ - 3.40 0479, , 0.’80
TABliB. 11.5 . ,
S'JRUCÏUBÉ' OE COPPER--ALÜJmeÙM' EIIiM AGED .EÔR 100 MIN. Aï 121°C
i) ’ ' ' 
M
■Observed 
d Spaoings
(A)
Calculated d 
. Spaoings of .ÇuAlp
(A)
1^0 Int:
;
: ' 1 : . w 0 % 3-04 3.03
'•'■’2 ‘ vS ■ 1.09 2-48 2,45
8 1.26' 2.14 2.14
; , _ .-,B ' 1.78' 1.52 1^51
5 : M 2.05 1.29 1*29
 ^V ; (4 ) 6qId " l e a d fraction photoA'Pa-oliB df 4;h0^  metals.
■;'.>■ are ' sbo^ ro'-rn;' lly8'(a^ )-and^ y(b)'-w * - üDhe omiipodlte ''film"#' . .
:V'4. showed a^ complet el;^r; differ at rupture^ '^ however., rwhich, ,,
; ; ■ was%ot. characteristic" dfv the pure metala (fig, 11,8(e ) ) ^
. ■ ■. 5?hlB photograph waa;- :taKeh 25 - minv after evaporating the# - 
V y . apecimen^ y %  diffusion had pcourred within # v ■
v4 4 this'"period v^he -gdldvc at; the glade side had ,-#4 /
; y # : disappear within this ti^  ^ a reflectiylty; of v
y'., #■;# 60;^  at ! the f p#ier gpid;(ohrfac'e'"aM at: the'lead surface ♦
has been sh^ 9 that: reflectivity
y changes . The
diffusion ooefficieht atrthe#g 21-0 was
' fdundy to he 2* 17 xla pyrhmTj/seOky \&md'■ this- would give \ '-
; 'V; 'i.a( p ehet rat i on#d f 100$ (the ■ thi Plaies s ■of ■■the y gold ^ film )
\y, 4:: therefore'■expect diffusion to he ;. .
:Vy , /:";oompl;eted.:withih4-254'min?#it-'i# ■ - = y-;- ■ y: ' y. -
{,.'//y'/-:.':"LThe.,dy spaclhge 'p;[.4the composite film are4 shown ' 
y-; : y y Tin table yli.^  6> Only two- ihtéirmbtallic compounds are formed 
■y:y - r#ihygold"^lpady#4';iawiPbTahi,,^ibif4 obtained
but as y .
T;-':''■'■ ':; can /b0::;seôn<:ih'-coiu3nhT7^ '44i'-b for ■
(h#Cvte t à ^ i '■ Weyp^'n therefore '
% : conclude: that- AuPbb i^ ihP' 4^îh or only, phàée , present in 
' the diffdëloh"Kohe,; SchoWelil;(1955j reachèd a similar
(a) Gold Film
(b) Lead Film
(c) Gold"Lead Composite Film
Fig, 11,8 Electron Diffraction Photographs
of Gold—Lead Films, Gold thickness 
= lOOl, lead thickness = lOOl,
TABLE 11.5
STRUCTURE OE GOLD-LBAB EIIM AGED EOR * HOUR AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
No Int, D
(cm)
Observed 
d Spacing
(A)
Calculated à 
Au PU
(A) (A)
Spaeings.
AuPbg
yÀ=)
1 W 0*53 5*17 5*12
2 W 0.6Q 4'57 4*'4§
. . y .
2.813 vS 0*97 2.83 2.86
4 1 1*11 2.47 2.48 2.47
5 vS 1*17 2.34 2.34
6  ^ M 1*21 2.25 2.22
7 W 1*36 2.02 , 2.02
8 vW 1*43 1.92 1.89
9 vW 1*52 1.80: ' 1.81
10 vW 1*61 : 1.70 1.71
11 m 1 * 70 1.61 1.62
12 w 1*82 1.51 ■ 1.49 1.52
13 M 1*90 i . 4 4 1*43 , 1*43 1.46
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eonçluBion;using, X- ray analysis on a thin film diffusion
Opuplo y : - / - ;■ . - - . --•• ,-y-- ' : -, y- ‘
11#4 Discussion
> The electron diffraction investigations on goldr
aluminium $ s ilver^aluminiuni and ç opp er-aluminium have , 
shown oonelusiveiy that reflectivity changes on ageing 
are due to diffusion and the formation of intermetallic 
compoundsë If there is no change in reflectivity on 
annealing, there is no change in the corresponding 
diffraction pattern#
In table II,7 the compoimds observed in the diffusion 
gone by electron diffraction and by reflectivity 
measurement^ are, given# ^ The phases fo,und by electron 
diffraotipn were, generally the same, as those found from 
refleotivity observations# ; i:
Eleotroh diffraction could be used to determine 
diffusion coefficients -and'activation; energies in thin 
film couples# Michel (195^ 6),; indeed, has used this techr 
hique to show a pqrrelattoh between the formation of 
rintermetallic compounds In' the' diffusion Kone and 
diffusion Gpeffipients eiKtp^ from bulk values at
high temperatures#; yltipy^^/hpwdvor, a very insensitive 
method of following the .ageing process, since the patterns
TABLE 11.7
COMPARISON OE COMPOÜMBS OBSERVED BY ELECTRON DIEESACTION ARB
BY REELECTIVITY 1EASÜREMENTS .
System Compounds Observed by e#d.
Compounds Observed 
by Befleotivity
Go Id-Aliminium AuAlg AUgAl AUgAl
Silver-Aluminium AggAl AggAl
Copper-Alminixtm CuAlg CuAlg
Gold-Lead 
.............. .........
AuPbg AuPbg
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of the. pure metals tend to obscure the weaker lines of the 
alloy in the early, stages ^ and there is usually a time ' 
lapse before these lih.es become sufficiently distinot 
for observation* These oriticisms apply only to # 
transmission 'electron'diffraction and-not to refloction 
electron■diffraction,which■should be a faArly sensitive, 
technique# 4,. .y. ^
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CHAPTER 12 
POLARISING SPECTROMETER OBSERVATIONS
12,1 Introduction
Measurements of diffusion have so far been 
made by studying changes in-reflectivity. A second 
optical method which can be used ie to study the phase 
change on reflection from the métal surface. This 
technique can only be used for observations at the metal­
air interface which limits its scope considerably.
The phase shift and reflection coefficient of a 
plane : polarised light wave reflected from a metal surface 
depends on whether the incident beam is polarised parallel
- br: perpendicular to the plane:of incidenoe. Drude (1890)
# considered ; thèy casq; of .an: incident light beam plane
- polarised at the plane of incidence, and showed that,
- geherall^
p of the degree of ellipticity
enable two angles - and - to be found, v^ here tan 
, is the ratio of the reflection coefficients for parallel
\ and perpéndicülar incidence^ and where A  is the relative
phase shift introduced between the two components.
In the present investigation, measurements were
\ : . 1 #
made of the change in and/\ on ageing thin film couples ■ 4 
of gold-aluminium and sllver-aluminium : -7 k
12ë2 Bxperimehtal ' ■'
The .experimental measurements were made on a 
polarising spectrometer based on the^ design of Tronstad ; 
and Feachem (19347 • A compensator was placed in the light# 
beam between the polariser and the specimenv giving an 
incident beam that was elliptically polarised#; The 
degree of ellipticity of the beam could be adjusted so as 
to give plane pqlarised light after reflection at the' 
metal" surface# - The. compensator used was a mica quarter- 
wave plate with its principal axis at ^  to the plane of 
incidenocv The -dGgreo of elliptioity could be 
by varying the setting of the poiariseri Plane polarised 
- light 'was detected by obtaining : an extinction': position 
for the analyser^ If ? and A' afe the ^ required ^-angl 
of rotation' of the polariser and analyser fromythe iplane ÿ ; 
of incidënÇéÿÿ^and^^ccn be fomid from the relationships
tan tanA = 1 y# ' "
. sinA= 4>os 2P
A diagram of the ap#.ràtds is shown in fig# 12,1* 
Lens Ik focussed ah image of the source, an 80, Watt 
mercury discharge tube, onto a sofeen, in which a pin-: 
hole (à^) acted as à point source. Lens Lg and filter F ■
specimen
Fig. 12»! Diagram of Polarising Spectrornetero
Source, '^2 '^3 Aperture, F
Filter, P Polariser, W Quarter Wave Plate, 
A Analyser,
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gave a beam: of parallel monochromatic light of wavelength 
54611, : iîhe ;ppl0.riser and'analyser were Nicol prisms 
mounted on 360^ scales which could be read to -0*1°.
The error in setting the extinction positions, however,, was 
fairly considerable, probably t-0 * 2 since ho half-shad© 
device was used:*- Lens acted as an .eyepiece-and focussed 
on the surface of.the specimen* ' ^
12.3 Results
Measurements were first made at the aluminium 
surface of ,a goïd-aluminiuîia diffusion couple*: Graphs of
rÇf 1 e01ivityÿ and against time for the one specimeh
are: shorn in fig* 12. 2* : Reflectivity and polarisation 
measurements -vjére made together to avoid errors due to 
variations in the: ageing conditionsThe variation in 
ÿ r ,W d  ' "v-bry small;^  ^and^nonsequently the experimental ■ 
points are somewhat inaccurate* 'Taking into account the 
error ,in the .readings, which is -0*2^ for ^ atié^O*^^ ’ 
fpr ;^ -, v/,0 cqn -s ee that I the experimental points iie 
on sBiooth curves. These; curves are of exactly the same 
form as the ref leotivity against time curves, with an 
initial plateau at a constant value of ^ a n d  ^  followed by 
a sudden change.
Similar measurements wère made at the aluminium 
surface of .a silver-^alwiinljim diffusion couple (fig, 12,3)*
60 —
0 10050 (min)
(a)
-164
r
"•162
-158
150 (,1„) 200100500
A
(b)
Fig. 12.2 Ageing of G-old-Alumininm Film at 105
Variation of (a) reflectivity and (b)^  and A
with time for an aliminiim thlchness of 820Â.
I
0g
90
f'
80
70
60
50
^0 (hr)151050
(a)
- 164
42
1-  16 0
^ 158
20 (hr) 255 10 150
Pig. 12.3
(b)
Ageing of Silver-Alnminium Film at 141^0 
Variation of (a) reflectivity and (b) 
and ^  v^ fith time for an aluminium thickne: 
of 2400Â.
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îhe \graplis ; of. , and against time again had exactly the 
. same ';f as the * reflectivity- against timer graph* ■ (The 
variation in ; ' .% and - being les p. than in ; go 1 d-aldmininm, 
there- is- more Wceftainty as- tor the shaper^of the curves*
T
12*4 -Discussion
hrude (1890) has derived equations for the 
refractive index of a-metal surfa,oe in terms of , A  
and (S^ (the angle of incidence) ^
n - 02.1)
k = nsîïi,/!^taH2^ (lg.2)
whefe the refractive index of the surface is given by
In the case of aluminium,-a layer of oxide approx* 50a 
thick is present. on the metal surface aiicl equations (12*1 ) 
and (12.2) cannot vbe us ed,)^ % Expressions , have hcen 
derived (hrude 1891) for the observed-values of and ^  
for a clean metal surface çoyèrod' with a thin non." 
-absorbing- oxide film* The ,equations are, however, 
insoluble unless assumptions are mmde of the refractive 
index and thickness of the surfaco film* It is for this 
reason that the, results have hot' been analysed in more 
detail to determine n and k and to work out the theoretical 
reflectivity Values, from them. ' Values of 44*0 and
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162»9? for : and: /Vof pure .alminlttm= arO; in guod .agreement.
with the figures of 43* 5- and 161 % 0,^ ohtained ; by ;: -
V/int erbb 11 om :,' ( 195 5 ) for the same - e xp e riment al :, c ondit ions •, :
. Polarisation measurements; gave ageing curves y , . 
clpBoly similar to! those pbtained by.refleotivity 
measurementS', and ; ih^  ^ ratio' tj-/tg: seems to ;
be the same for both#', We must therefore concludethat 
light penetration into the metal has the same effoot for 
both reflectivity and polarisation measurements• It -\ 
might have been thought that polarisatiPu iiiea,sûrements 
were raore -.characteristic of the ourfaoe -of the metal.as 
they are sensitive to the presence- of surface oxide layers, 
but the G2çperiEiental. observations do not .agree v^ rith this.
Heflectivity and polarisation observations give 
the same form of ageing ourves', but z^eflectivityr - \
measurement^ are to vhe^preferred beoause^ s-^ ;^  -, s . . .
(à) refieetivitÿ;measurements- are much-more accurate 
(b ) f ef 10 0 tivitÿ measurements comrbe tlade . at both the
glass and air surfaces \ 5: ' ; y-
(c) .reflectivity measurements are .easy,and quick#
>miænm: 13
aohcLüsioHs
13,1 General -OonciusiohB a:--"'"
; ; It was, shown in 1 tlmt the - pzily method., : ■ . /;
for finding diffusion'd ' in thin y film diffusion ' '5
ooupios was t thé time/.required5 foi* oiie film to  ^
ho complqteiy p hyiatoms : other metal*;-
Bef 1 e01iyitÿ measm'ementq ; a t . \ "
he, the simplest % method : for dot eq ting: the penetrating ::
atoms ^ and thd ,yafiq/biqn- p witJa time has, ': _ .
heeii used to find dif f usidni o p of f ioien^ s a-nd activât ion 
energies in ^ mne^ '-nietal S y s t e m s - ; %''\f \ ; - .
V ;■ ,fhe method gave repêatâMe requit8 ::and, prdvedv; to7 , 
he very satiqfaotoryv /
generally :oht aihed { %he, aotiyat ion ehergios. f or diffusion . 
were fo'Lind: using different pprtion^  ^of the .one evaporated 
speolmen* : This gdye most: satisfàotdry graphs 'for/flndi^ ^^  . 
the activation- energy, ; since it did not inyolve : Eieasurements 
of fil# ;thiqkh0qs with donsequeht e r r o r s ; . 5 v5
. / The ref 1 eqtivitÿ changes in the systems, investigated
were charaqteristic ■ of the - motion of a; phase:: boundary / ■ - ;
rather than of a ;gradual change in concentration* Thd ;
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composition of the intermediate phase could usually he 
deduced-'from'-measurements., of ;the value of the critical - ' .
vthickness: ratio » / . ; . - . . , - : ./ ■
Most of thO; systems;investigated gave reflectivity 
changes at both, the- glass and'air surfaces. Measurements : 
at the two surfaces always gayc the same activation - 
energies, indicating that the changes observed at both 1 
surfaces were due to. the motion of only one of thé jaÿtW
oohstltueht: atoms, - Measurements of the relative rates of 
diffusion at both surfaces/gave a.second chebk as to the 
phase/0%' phases formed^ ' ; - - . - -
Evaporated alloy, films v/ere prepared either by 
lash®’ evaporation pr (in the case of eopper-aluminium) ■ 
by evaporation of thé alloy, These enabled direct 
measuremehts of the refloctiyity of ,the alloys to be 
made, domparison with the refleotivity of the phase 
formed in the diffusion couple gave a third check as to 
the phase or phases formed,- ' -
Electron diffraction observations gave a direct 
indication of the'phases formed in the diffusion sone.
These : results were genefally in agreement with reflectivity
' ^  -  ' ' . / ' y :  ' ' ' - = 'observations, • ■ .
The reflectivity changes were .shown to be due, in
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general, to the formation of a particular intermediate 
phase -or phasesv In,some.of the systems ihyestigated, 
several phases appeared thermally stable at lo\v tempera,tures, 
but" the reflectivity changes appeared to be due to only 
one of the phases# There did not seem to be much -' 
correlation betVifeen the-phases formed in different systems.
In some systems" (for exaBiple- gold*-lead) it deems probable 
that the published phase ; diagram is incorrect at low . - 
températures at which diffusion was studied, and that 
the oompound fornied was-the-only thermally stable: phase# In 
the other systems/.it appears probable that all phases-■ / 
would be precipitated at the interface at the beginning 
of diffusion, but that one phase would grovi/ faster-than 
the others. According to Buckle’s theory (chapter 2#9)# 
the rate of growth of a phase depends on the diffusion 
coefficients and concentration limits involved, The 
phase that grows fastest may thus have any alloy concentration. 
Several of the phases formed appeared to exist over a 
zero concentration range* This v/as unexpected as it can 
be seen from equations (2t27) and (2*28) that these phases 
should not be formed# However, in terms of the atomic 
movements discussed in the next section^this is not 
surprising. .■ :
Diffusion coefficients and activation energies were : 
found to be tho same in very thin films ( ^ 300Â) as in
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./ % thicker films j: : indicat ihg that the dif f usion. ohs orved was
a true volume diffusion rather than grain houndary 
diffusion# This, does not agree with the theory given in 
2.10. For diffxision in .gold-aluminim at 84^0,. if the 
; activation energy* for grain boundary: diffusion; is taken 
to be 50^ of that for volume diffusion, the ratio
is found equal to; 10/. In 2.10 it was shown that
; : X.'.. ; ' ■' : : T . . ' ■■ '
if DV/B* was 10"^  or greater, tjièn grain boundary diffusion! 
should be the dominant method for transport of atoms. It 
. is therefore surprising that grain boundary diffusion is 
not, occurring, particularly since thin fliras are known 
to ; contain large numbers of grain;! bôundarioB. The diffusion 
observed is of rather a special kind, however, since it ; 
gives rise to intermediate phases* It would be very 
difficult to imagine this diffusion taking pla,oe along 
a grain boundary./ ; . , -
: \ Observations on most of the metal films investigated
have shoTO that values for diffusion boefficient and 
activation energy in thin; films aré% similar to bulk 
values for diffusion in the faster direction (i.e# for 
diffusion into the lower meltihg point métal ). ; The 
obsbrved diffusion ooefficients at the other metal surfa,ce 
■ were then due simply to the loss of metal in the formation 
'-'-df lutermotallio cbmpound#
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Several of the' systems examined had oohsiderahle/,
solid soluhility in the higher melting point component* Ihi
no case, however, v^fas any trace of this solid .solution
visible on ageing, v/hich shows that the amount formed vms
very small. This suggests again that diffusion into the
low melting point metal is the rate determining process,
and so/ only a very thin layer, of alloy rich in the higher
melting point metal will be formed* hone of the. systems ! .
investigated had any considerable solid solubility in the
tke
lower melting point metal, since this was^higher valency 
one (Hume-*Rothery and Eaynor 1956). Consequently solid 
solutions might be formed, but would not he detected*
the phase boundary was frequently sharply defined, 
but in certain metal pairs a diffuse boundary was observed* 
This was attributed either to penetration of thé substrate 
metal during evaporation of the overlayer, or to the effects
of an initial fast diffusion to form supersaturated solid J/ i n
, ' - - ' ' \ / I
solution before précipitation of the compound. This >
initial fast diffusion was apparently characteristic of ■ 
the first/stages of diffusion before equilibrium conditions ! 
were established across the phase boundary* Kirkaldy 
(1958) has discussed this effect, and considers that non­
equilibrium conditions could exist in a diffusing system 
for experimentally significant times, the effect appearing 
as deviations from the parabolic law, x^ =; D ’t, near the
' "time/ 8uph a deviâtiôn/wiàs- observed in ihe preeent v"
invôatigation.^ ^^ /^  This offedt ppuld only bè observed in 
tliih film/ hiiiueibhvoouiDleb which measure the first stages 
of diffusion*. Bulk: diffusion couples would never show 
%y;''A/this'è f i e c t inyestigations on thbk have found the 
p^ob ; . . - '  '"' ' '■
13*2 /Atomic Mechanism ,for Diffusion/;
/' \ /' - ' - ' The experimental/^^q disoussed in the . ../
: ' previous section enable à imechahism for the flow of atoms 
in a diffusion couple to be deduced# Oohsider a couple of 
/ two metals A and B with/negligible terminal solid solution 
and one int ermediate phase $ If ^  (f ig* ;13 *1 ) * / :W,b: w^ assume / 
that ,,B ,has.';a higher- melting:' ppint/ t b #  , ■ ./'c' '
: : , diffus ion bf B : to A' is. the fate det ermining proc ess. The, / 
Eieehan^ of diffusion is the same as in bulk, specimens and r 
is a, true/volume,. diffusion* /Ihterqtitial/diffusion is ; / 
gOherallÿ; unlikely, sinee the atdms; of, for /example,
; silver and alWini alEiost identioal i^ : /' /:"//
;/M obqervat 10ns of the thickness of. several
; / diffusion couples showed r that there qwas no change ihr 
thickness âîter/diffusion, subh as/would'obcur if 
ihterstitial d i i f w h s  taking place*. Hence the diffusion 
'/ ;/is; most probably a vacancy .mqchàhisÊi* ; ' Diffusion of/metal '
/ from B, tp: Æ.implies a/migratioh of vacancies from A to B.
\
Ur?
1 - 0
•H
t >0
o
Fig» 13,1 A Diffusion Couple in an Intermediate Phase 
System with ho Terminal Solubility,
Pig* 13*2 Diagram of an Edge Dislocation with Jog 
at X.
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Vaoaheies generated in metal A close to the % surtace 
tend to become occupied by atoms of B* Metals B and A 
react to form more phase* and vacancies move Into the 
Y layer. Vacancies in the ^  surface close to the interface 
with, metal B would tend to become ocoupled by atoms of B ; 
fro^he pure metal, and the vacancies would move into the 
pure metal. If the mean Vacancy concentration in the 
phase remains constant* there must be steady drift of 
vacancies from A to B causing the processes at the two 
interfaces to tàlœ place at the same fate, and giving 
rates of diffusion in agreement v/ith the experimental 
observations. The ^ phase would advance intO/A at one 
side, and would appear to advance into B at the other, the 
measured rates of diffusion differing because of the 
atomic ratio in the compound. ': %.
The source of the vacancies is of great interest.
A certain number exist in thermal equilibrium in a metal at 
low temperatures (approximately 1 in 10 lattice sites), 
but this number is far too small to account for the observed 
mass flow. Thin films are knmm to contain large numbers 
of vacancies (Seitss 1946), and it might be thought that 
these gave the observed mass flow. In équation 2.11 it 
has been shown that the rate of diffusion depends on the 
vacancy concentration and ion thé height of the potential 
barrier, so that the overall activation energy is made up of
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two terms, the èotivation energy to form vacancies and the 
activation energy for their motion. The two terms are 
generally found to he approximately equàl>. If the excess 
vacancies in thin films were responsible for diffusion* E 
would he around half the values ohsqrved in hulk specimens, 
and would he many orders of magnitude higher. This is
not in agreement with the experimental values, and so we
. . . . .  . . J',
must conclude that large numbers of vacancies are generated 
in metal A near the interface with-the X phase, and that 
these are absorbed in anetal B. According to Le Claire 
(1953)* dislocations act as ideal sources and. sinks for 
vacancies, and thin films,are known to have Ihrge numbers 
of dislocations (Bassett Menter and Pa,shley 1958) * A 
jogged edge dislocation is shown in fig, 13#2, If an atom 
at X moves one place to the right, a vacancy is left at 
X and this may then diffuse away by exchange with other . 
atoms. If this is repeated for all the planes shown in; 
the diagram, the dislocation will move across from one 
side of the crystal to the othereto form a new plane of 
atoms and to provide an equal number of vacancies. 
Accomodation is therefore provided for the,net number of 
atoms of B diffusing into A,(fig. 13*1) by the very 
process which produces vacancies for their transfer,
A jogged dislocation can similarly act as a sink 
for vacancies. Motion of the vacancy to X (fig, 13,2)
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moves the jog one position.to the left and results in the 
elimination,of the vacancy. Adding one plane of vacancies 
to the dislocation removes one- plane of atoms from the metal. 
Hence in fig, 13*1, métal B hecomes thinner hecaiise of the 
absorption of large numhera of vacancies.
It can he shown (van Buéren I960) that in a 
normal metal, dislocations cah; easily supply the necessary 
humbér of vacancies in this way, >
13*3 Future Work
It is considered that certain lines of investigation, 
arising out of the present work could be tackled and might 
lead to interOStihg results.
Most of the interesting.systems giving reflectivity 
changes in thin film diffusion couples have been invest­
igated^ and it seems unlikely that a more extended investi­
gation would give ,inuch more useful information. Copper- 
zinc would, however, be an interesting system to, study, 
Coleman and ïeagl'ey (1943 ) have, studied reflectivity 
changes at the zinc surface in this system and state that 
that the activation energy of diffusion was the same as 
in bulk specimens^ but that was several orders of 
magiiitude higher, . 3?he formula (1,1) used by Coleman and 
Yeagley was purely/empirical, but it can be shown that in
the praotioal: nase, where the copper ; thlclmess is much 
greater, than ,the, zinc thickness, the value of K is very 
close.to the value of uSedrin the present investigation. 
It would he interesting to check the results on this system 
to séé whether agreement was obtained with, Coleman and , ' 
Yeagley, If h* is found to he fout orders of magnitude ' 
higher than in hulk specimens, it will he totally different 
from the results found in the present investigation, A 
theoretical explanation for this discrepancy would he 
very difficult to find, The explanation given hy 
Coleman and Yeagley (1944) in terms of preferred orientation: 
in the precipitated-layer seems most unlikely, since it 
involves assuming a"(111) fibre orientation in a copper 
film on a glass substrate. Such an orientation has never 
been observed by other workers,. -
The whole question of the orientation of the 
precipitated layer is of great interest. Work on age- 
hardening indicates that therp is a relation between the 
orientation of the phase precipitated and the bulk matrix 
(Barrett 1952), Woo Barrett and. Mphl (1944) have found the 
same orientation relation in a diffusion layer of p  -brass 
oh copper as in age-hardening. No work has been carried 
out on this .subject in thih'f^ilms. In the present investi­
gation the substrate métal was always randomly oriented 
and no effect would he visible by ëlectfon diffraction.
: . preparing' a vsihgîe:^ c^rÿsrî;alv go f ilmv using, the method/ of ;
.'■; ;Pa^ hley;'V(i ; of* evaporating i ont o \ a, silver film dope sited
bi^mioa:;surfaoe\'heid%tt.2Y0j^0%" then; he :i
; , ■ ; ; dissolved^ l'àvfay: in la-.single; crystal:
" V :. gold; fllmi ;: &aporat on- top. would .give tv#/
'i! ;■ - '■’ metals', with,: thé' .àamè' oriçhtatiqh;;, ^.'-;0h,'%geihg :df; this v^/ : r-
::;;Spécime^  precipitatlpn-\o^^ thé, oompduhd would take plaoe^
: : r and hy:% studying the i: extfa. : spot in the, diffraotidhi^ -^  '^
'//phptogra^ ^^  ^ po.88lhlè::..'t6/::d the . .
;. , :priehtatibn of the pfeôipi whether
it;'ia''thé:.'''8amé/-à8'"'ih-ugé-ha^  ^ ' ■  -V / t:,.
. V : ; V ’ ^  ^:0bserving thé variation of adhesioii is one of
, : thé. most sensitive methods : for r studying the first stages 
; oi diffusion; in thin films/ (Weaver ahd Hill 1958, 1959 ) • 
In'thih method the hardness: : o:h the, intérhed^ ^^  is :
i: : ; : measured^: and phenomehu similar to -thosé found in age- 
:  ^  ^hardening in; bdlk metals: ard It .ivould : . >v
„ ihteréstiïïg ;tô''^ know>how -:far'/dif fusion''had; proceeded I . :/,••
. before;/jirècipitatioh/ of :thëyhew' phase could he ^detected/ '
: : , / hv:a^ the'variation . '
- ; .rvO'f: adhesiph: .#itii time in the .
fofledtiyity,ohservht he possible to study
this/;,; /vvThis-;offeotyi ■^at’/propent/b inteptigated.
' '
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! éleptron (#ffraotiom W  be a useful
• te ohml jque 'f or :; r dpeat in& the rqsulte : obtained in .the ,, %'
: present,/inveqtlga.tion,- and for: studying: systems %  whichi, ,.
; reflectivity: changes oquld not, he, pbB.erved.,lt was , . . .
unf.6rtWate that no eueh : instrument, was available in the 
- ..p;ï•e8ëïx;i!^ woI^ ;■'■'^ ;,;^ .iv / j  ;■ ; - ■ •; ;
In the odurse;bf the present work the author 
hàe been surprised at the lo.ck of existing results ; in' 
hulk diffusion couples with the pure metaie. Very few 
observations ■ have been made of the motion of phase boundaries 
in diffusion couples ( Buckle 1946 1957 1958# Eirkaldy 1958, 
Philibert and Adda 1958)* It is felt that those observations 
. might well bo yoxtonded. , - . , ■ ' / -
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: ' Diffusion ooeffioipiata and aotlvatioa energies
for dlffuaicm' ,ln., Buooesalvely - evaporated films :0D- gold : - > 
and aluminium' hâve;.boon = determlnod by obeerYlng'/thq _ '■  ^v-.'
changes lU'rofieotlvitY-'ut^Hthë' g01â/,and aliplhitüt-aua?faoes " 
on/,a^meaXing#7-The ■ohmigea-were èharacterlstid//of a. -' ■ . '
sharply defined réaction■ hotmdary,rather ’than. of;.a '. y . 
gradual change ti% '■ oonoeatrat'lph.< ' The varlatlome ;wlth " 
film thlolaiesa. showed, that /this "was a /phaso-'hoimdary • '■;
caused .hy the ■ for^mtlom 'Of '. the-/'xntermetalXic;:;oqmpom , ' 
A u ^ A t f The preBemce'tqf ^ 'thla:/oompomid; ^waer/obhflrmed hy ; I ' 
eiectroh;' ;dif fraction# i;:y;li00ulte^ ihdieatôâyia7^  ^
diffu0ioh:.meohanlsm rather; than /grain ,'hon::#ary diffueion# _
.1 O
' ' ’ : /I'-,
ii- immoDuoTioH
Métal 'film# ôf uniform tliidjniees oan éaailj'be '. 
pfoduood hy vaohW déposition# % o n  two such films are  ^
deposited one oà top of the other; a W  t W  reeult 
Mmetalliü-filîâ is annealed @ diffusion will generally .
00our (imlees the metalo w e  , oompletely Immleolhie), ; :
giving riee to eolid solutiohe or intesmetalliooompounde 
or both# In some oaeee oompoimd formation:has been 
Gonfirmed by èleotron diffraotièn or ded%oed froin other 
mea8$remente euoh,aé-eleotrioal reeietanoe of adhesion 
(Weaver amd Hill 1959)#' ' . -
The information obtained from eueh meaewomonte
i.e# however*:,'osaentially qualitative : in nature;'-and-'more ' 
detailed knowledge of the diffwj,bh meohanlem is deeirabie# 
Mffiieion ooeffioiante are wually me#ured in bulk . . '. ^
oou^ples by mmealing for à Suitable period and then ■ -
investigating t W  distribution by eeotioning or other '■ ■’ 
techniques# With, thlni metal filme.Ait ■ is mox^e,‘convenient 
to: measure the time required for one film to be pénôtfateâ 
completely by^  atoms of the /other metal# -;;The,7aimple0t. way ■ - 
of detootihg : the penetrating àtqme lB''tb,Méàoura: the 
varlMîipn of rèfleotiyity àt the ëurfaoe v/lth time, and . 
thÎ8 t(^ 9hnlque7hG,8 been need by Sohoppef (1955) for
' o f iëaâ i ia të  'g o lâ .' , :Ile tQvsïû
' .tJijat. the ' :c0fie o Y iv ity , remalheG: .'Oomgtiant fos?^ a- Yiai© a"B' ' . 
,tHô :,a ? o flé e tiv lty ro f‘- tiie  ,pwre sO lvfnlî. mèt82 - a# ': AHen . - '
; âropf5ecl to  a -fig a ro  o loao $o. t ü #  Qf leaâ*:, Varyittg, tb.© .
tiiieim esB- o f tbe  goM #1^ b o t:vary/, the, Bîiapé of, the ' ,;:
3 agelag ew va/laut, s ip p iy  a l t e r #  the  tim e ' éca lo , Tki& : ,:
'■ .oiiftee èopld be made, to ooiaoide b y, plottlm'g;'% e. tal%88 . 
of ' roflGdtivitÿ : against : Whoro . d /is'-'thé thiolmosa. of
'th e  .goid'7' ' Oa the ,bao l^. .'p f/a  rigo ro u s  \a n a iys l8 \'o f:'h l6  
reoults» Schopppr qpnoluded th a t,th e  r e f le q t iy l t y  ohanges 
. were due. bp the formation of %  intez^etallio bompouM / 
(AuPbm)p and that thé aohcentre'tion, of thiè :oompoimd at;
. -the imcreaeed ephtihupusly with time#..
■• ;7 This method of measuring changes ih reflectivity '
'vhaa-foeoB'us0d-to -study-the in te rd if fu e io n ^ d f 'thin films' - 
: qf aluminium aàdÿgpld-* '■> Ghaùgés^pdçur.^at hpth métal /-:% 
eûrfaoêB.# ..and medsufemeùte have teen made for- d iffU s id h i
7 r ih ;h o th  éirdotioh8'#\/-'_The/ golêy:wàs..;ai%my8X^ ' ■ ' ’ .
before the - almilmium ,to7#revemt the possible formatio^i
7 o f7,an oxide, la y e r - dmithe.'' a im à 'n iim i.vAiph'' m ight7-h iM er '■ 
.d lffu 8 lo n :'-(3 e l8 e r "i960-)#...7777^ ". 7'/7; .\7'^'' ','"  ^ 7,
:777'^ .;7;;7; - -7 ." :
- -\7;7, 7  . , /  777 - 7 27'-: V '
M W  .,-1
'Fiime : #ere d^yàpdi^ at.eà/p^ '*'.^  ' 'mïorosp.ppd
oarefuHy - Ql0amëâ\.:With7@e0Upl and .
. .  polishGd with lehë;.tif3^ùé before'IhSeztipn'ln^tW'.vaomim 
ohamber#'. .Th#'''slid0e,.were _finally\0%po'8ed to^m.glpw ''
7\\7dl8èh#rgo7fçr^ during-,tW pumping oyçlç#,, 7TW
,7.7;'evWÀ^4^K^^^' wer07parrled.,,üut7^^^ a.,glàWvbell-*p;jar ' -  ..7
//évaGiiated by..mï pii.,diffusion pimp, using Apièspn pii, . /
7\'#hiph produped 'pressures'-of .à^ 5 xlO"".^ -z#\of,/mefp 
'. ' :'#eapured by .amyiohipatipn'''gauge#..,,; 'The-:8liddS .-worê^, -'77
'supported'Om^/a'/jlg 'go jorn-above qvapprating'hpaters, ' '
and t W  jig ôoifLd bè rotated sô thet t W  slides lay 
77dirootly abPVB7é#h\'heate ia.:tura, %ue. eneürlng that . .. - 
the film thiçkn^^s did not vary :pignifiowtl^^^ over thé 
aurfaoe of the slide# , ■ ■ . . / ‘4' . '
:7,- .-7 ■ . - - '- ' %he gold ^ ,wae ; eyapprated; .from, a molybdphum. boat 
' 7 at a r€%tG,;pf .approximately./TO bvei*.. th#,\whole.'ai^ ea'-
, %■ of, .the'; slide, ^fcstep being-',left: clear at. one edge for . 
vthlbkneea. meaeureménts» . Alimiàiim was then evaporated om 
-'.é'tpp of thé;gold#.'ytheÿ^  b^ing :a-delay of apound/l^mia 7 . '- ' - 
; between the twp evaporations* The altminiim wap evaporated 
at a: ratp;;,pf'approximatéXy^&O'l/Bao./from-a^ spiral of . ;7
'., l.'iim stranded tuBgaten. wire# .A step wae again left 
' .ol-ear for' thiélmèee'.' meabwemeh^ opaque
.'- -'eiiver'film was .dèpoéit,ed7\ovèr7^^^^ at'.the'"edge of -
the slide* The elide-.was removed from the ohamber, miû
of the gpla-a# klWlalim .films were ; ;’
fq'iîàâ/'by;Bmltiplô-“ BéàM-iîi^©ï‘fôrqme1:ry,.inëas,iia7eiaeïiiîs''a't: '•
.thë ; etaps. mi' Y&e sliâos, 'wsipg'-'Mseau fringes
' V:as/âescî:d6Qâ'.;by loiansk'Ÿ^  ' - ' - :
,. ., Poy- refleetlvMy ;.ëhamgé# Yaklmg' 3; .to; or: fldagei',.
J 'tJae sliâgs'. wés?© aatîiëàlëct in .avîioi^àir OTsa' .tîie^ môé'batieal’Iy 
. /. - \ ' ...T., / / '
, ; e,0âijyolleâ ‘-at $he appropriai;© : ag#ag témpëkatwej ' 8%a . ■.;
!k#es:'0 Temov$a,,.at regular iateyyalSvifor- rèSëémvitF ■
; • :, moasuremèiiiis$h8:'refl8oÿpm@tër haâ a ,m@rp%%y;di8Gliarge. = 
ï,tüHêv,as'--iîiié,, ligM^aotaroe,. -sma: meapprezmu'W: were maâe by,, 
oomiÿarlag- tKe .light 'intensity''I’efleetefl- by thé fâllâs.'.uïiâQr ,: 
"W aieasiiremeat 'with t h e iatGîisity df the Uàcleviat.eâ ' ' .
■ _ .ligh-i^  Warn*, ' the: - ii##8ity/,h'eii%g'meaé by, a ' .  ,. ,v ;’ ,
, ''phdtomùltipller ':Gdll,yT/Allovmho.e .haâ to be m a W  for the ,
. time .takmi,, by 8.1Aaeyt:q,,,%'0galh,;the ol''''
th©: .oyoKii':', ; Ror .périôxls''.imcîer', 3::fô'''ihià'allowaaee led to .é 
■ ■.;, ■ep.hsldsyEi.p.le erydrs^’:' ,Èmd ■ a refléptoaeter, was designed . for" ■
■ ■ ; th.eée. mdhsuremdhts. in wHioh .the .-'#fi0otlvlty ...douid..'' he . ' ■ ■ ■
' ' 'measured %?hilst .th@', slide.iYms' .heihg. .heat.ed*, thi's h d i h g / . x
;, based ' da : the design.'' 6'f v Odlemaii 'and’ , Yeagley: (1943 ), iShe'v. ^ ' '• 
"hot ■st,agsY-l’efï©otômétdf: aïioweâ,:agolhg- prpoe'esGS .:of . ' .  v . . .
', ;,,-:duratidîî asl'shp'rt./as.'g ::mihr:,to'':,he'/inY8Stigatdd', , ,/
'doa3uaotioa,:Withi’'t'he .hot '#r''oyë'm.,., agelng'''p.eriod of ...
../. '.from 8; mia'ito 40 hr : or mofe. opuld: be; e.ovefed. ■' ■ .,' '
. 7\:V y ,3* . a i m : :  7:,/
At ' tlio vbcginninà'of .anaçaling; wc ; wouIdVqxpeot 
. all thermally, stable, phases toTbo p r e e o l i m t e c l - .
■: ; golcValamlnlxim■ Intofiaoe, Ainoe there ■ Is, an, Initial
gradient' of •■ cone entrât i on- from mwe. gold to pure • aluminium,' 
• aàd this would•:,pesmit•' all oompOunda to bo foimed# •> ., • 
Acoording: to the j phase diagram of gold^aluminlixm . (Ifenoon ■
■ ■ 1958)# the;oompotmds'Àuâlgi AuAl,/ AUg^ Al, AtyAlg and 
' AUnAl BhoiHd’all be formed# .. *f‘ ' - - . - '
3*1. Hefiectivitv--:'Ohan^e0--at. Gold" 8-m?faoe,*-
Slides wore, prepared .with gold filme) of different 
' - thiolmesBOB In the range7400S:'.to 3000^# -In.eaeh case 
thé- /gold • was 'overlaid ,'Wlth. -a 'thiak'-f ilm<-of aluriiniiYf# .so 
that all reflectivity elmnges at the .gold surface were '
’ complete before/ miy/ change .took-gplaoe; at thp surface. of .
the aluialnlim, The slldee ivore e.ged s.t:,8.4^0? and a 
■ • tjrpioal; ;• ageing curve is'. shown - in-: fig*. 1* ,. The. ’reflectivity 
" change with • mercury yellow./light : (.34ÿ&) was /greater them . - 
for mercury., -green..'light • (25)^ ) "or"mOroury' blue' light 7 
. ■ 'and has''bqon uoe'd; fpr^  all subsequent measurements#
The effeot of change lif'-gold;-filiA.thio^ ^^  ^ is.'ahorm -lii 
fig* S5 In which, the refléqtlvitÿ Is plotted as .a 
fœiotîQîi .of t/a-/ where 4. ±$ tlie gold tJiiekaess*
Aooording tO: Sohqpperis theory of a//progréBsive 
change in sm?:B^o0 eompositlon, o.urvGa of different .-, 
thloimes see should opineiciG ydiqn plot tod against t/d'"# ,
As shown- in fig# ..'2# however# - ■the-'èiirvoB- oolaoldo only sit . . 
the hegimiing 'amd end# ami thé position qf .the break''ih 
the QvxroB variée with film thickness # / It. therefore - 
appears'that ’iîi‘’this7;eyëtem# -8ohop^ér*0• theory la’"' 
.inapplioahle*,, ' . ' ' , ' - 7
It As ..well loxowa that light earn pemetrate , \
a small hut finite dlatanoe Into a metal* ahcl it aeema 
reaeonahlQ- that the ' advahoihg atoi# - are; detected before y ; 
they reaoh the aurfaoo* The ahrupthéaé of' %  reflootlvlt; 
ohangG. in fig# .;2. -auggeata. 'that the advancing, front/is' : 
fairly sharply .defined,, _ Wo/ehould /not;' éjcpéét/ a/Z/omall. ^ 
conoontratioB of alimiBium atoms some ..dlatanoa.-.from the 
aurfaoG to produoo ',a marked 'change of refloctlvity#
Small, proportions ■;of ailvef.• 4h.'ialutaliiiua prpduoe only 
small changés in refleotiYlty (%lff, 1934 ) 07.:aM mr . ,
aimlogo'us effect might be .expected .fox* Bmall/adclitione' of -' 
almiini'im to gold'# • .Slioae- cbhsidGratiohs#. -^togeth#' .with • 
the..low eqlubility/'of■ almiiinima-'BUggest":that the 
reflectivity .changea are proclueed. - by a ..BhqrpXy defined 
phase boimdary* . '77' - ' . ' k ; . 7 ' . -
' It lias'been ■ahown-- (Kirkaldy 1E^ 58) that thepmtion
of buoh a bomidary; should follow the law where
% is 'the .•distance' the bouadhry moves froA; the-■initial-, 
ihtorfaoe in a. time .and” 3* 'ip'- tile ' üiff'aèion; ooofflcient 
for the bomidary* ' : Aëemaing this relation-'iW 'the case, of 
a gold fllm 'i'OÔpÊ- "thick, - the ^ time 3:*équlred ' for the- phase ' 
'Wundary to reàohrthe./glâês- surfaoe#' l*.e# .for the . ■ ,•
' * : ■ *î ' '
reflectivity to stop chsnglzigj 'Is'tg- IQ™ 7,/,B7 ■ oec# / 
Assuming,that..light' can; penetrate 400Â into à gold film^  
then the time-'.for the refleetivity'to- start bhanglng. 
wpuid /be--the' time- taken for thé reaction boundary to 
penetrate (1000 - 400) l*e# ;3»;§';x sec.
llenoo the . ratio of the tlBie taken, for tile refleotlvity 
to begin changing to the .time taken^  for the reflectivity 
to coase changing'is..gtvoh/by -, -■' - '  ^ ' . /
' ' ■ h  _ ,3»6'k.lQ"h'. H'/f ' -
Is z*atlo was found for différent values of film 
thickness^ and in/fig* 3 graphs gold thiolmess against 
ratio have beon^plotted for light;penetrations of 300Ê, 
40Q& and 500Ê* The;/,expexdaiontal'ratios have .also been/ ; 
plotted on this graphe and. it : can be seen .that the 
points all lie,close to.the line for 400& pénétration* 
This is a reasonable value for.thé.thickness of a near 
opaque gold film, and the close agreemm# of the , 
expérimental values with -the . theoretical -euWe' suggests
ëiià^ i^ éW. arè axiex.id: Yhë ' Ëoliloa, of/a. ; : :i, ..
/:. :--/r -:::'é : ' : :>
/:j?Hàs.e;,;1Jüuada:çY: s ^ a t H e x V ' ,a; groRtkai ^ 'etejgë:^  /-/ :; ■ -.
;/3'’ ' v\
'odàoehtràtioa %%Qh laë-vmiilü oGOiii- Ig' B'b'oms gùlcl
lati’ipo xwà're'.'pàrâgEdasivliÿ/iïGii^  by àïîWlùlam x#
■ \ ' V8l%G8 : of;,thcx'aiffikslom/ .
càlo-ülatGâ' -f2rW' 'the ' tlm é takea. fo r . tlm  ^ rë f ïe 'o t iv lty '.to :
/  : :. o / :  :-y. " / y y  '/y  '. : ; y-y/.: : r;
y::; dtpg 'o)%amgi:ag'yy;''T  ^ .are ■'pip'l*t©a in - . 'f ig . y-,»,, '.
sîxioli: : .sîiows- thàt\'.'a ltho% K'. «Môm is -  a sXigîvi:; sprçaô ia., -
;//'■ . y y y \ y y y y y ^ y y / y x - ' - y y / y y ^ y y
,y,ypl Y'alt'cïs; yyhere la  ,'3ioy.,terid.ehqy.fo% '^.D  ^ ■■.'.
■'■y--y yy/': ■ -y-' 7/; /■ i.y'y'yy y Y  y/y/yy/''■. y. ‘ /'y7..:y ’VV ■ y'. 7y7 ;./ ' ' /  ^ , y: /- y-,
'■ y'gold" 'èilolmeSB#'y7i#d7m^^^ '84 % /waa/yfouBd-/'"/
, 7 7 ;  w  /' ' ' : y / 7  y ; / y - 7 7 7  '  r  7 y7 ;.y .
(y - - ' '■'■'■■"■■ ï) lf fo i^ n ty ^ é r t id n è ''Of thë'/aËmo 'e lides-'were''aiad7^:7-/'
:"777. \... : \  7:7 7777_y/ . "7ÿ\ y: , _y'77. 7ÿ.7'; : /,,y77. 7 \ ' ;,77;:"
/^yvVover ■ ..a;" range o f température : froË.,; , 'to;, 164 % #:>yy The; ' tim e; 7'
y; o f .d if fu s io n - for/fllm..-'26gO'&;-#ïiokyYa%'ie&'f3î*om-15,.h r .. 77'-.7
y 7'a t 04 ^ 0. to;74. .3nlB7at 164 .imt thé yehàpo; o f / the ourve'- ■ 7. ■ "
'  y -  . , ,  ■ ■ ■  ' . ; - - , - y y - ,  ‘ . '  . ' ■ •  * ■ , . y , ' - - ; -  • ; : ■ ■ '  ■ ■  > , ,  ' ■ ■  . ' .
-dlcl ndi; va ry  d'fâ.spiiîe‘-M ia  .->âst'ëiiaîîge. i s  tim e .' Ki© . 'y.
; / y ,  .y " ' ' - ' / y  y  ■ .:y-'y'-y;.V;yy:; - 'ry.'y :yyyyyy y-y ' y" :
;. û iff 'u é io a  ëoefïio iën l;','; -H,’ vai-y. .with- 'Bëmperat'àré : '. - :
y-yy;y:y\ ' . ,y--- '  -, y;--; y ^ :;7 y y y ;\y y :y  yy:;a\ ; ;y
y y a o c o rfliî ig y p  yyy-y,y.;- :y - / ,
where Ê le  the  - a e tiv a tld z ï. energy- o f "d if fu s io n  i h  (ca l/m ole ),
-:\"7ÿ.77;y. 7'. /-7777'77'77;7;y:7'..77777 /
■ ■' /R • ±B‘ the am i ve rsa i ;gae ;o ces tan t# -■ and- 7E;;ip'-.the"- absolute 7. .y
■ ■ - temperature''# : !  : ;;7yy:7 77::.:7' \ y ' 7a7- '  y :ÿ; ; yy7' 77;y-' "^7;-'' . . ' ■' .
: ■ - #r0 for0y:y-y-y ':yy7./y-,:y./:^^^ : : /  -y  / y / ; '  ' : y/ -y-'-vy ' y ;
- y .  v r -
; :. ", : y , y, y y> ; y & M # y y : « y # % y y y y
:,m# :,y,-v,yy'"y;":./"!» ykflteiÆS'""
yy%#eré’:$ l a ; '„,i#l&_ thiôkmq## ia; foundiéxpariméîitallÿy;/,: 
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m - r  :'3y":::" .yyy,":'":\'' y".; -yy.^ y "y,s
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yy,": y y,-. : y ^ j # i 9t6&>” y * ; V y B / 2‘w y ^  yy,:yyy
wJipre. Ky'iS ' e ooàsi.àa'S ^  Dlo1;i:img. iog]_.nigQ agfeias w (Î/Sî) . ' 
.■.sîxpùiâ .give a -'8 irà ig h iyn # ''''w iiH y# 'a H .i^^  / y^y
.■ -ïïbisviiae beem :0ëxAù4} ■pîiVi?)' ii'S # ::5.''fOE' #%iWsy.w#h:/ -. ■ : ;'y
.' yflîff èrsat gbiê' iHio,kaèséasi;,y.yfHé 'yg^  o f yiïÎQ'.yli'jiQS ,. y y.;
 ^ /// y-y- "^/./yyy
àrô':fe3.1:0,q,w8l' slîio'Q.yiïlilé' â'èpènâs. o'aly oay.É^yyMi. iliQ- l i i ië s  y ,
■ y : :  '  f . . . ,  y /  ' ■ ' ■  , y ' y  "  y  y  - '  , . ■■ ' ■ '  . .  - y -  . " ' y .  y ' - y  ■
;;'■ are- s h lftG à 'y rë là tiv ë  ■ 'ioy‘ 'oaoHyydiHeri ' : yffiQ'y'àc'ti’^ ë .tio tty  y - y y,y ;
y y ; - '■' y /'/ ': ;:; .: :.';,;yy/^ ' y'y--;y/'y'-yyyy-
'■.. ë îie rgÿ‘ v®s salô'aLèJ'ëd;fb.:.-b'd,-'2S:i6 ;yto Emà'yknbwlmg.yy.y -y
y-'%  - à t 8 4 .3o*- 'D i ,w88,y'pdioiiiaiea.ytpyybë:"^ 'bmVëëoiy éy V;:
•, Bèveral 8 ii:# 8  :#&r#:' jSrpjiarôû; .w lih ,vé ry ;ilil% i^  . y0 
" : film e , l a - the- thiokaoeD 'range : 70:& ta. .350Â¥:yyyïîlosë;f4i.m ., '■■y;-:",;,,- ■7,;:,y,r. yyg . :y;.ÿj;py'-y :y:,.'ytyyxy,:yyy'y/y'y .y , , , ,  \
y, tb id îm es s es î foro . flo t or«iinéü'y6ÿ' ■:»l0a s ü riH g tlie  " r e f  lé c ii'v i'fc ÿ  y--,
/y,; ;. ';:,: '
'à #  '.transm ission ' o f the  anâ-ynelng. .thé.yyres.dlt.s' ,p i -
y.',. 'Rdim’à'.: MaZ4 ■ àad '. Trompette ' ' (Igg J >f'’’W  ' .ohiaihy; tHd:V;t s k ÿ -, v-
; 'Mo Initial platëàu was fomiQ: in miy of the ageing 
curves : as the gold wae no t opi^ que and t W  moment any
- .diffuslorn ooourred.'at /tho / ihtOrfaOe with the alimlnlum» 
tlio. r e f l e e t i y i t Y t o  fall. The Yorf thlimeet
'■film C'?Ol) gave ,o,nlj_ a: verj/amall reflectivity change 
(4j7) as the di;Pfu8iom. zcmo in this oaee v;ae. very thin#
’ Glidee . were- aged .over/thO: temperature range 20^0 to 
95^0o and. tha aètiVàtioh energy of, diffusion wae fouM 
to ho '2373 -koal/molei -in'-excellent agreement- with the 
values for_ -thlqlper fi-Imo7(^2*'6'koàX/xaolo),# , ■'.■Yaliies;. of .
}>• wore oEa.culated from the time taken for the roflectivlt 
to., at op vaiaying#. , Those, value e-wex^ e converted, to 84 0 
: using the vaille, for activation enez*gy, and have boon 
. plotted witliCtho’. -previous .résulté•••■in fig* 4* We can 
: 00© fx*om this graph that, there is/no significant .
. difference: ;D,77i0r7these'/very'films- compared
7'with: tHiolaiçsses .groater than, 4Q0E# ; the
- activation energy/ ..the';;samic.)which .siiggesta/'that the 
eame; diffusion, mechanism'.holds In. films from/ 70%. to
;.3000&' -. thick*: ' - . - 7  7 / .- /-._ -^ : 7 , 7
3.2 Reflectivity, Ohanges: at the Aliiminium Surf ace
...Ref lec.tivity • ôliangoè. \ (woro. measured '-at. ,tliq ■ -alWiniu
.. surfao0.': using.-very thick' gql&' .-siibatrate %films # ,sq that 
all. reflectivity changes/ .at:7tfiq' aluminium surface were
--7:7
y;-''; .. :
X^ëmÿléié- :P0 ;qMa^ se/'MQb?s:-pIa,oe ,în' ' ''
:y ;p g .# K ê \ \ . ;K é é û lY 's :/o b t8 la 0 4 'y a  ■ ,fo E .V :é l« îiîlia im :, ■■ ;
" f  . ' y: " "" ^ v - ;  '-y ,; %.y » / y ; " /  >y,’i '/ . ;y ;y .v  -’ - v :
■yy:M ii;oîmësséa,lay';-’tH é :;^  6 0 Ù â # # i7 0 b & :  'àz'è':; È W $ ;ü ::ï6 ' f i g é  : "
y ; ' é : ; ; . é : y y . ; , ' . ,  , ; y y  y - . y i  
'■ y 6j  : p l q i W ë  • g g a la é ty y y V â  :é ' ;  :,®li0', ly e iH lh  o f - . ; I m l l i a l , y" ■ / /  '■' ; ''
: y piaiëgm' imoreaëoa: :wl'# 'alimlàlüm: $hié3m$88p::%i#yybh8 'y
- 7 7  . ; . ; -  y . y.
■■‘-Ebsiilts la:gameml ;i'ëe0m%eaY'%O8é:.yfoÿ::aiffwl#f la tîiQ,. .yy,
■yyqpEO.sit© ^ d is a o - b lP a é 'y l t . , ^  L ike lÿ 'iyy fc lïa l; " y, ■ - / '
y/ljeEO; o ls o  ■ ;W éyjiâYéy'à:ysHaæ plÿ a e f lm M  ÿeao% :o» ,6Q m iâar;^ j^yy /
':-..aafl ■ 'ôo, ofeeote;-this,y valikea; of' ■ ■feiié.-.''ralio' ■.vvbZ'ëy■-!•'■"'• ' '■• '■: -y-;
y yealeulatéd- for'all'y Ihey-' 8peoi)Wa8''-pr8pm?eHjyy - y- ''.yy, ; ÿ:
,; : fo tm à  tîià 'È  '.tlî-ëy palàybsy'alï làÿ yqïwë -loy yfeîiè" ë 'ùrYéy fore  .
. - ' - y -  y y '■ " y é y ; - . ,y--"yy-; y-. - - : yéy ' / "y-y- - '
.8.light peaetKatioa qfy3Q'0l>- -l’hiB le a ■ i'easoaaMe ■: y' : ‘:'
y;f lgus.’s ,,f OE the :y,thxolmess ofy -ay 'aeary- Qpagv,é ■ àluralaiam y, ry . , . y.,'
;'f 11m»; , It ' I s f  l@8$y'th#ii %hey,Qoÿ#E#pôàaiag,:Ilg^ ypm#Eatlp%,
' i à t o :  g o M y ;:(4 O 0 l) 'y w h lG h ;0 a B ' f b # # ; 'y fp p  . Æ È f f a 8 l 6 a " o f ' ' ; y y y - y
.àilmlaîmlyiàt'o' BiK^rislagé''ëlWe .yy""
y - y ' y  y - ■■■, , ( é - y \  y / . :  - é ^ y y : ' y - y y y y :  . . ' 'y yy - '
:ySh©:' a h s p r p i lo î iy  ■ h o e f f ( k ) ' y i 8 y : ' ' g E ë # @ z  ' à l m i l i ' i i w . :  y :•
y # ] A # : ' : % r # ) . . y b b ^ : T 7 " ^  ' " / y y  :.'yy
yyyy y " ' 7 / ;  :yy, ;■ 'Vy/yy-y. . . }
/A.;-'7::y.%%7y 7 . 2 ; : v 7 7 7 % / y r : / ' 7 y y ; / 7 7  'y77'-y;'
. ; "Thia"/tëMs::-1o-;o b n f r è f i e q t i v i t Y ; - "  ^7:7 " /- ■y-y,y .':y y :. '• y y ., , . -,, -:/i 77/' /./y/xA'' " y' y'y'"''
- ©haagesy'aEè. ■ hgâ iàyâhéyy,& :y ih 'é . ■'motlbhy''oiy ;a-■ pha'sey h 
- f h i s  : i s y 7 : - 7 7 s p s e i 7 a ^ - 7 i k 7 ^
y y. <■
n^lAgiblo # ■-"àhd'^ ôy/anv ; gold ;
y/ \ .y 7 yy//77^ /77/yy//7L_ / /. ,W-/r7y 7-/\/. .
atome : diffm8l%/;lhtb7àlm%làl#i-avoul&'' Do /oloaèir Aîollbwëd
hy/e,: boundary* . ■■';■.7-’ 7  > ■ ■ " 7 . : .
7 ■ ■ YàlùoB ■ ■wero‘- 'caXciilatGd ‘for all, the
BlidQB prepared' from /the/timb'taicon for the "reflootlvitv' ' ■
7 r: 7 / 7 1 7 f ' ., \, 7 : .  ;<i7 7 - .. r 7/ 7- : :. / 7 ; :. / ; ; ' y ;. ' ,
to stop ehanging#:7 Tho mean value of D* wae found to
v7,''-/''’ ' 7:/^ ; !77 77"/r'7y7y ; i ,. • :< .
be-'8.#8 '%l6r -T',om'"/aeo#;.una '-the,,réduits ohowod mo .
7%// ' ' / >: ' -.77.'.' 7 7; ' ' ; /. /'- 7 '=\ " - ' .. ' ; ; 7 7= ; \ , : ' . ^
tendency yf or D * : to changé with , imoreaoimg alumlmlmi
thiokmesé^- - ' 7;:'%% '7/-" '7' y -
' '".Different' portloma - of /the. same slidoB wore !
aged oVer-'-‘a temperature, rangé froË 70%' té. 15290* From
' . ' ' 7 . ' :-7.'7/'. 7 7/' ' 7/ ' ' 7 - V ' - ; ' ' \ '
a graph /of . against ' (l/f )^' the motivation • 7 ^
omex\gy was oalopJ.ateâ to be 23 *5' koal/moXo #. Prom the. 
imowm value ' of at 102-0$. X);! wae : found to be 0.*-51 om-/seo<
, . 3.3* I3ffact of : Thlolmoea Ratio
, Several'" elidee weroV prepared/with; a-'elmglo 
layer of /gold but with; four yeeparate. almilnlum filam , 
of different : thloknoeeea#. The complote eXJ-des-.were 
aged at 84:^ 0$ and va/typical/nefleetivity oiirve at tho 
gold BiirfacG ie ehowm in fig# 7 foiwa gold thlckmeee of 
I456&# .Am. aluml2iium 0*61 or moire timee the
gold ' thiokné'es ’gave/the." fuli/reflèotivity change $ but if 
the aluminima thlbkmebe ivde ' only 0« 19 times the gold 
thiokneba, -no'yrefleotivliky \change- took place* ' ;,:'ShiB ■-• 
BUggostecl a critical thiçkWée of ,almiinium between 0*61
7i
,\7'7'7/ ' ' 7- wàB7gu8t'7tb;tck"Dàough/:%r^^ ; 'v.
\ '#%#:; vdrifiG#7tWt/$he':'ef ,7
-7\' ' '%:-7\/oa\/ÿ#0vthlclm080'''ratlo-Tatlier7%ié^ ^^ ^^  ^ - -''"v-
,y:7';l/"thiçïmë80W of- $%' tMblmoWq''- ' /':
77 7-'///. 7.7 b:^- -.aliminluia::;6o//gqïd'waë' fo%d'^ bb' O/^ S*// If-'the'/',
A ' r/'/.v//''7wah'lrsb/than//hmlf7t%%G'-"gola%hiulm0E;^ ^^  .7
7 r y  =7' r ' ^ ^ % / 7 ' 7 7 / :  .7 \- -. 7
. ... -.:;7'/'çhi ogo \o 6 b W ÿ e a /:a t :7 $ h b % '0 M ;/é ;^ ^
. ' '7 j th m $ 7 th e  d l f fù 8 'lh g 7 .b p , im d à r y ;d ia 7 'n o t : r o a O h '^ 'th e ' '^  7' /-
.7-/'-"7 ,' 7 7 ' 7 / y l a r U t i O G '  e p a b in g s /b f ' ;  g q ld / 'S n d . 'a l t m ln lm  
' ' y  : . / .7 ':a ç ÿ W a r iÿ '. . id é m % o â l '# y  'S é em ë /t o l% > ly  ' t h à t  D è h ln d  ' t h e . .
' /  ' 'b o ^ a a z y ' . / i ï h é r è . r ^  b m e7a l W l à i û h / à t o m - ' f ô f  ' ' /  - i  -
. ;7 \ / j ' : ; " À é v e r y  v7y7:7;.-7f ' yy^/y . : . - /  / - .  ' " / y . / i . . :
-. /  / ' : /  7 /;7.: ./-. R ë f i o q t i v l t y , ÿ t / t h q / a i u 3 i d , à l u m - ;  o ù r fa d o  w o re
■',-■■'D -,;.-;.?-Dimilarly 8tudiéâ/wlth^-Biiâeé7h^^mg;a. aihgle/aiuaïBim 
. 7 v / r i / la y p r #  ' W t - '/w i th "  t h r e e  / f i l m s  o f  / - d l f  f  o f  o n t ;  y' -y'"' ■
, ' 7;/'y-/thlolmeeaeeY-■thé/agçihfvbeingfBtuâied ;at'84%w''";ït/.waB7 : -
■'7' 7/y: "/àgain f è m id  ' t h a t  'th e # '/w a # . '^ % 7D # t f  b f -  .g o ld  t o  y - 7-
/..'aïminiTOi;belbw' which ;%e7fùll''f%flebtiviiy 'qhaûge"ht- .7 
-,,/ 7 Ihbtt.ob%iheâ.v. from'-the.êlx--/
'■■7'" " ' ■/'77'‘%liâfôe;7pméparéûyit-/wâé ;Ye^^ied';that/the:'cÆfeot'7d0pehds
on .#16 ; ratio’'of slicloa', .ancl the ’CriMeaX..
thlolméBB ratio wa’s’ tomiâ *fco'hô 2*0#.: ^
fhlB, roBiilt seeaa to laêioato th&t hehlM the 
phaoo homictary there.'muet be at loaot two £^;olci atome 
for every one alumisiium atom# From rûeaeureiïientB at the 
gold: emrfa0,e,.we have.already".cohoimled. that there muet 
ho at XeaBt. oiiQ-aliiminium atom for every two; gold 
atome# Thle neemB to suggest that there is.preferential 
-formation-ofoa oompound ’.with one aluminimi atom .. 
asBdaiated with two gold atoms i#e# with composition Au^Al
Values of critical ratio have been, observed at 
84^0# fhe value will vary with temperature, however^ 
miie'ss the activât ion energy in both di:cectibns is 
idontical # y %he ' activation ' eii'èfgy at ■ tlio gold . surface '■ was 
fomid to ..bo 22*6-.-'heal/mole| whilst’that fordiffusion ' 
into the aluminlmii was found ' to. bo 23 «^'5 kcal/mole# ihe 
figures are close, to one anotherj, unci .it peemod likely 
that .the. differenoe between them was d*ue • to'''experimental. 
er,ror in their determination, fhls was ohdokod by 
'preparing a vjpeclraen'v^ ith-'gold thickhdss^--twice the ■ 
thiolmesa of the alimlniim.bo that rdfledtivlty 
measureBieiits could be macle at both suÿfao.es# By agoing 
at ' two widely, .separate- ;'t.oiap©raturos: i^vwaa. iw&ApM&W 
found that the curves at;'^ oth: surface^/ remained the same
relative• to each other at the two Imdidatlng
that the : ' ao t ivat 1 oh energies are-.equal-in: tte-twh: ■ t,;';
clirebtloiis* HenoG the value of the orltioal ratio raiist . 
be the' same' for all’^toïapèfâtùféB^' ' ■/' ' '
: . : ' '■ : ■ r . , ' \ . - : ,
' 3#4# -' '-Structural:■Imrestigatxon . /. ^
4 ■ Ab eleotroii' dlffraotlon''investigation was. oarrlod
out Oil thin goId^alWiniW films to seo ivhether this 
would give'-'amÿ'''information;ozi-the oompoûhdé'formed during 
•diffusion#'' f
'j?Mn filma of gold (lOOA) and aluminium (120t) 
were evaporated onto a glass slide and formvar'covered' 
eoppor grids placed side by side in the vacuum :chamber $ 
fhreo.grids were- prepared, one with pure aluminium, one 
with purggold, and one .with a composite film of aluminium. .; 
and gold# Immediately after evaporation, transmission 
diffraction patterns' of the three films \i/ere-.'obtained
•/:' . '4 . ' ''' . r - u  . ^
using $h' e3.eGt%'on ml6ro8dope_^ y.' Care wa.s taken throughout 
the investigation.'"to use^ .thé ^a#io 'ions settings on. the 
microsoopc so that thomagn^fioation.pf all the 
photographe ' wae the same # .' pie ,alimlnl'ma and gold . grid -
and the glaee elide were* bothaiheertecl' in 'a hot air oven
: , .■ . . ' ' : . '4^  Y' i ; - .- / ' ,
at 5 8 and wore' aged fdr/x'h:^ #^  ' On! removal a second 
dlffraclîioa: phoiiograpli wagVitWeii i.aiid the. refleotivlty
I
-, • of the glas8 sliders-w&s foim'd# »•jKis;was ^ fepoatod f03? nët 
■ agoing îperi.odé (of. 1 • hr^ ./ 2!' ll^ 'f 4■.ihr/.-aiid-- %5'è and- it• •
: %yas f oimd tbAt ref lebtivl.ty ; ahàhgéeooèurrëd ;'only ' ' ' - ;-' . - 
. ; ■. during the first^ hour, of'ageing#-':-. ■ ■ .^— ■;■;■■'-.tt'' ■■■..^
■ ' D1 f f rao tiom iphot ographe of ; pùr o, ' É^ old and pure-':-’ '/' '
' "aluminium.'arO' shown':iïi i'lgY 8 .Æho ring/ . ’ 
diameters of BXmplnlwa- ami .■■goIdV.are almpGtv exaetiy,\'-eq^ ^
■• ■ since :1?hey have -similar;f-#o#e# struotux’OB.avith, a lattice
opacing of 4 #08& for gold, and ."4'%5A for. ■àlminiwâ#/■;'■
% e  z'ihg diameters on thes o' - plates ' were'- ' measured using a 
; - low power - travôlüng .mioroçcopo-f '^ Ohe oorreapouding -d ' 
•■spacliags oould be calculated, ahd henço the magnifioatlom,; 
produced by the pro jeotor lenp/pf .the.-.miioroaoppe'-waB' . 
■oBtaihed#-:.^  It'v/aà'-thon vpoaB.ible\to .oalmO,ate.' tho'd , ■' ■ ■ 
epaolBg for .any diffraction ring^ in other photographs ' 
sineo the magnifieatipn was -kept .-oou8tamt.;>,\'.. Figy 8 (0.):'.:':''
: ahoWB' the oompbaite film' immediately ’after evaporati03%,
'X'ha ri:aga\aro.r-charaoteristi;a, •■Qf'uure-aliiminiw/i. and pure- ' :r 
gold and no traae. of intormetalilo Gompoihuls is seen* 
Afi'éiîiô'■ for :<T alBO- ■ ahowtüQ rings ..of
: ■ . . ' .. ■- ; : v ; - : .. . ■
’ the pure-xaetàla :oBly>y'AfterMageihS':’for>l'hr,-howe¥er,--
,extra"rings ./became visible'/ ^ f 0; (d) ) #',. .Ageings for ■ .
further ■periods up /fcO'. hot:';pfoduoe "extra-:ringa.,
nor any change i%% the relative.; :;lntensit 1 es -of .the.- rings
(fig 8-.(e/■■and rofleotlvityremained'-:oonstaut-
. Till a shows: that, ••the reflootivity .ohanges are àssôoiateû 
'.with : diffusion''aha :tho .formation s-of ' lut ormetaillb . 
qompomida#' , Frosmmbly a. thin, layer of compound-had been
■ ' ‘ 3
foamed'-: after -v 'hr, but .’any diffraction,.affects hf this " 
layer would-..-be obdourod By 'the ■’ patterns''’■ from the ■ thicker ' 
alminiuia and ■ gold layers^ '■; ■ / / ' • .
. The Xing diametexa, of the;• photograph:'after..:•;• .• v 
l:hx: ageing: wore analysed in some detail: ; to'. mo-- '.whether 
partloulai" lnt‘exmetal3J«o eomppwid8 oould hd identifiod, 
The résulta, -axe. .show# im'table- ly The probable proGenoo' 
of Àu^âl ill.the diffusion g;one hae, been aho%m from 
meaBurementa of the effect of the thielmeea ratio # 
■iJnfoituimt.èly,:. the • •structure• .of this phase ia :.dbmplex"-^  and 
has mot. b.emi detexmlmed, (Qoffimberry and Hultgrem: 1938)# 
The Û spâélmge of this .phase were found. experimemtaXly 
by taking-,a powder photograph';of J'gxaiaie.rfiled ■ from,a,. ' 
bulk, epoelmem of the alloy# .Those résulta are shown in 
oolmm- 5; of ,table"l,:''and'-it,.-;cam<bG eoèm that-:good:,--. .
agreement was' obtaimed with' the- 6bBO3?y0d d ' spaeimgs ia 
•the; dlffractloà photograph*Binge • -w.erb'■ :6beervod<ih Mio 
photograph which oo'tflJd not ;bei:s0xplaimecl I^  ^AxirJCL ore by 
the pure metals -(o'olumu. 6)#g •;jtt‘'.was foumd- that d epaclags 
for the oompouhd AuAl - (fÿo.o^^g. a^ ,6*00il), fitted,-these
; BingS"' ht .
'd\-BpaoimgB of ; 2*69È^  2.*08jt anà\ ■ coùlcl,; rhowoTCr, be
7(Iue.:: ohlÿi:- to: /'AUpÂi-*,-. . '.
j Fxom. tliose ' resUlts ;W0, muet pomoludo, that, fox 
;. 'laiesQ rthlm AiiAlAvayevbo'bJi,;.foïmècl :-ia ; %
. thO ' (llfilialQÙ: Bomo# - .ormll'-'gumitltieG: of - ;
/,. ï other ' pllàéoÈ - pros But':-But ; any, dlf ff actloii % \ . -
■ ; :;"0fféetûj:.WGXCi-. -raaaked;;l)y- # 10. large :'.g.uanti$l08 -. of ;thb -•main '
■ -y" \ ,V"-v^  '4.* ; dOlOHlélOBB' -y .
\ "' ‘Frcéviotis... work. InQioatès' '-'that:'.ail' thermally -
: staid.©- pliaBeaVehoulü bo. prebxpftsitod ; at -tho iiitorfaco ;; . 
;.' ■■-;of:v.tho/ two m o t a l é . \ ( % r r \ : 0 6 l G m % f : a n d - ' D a v e y - 
:4o: el0O trou' 4if fraction moaamr ornent a - tohé to ooâfxrm this*
■ ' Bef 100tivity ; méaewomeàts at : béth( the : gold and.3 the;
M'uTaiaiim-- surfacesseem" tq;jIndicate. thé- motion.:of a " ,
. ■.ynpartieiilarvphaso''Boûndaxy,/" àhd‘-.ln^ ;viQ.w of thé/critidal ,
. /'V;:/;thiok'nGB8• '%'atlo.8'':/Whioh;;have-BeeuL: fotmd^. it-wguld; appear;.,;.
; . that this dorXeëpozido tO/: fd3%WtioB /of' a layer of .'AUgAl#
: ' z'ëfl.è^ .'ulvi'bÿ i ' O f .  at ..thQ.:.glao8.. . > , :■ .
\ :Q-urfào'ë. . . I s l i g h t , .  whl?-3t the V .'
. Kefleotit-lty' of .'th.e p h a s e : a t  -the.-^ metal.^ .swfdee. .' .'. 
.V:-/ : . v.--;'
18 519&. . TalElàg into aoboimt.) thW refradtlve Inclos: -of■ . -V . . . .. . :. . ■ ■ . ■ . . • . .'. .■.’ .' '.'. ,1; ■ ' ■ . .'
the, glass. which ■ would normally tend• to .rediieè the 
reflectivity eomeT&at^.- v/e/oan 'Say that the values are' 
closely similar ajidvtend- to; confirm the formation of 
a: similar ooiapopnd at both ourfaces#
; ■ . . : . For diffusion into : the alumlnluiiU X)| has lieGii
found to èqua% 0# 51 om'f/aéô and 3 to bo 23 *5 !kcal/^iole*
B!. at 84l^G. oanfoe ' oalouiàtëd from i theee aml^ is fomid to 
he 2'*0 om^/seo#; ' -"at -84^0 "for - diffusion" into • ■
the .gold has already been found to b'e 10^1 vxlO om /sec*
In.-a-■given time, the pehetratioh of the ■ réaction layer is 
proportional to )• Hence the penetration of the 
diffusion layer-. - Into the gold is 2*3 times greater than . 
-its.penetration into the .almaimium# If the.diffusion, 
layer is homiogenoouo &%%:-hàtùrç, then we would expect 2*3 _ 
gold, atoms to be associated^ with every .'almiinimi. atom*
This is cldBo to, the bpmposltioh of the .compound ilu^ Al, . 
the différence .being cUie ^ xn^ pbahly t,o>orrora -in the - c 
détermination:' o f : / '’/■ ■■ ■'/'"■ . ' ■
Thetvaluos : of critlqàl '■.thickness ratio /and /the 
relative rates of ,diffusion/areBoth^ in- agreement with 
the formation :ofi the compoimd LWlXAla; and the structural - 
•investigation .àppésia, to . ooh#'r#/the' /presence .of. this
obmpOTmd* It is difficult to .spd' -why -preferential
: .’.'4. /\; , ■: . /
formation.'Of: this phase should ' alnoo we would
mcÿeotrail thermally', 3 ^^ tp- :-'%t ■ ,
' would.';appear; that'; there'jarbi'only/ two/xoaBpiaable-- .èxplanatioa^ 
for the. ohB03:ved\r00uita, either that the light ;•. •■ ".’
i mGasuremehtG .are peeuljlefly 'sensitive to 'this .phase and ; ; 
not to other phases, or.-.that • the. layors of thé other 
oompoWds) foimèd aÿë extremely thrUi %id have little-'offoot /
i  t  .  , ■■ f  I I . ; :■’ ’  *  ', .' i .  t  . < ' ' ■ “  \  ' '  '  '  '  . ■ ■; ■ . * ' ■  :  . • ■ ,  .. ; > /  . .
::. upon the ■ ïaeaBurements * ■ ; The/first, explanation, éeemë. ' . -.i''
; as , A%Alg\ had - a proaoimo.ed pm?pl6. eolonràtldm :
'and 'àny, ..æaoiBît ■ of 1% sîioiü.ci îiave;, affêo1:etî
-. :. the -'reflectivity : measurement a # . A speoimeh with/ gold - ' •
'r . ' ’ . " '1'//.': ' . ) / x à \ ' . -w : .
 ^;',and. almainlwa layere: iB/thd /ratia/of -apprpxlniateXy-1 ' ' .
to 2 was- aged in a fiAxymoe at -300^0 for 6- hr. On... •.-.-
removal the xii'lim had a definite red colour, hut,
' imfortuiiatèiy, -was badly aggregated, and its reflectivity-'-
./ ' could not he measured# />T3ie ’spo’pnfi of-the two explanations..
implies that the' diffuaion raté into the • AUgAl is higher
. ' .',1;. , ,
•than -for the other oompounda,' and: qonBoq_uently the width
. of. .thé' -gone Is -high: .-compared = with-ihe - other .gonea formed#-
.. .. . -.t- y' r:-\ , .. i;; -/ - .
' ■-’. •' Due to àggz'ôgatiôn# •'/#ÿy-.lthinKfilms,. «  4001) *
; UBually contain many grain ; hotuidariee ( Bennett ' and Boott 
-.% 195P-),.•;ahd:‘.ânÿ' grain:.'boundaryih’if^nsion. should: have - a 
■ greater effect,/so that we would^ expect B to he less and :
B* to he higher than 1% thick, films# It has been 
Bhoma.in fig# 4# however# that #-. for very tlifn .gold films 
is' ifho amie as :f orthloker - apcc,j|!mc3ia., and the : activation ^
■; /'foùDd-tO''- ho- ;fdîs;-BfuaO;. fofe.;;-: '■’'
,'. both/ : memie that ; the moohWim% of dif fusion.'inv / .' v,.;,
. : y.\-\very../thin• -f ',-±8'/bkad.tly ' thohsamOcaa ' in :.-i>Eioker bâeà#/ ' ■;/' 
'/:.Wltk. t W  e%t3:'6hb, hggrègWioii Ih.Vfilms: bëlowv 1 , ,sbmo = ■-//
:.- /' .': pénétration.'the gold by-ithe ;- aihminium-.’.might- ;bo'-- ôxneô’tocl 
'.;'/'■ , : tO';'ôopu:e g //but .rtliiB- would .the beglmiiùg;.df:: ;. \ ,.
ï/'. ■ tM/'àgeingÿ. re#eoti%ty '-.oh'cmgep.,. /
: : ' , tbV%è.:.:bbmplè'te./would still';, dopoad»-..upon- :thê'.:'time for "
: .
'r. .: qoirîpieté" pénétration /ho:', odour#;. . There- is : no < evidenae, for '•
V . .  grain .boundary. dlffu8lom/\'a:ad 'W.0.=/oan ..8ay...that; the diffusion
•;.. . :-,, observed Is-: a;-trüo - volume; diffusion/ •••most.• probably. :
■•■' •■■•/. /- .'- /. /•'•■•’ ;•:./• .•, •;./• '-/%•" '.1;:'/:' :,. .. '/:
\ . W i m g ;&'•::vaoanoy nWolmmlsiâ#;it: would bo. expectod that; tho. 
r /. ;. ./ 1'/.;: : "'
, .  ,;;Tàlueo-'6f :-diffusion;coëfflolent.:.and aotlvBti.dn^ ',eBergy-.'
/;•,'. ; Xie/'fala/lÿ, oidae :to.. valued; for bulk spooimofiB ^ . but# ■
'/■' : ' v-./Amfdrtw .tliëodbfigùroB''': u:)^0. 'ndt.';,araiïà1&è/f.or-' this '
-■; \'V' fHowoTor^ ;'Wher©r3ïiou^ :5uremon1îB';hàve^ ;b0ÔU\obtàludd : ,
‘., oû/utliQùVma.talllO''palre:,;val'ueB/vfoiuid by thin film
• ; . mèthoda. à^ ré' of ,tW Bamd-Zbrdor the' pubXiBhed/mluoa/':•. . '
g\AL(r;.:4%;r:: :y: or:'../::';/;;#;;:;-'; .
.: ; bW.lE:.m#8l@y;; Yiÿ:,:
We- hu^&\ l)een/able ,to;Slid?; ithe: üTossaatidà. of A%mAl
■ 'by -_iiieaBiirlng ./tho;:,%"elative/;;W : diffusion-: of • /
• \ oompouhd.'into -tîie--gôlS; ahd/lnto- the aluminium*'--.- TiiXs/'-
thàilelther.:diffùàibU;0f;gold. or- of ^ aluminium -into
1. :..,'- : ' the ; qdmpomid /16. • thO/'ratd:';#^  prouoe&^ ;,..Biiiq'é::: If; :',;' '
both gold mid alimimiwa diff-asoci independexvkly -Into the
., çompdundÿ the rates of diffusion would- bear no relation
to one anotliercj rand in, particn0.ax’,. the tAi/o : a.ativation : /
energies ; woiild, be different* As. diffusion gone rally
oooijirB • more rapidly into the lower melting point, • \ , ;
component : 1=952), ,àt eeeme possible. -that- diffusion
of golcI.ihtO: -almihim' Is. the rate determining pfocqsB# ,
Interstitial diffusion is most unlikely, eince the atoBis
of .the two. elements are; identical in sisei , eoneoqneiitly,
diffusion of the -gold atoms a; migration of %
,. vacanolea from = the. alumlmiimi towards. the. gold* /?acaacioe
in the alrminim% close to t W  8Wfa.oe %vonld tend
to. be occupied by gold atome, and the gold, and alumizilum
would react to form more AUpAlf the vacanoièB-moving into .
. the layer of Au^Al* Vacancies in the, AUgAl cloee to the
gold surface would tend to /become oo.oux)ied. by; gold atome
. froBi-tho .pure metal and the vacanoiee would move into the
-gold, /"If the mean vacancy conoeptrationiln: the AUgA.l • . .
/' remalnB constant,/ there "kuat/ be ; a':'steady ..drift "'of//-. ' ' ,
•./vacancies , into ; ahd=, out • x#/\tiier.AUgAl#. causing t the .prooèseês
at the two interfacos to take-plaop at the came rate and
giving rat0 8 of diffuBioBfini agrément/vd,th -the, G%porim.ontal
obeervhtioBB* The AUoAl : would/ advance into the aluminimi
, ' .1-It':! , . • . . '
at/ one Bide and--, would . appeal,. t'b advance into the gold at
, the other., the measured /of diffusion differing
. bepaiise the ratio :ln the oox/ipound# This
, explànatioû; nqgl-eo*te- tho ' formation- of other pirns eo, /hut v 
the experimental ,,ovid:en%e; that : other phasos' - ,
. : ',qan bo,, present; only ,as- very - thin; layers * ' \ ■'■ ' . - /
9i%e Boiiroe ,of thel vaomiolem is of great intereet*
■ A/Oeftaiax hmmer ocm: exist ■ in -thermal ;''equillhrinm in. a' 
motaX at. ;tèmperatin?08. (approximately 1 in 10. ■
lattioo/sitDSy ^ h'irü'thlo. member is far too small to y 
‘ aoQouut for the ohoorvod maos :flbw# Thin films arc ;. .
. generally conoldered to have, large numbers- o.f vaoanoios 
Xl'^ 2yi ), similar to the VEioanoieo g^uenoheâ into à bulk 
metal when it,is rapidly dooled (van Buereh I960), and it 
might be thought that that these .gavo'^  the obServocl maos 
'  ^ flow»,, ' In/vaehBoy: dlffusibn the ao.tivation. energy, is
-up-.pf : two terms ooreresponchlng -to, the vacancy - ,
eoneèntsratlon and to the potential barrier between atomie 
. sites* If diffnalqn'were' due .to, the- exoeâ's- racaneiee 
qnenohed ;ln the , lattice, then .the:'ac/tivati'On ene:cgy ’would 
bo aijproximat.ely half the, values obtained in bulk,
'■ Bpeolmens, and D^ would '-be several /ordèrë of .liiagnl.tude 
. highqxs, This is not in agreement ;;with/the experimental 
■. 'observations#,vand ao;'wermust/'.cohclmie that largo numbers 
' : of : vaoameieS'.are, gemer'ated,'ih:'.-thp;.'aluminl#^ ....-ne the 
interfaoe with; the and that /these are, .absorbed in.
■■■'•'in the gold* . ■Adcording'-.'to, IC;:Cjlaire/' (l'953),;.,dlslooationB
act ■ as icleaX • soure.es .and/-sinte ■ f ou vacaîioiOB, and thin : 
f ilms are :lmôwn to have vXarge^xhhaberB'of' diBloQatlom ’ .■ 
(Baseatlx aiul Xkishley ;1.958)» MoveraentB- of'^ .)g.gad
dislocations In thè: alumlhlum/'hoTO^d fmpply the neoensarj 
nmiber of vacanolos for,the obsozved mass flow», , Move*-. 
ments of, the dlslocatiome v/ouXd aleo-fozm iia\y atomio 
planes in the àluminlum'/to/provide./ao'eoModation for the 
gold atoms dlffusing in aiid rëaoting to. form An^Al# 
Aoeompdatioh is therefore = provided for the number of atoms 
of° gold diffusing into by the very prooess
whioh prodneeB vaoanoies for theiz^  tranefèr». , - ' . ,
Dislocations qah/slmilarly act as-sinks.fore 
vacancies* ■ -Motion /ofvào§noiè8''to-^.a''- jog results'in the • 
annihilation of the vaoanoy and movement of the jog*
Adding (me plane= of vaoancies/to\the.dislocation zxmoveo '■ 
one plane of atoxas from the metal* Hence the gold . 
becomes thinner, hecauee of the absorption of larege. 
numbers of vacanoiea'* ■ ^
It cara be sho%m (van/%oren ,1960 ) that in. a
normal metal, dislocations eah^ easily supply the 
necessary number of .vacancies, .'and there shbifId bo no, 
trouble in thin.films^with.thëtà/large numbera of 
dislocations*
smuoï'umB o.p''6oi,j)-A im ià'iD :m  m ia  a g s b ,;!?dh'.i , BoTffi, a ï f58“ o . , %-:
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■ "ITVJ*î’/'•%':■'»o< *5 •{"’frï» ’ Oljssrveâ '& Calcula■feed û 8ç£iciagsMi) Xli 0Ullp.X.h^i.  ^Diameter* ' ■, spàblag ’ '■‘ iiuo'âa. ' M  a'-Al' ' AuAl,
. ' ■ ' ■:::/'(om). ■ . .a)’;:/-;,(1). ' ,w ) . .■; (&)'
.1 ;. ■ WL . .',:/ 0,:61 ... 4 * 49 : '
2 vW 0»8O'- ■ 3.42 : 3*47
3 .M- V/ 0V91' 3*01 3.00
4 :': i ' 02 . ■ . 2 .'69 . ■ : .2.79 ■
5 m 1«16 2.36 2.36: , 2 .'34
V6 ;. T8 -;- , :. 1. 26 '2.17 \ 2.17
■' .<?; - V'V - '11.32. ' ■ . .2.08':: 2*08 .
8 M 1.78 1*59 1.61 '
9 ■ ' ‘ m , '"■ i.'88 . 1..46. 1.47 ' , 1.43.'
10 /  :s- /'■; / 9.09 1.31 1.33 1*34
11 , M ' , .:2.22 ; l.'2,4; 1.25 : 1.22 1.22
Ig W , 2.33 .1.18 ,1.18 1.17 1.15
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y /.Ageing, o f film at..,;'84®0* Eofiecti*'
y ,■ ' ehahges : ai’gold, aurfaa<r/fbr/a gold thlolmeso ■ '
■ ,: . -, : b:(y.7901, ..-Hofléotivity measziro?ien:t‘BU3iade/with
; mercury light of wavelength ;(h)/ 57901 (b) 5461S
- ' : \
Fig* 2 - ' Ageing , of gold^^alumlnimA fllmiB. at Graph
of reflectivity against t/d ‘ for.gold,thioknessei 
. of (a) 7901 (b) 153P& (o) 312QA, y '/
Fig* 3 Graph of gold thiqkhesa against the ratio
Theoretioal curves, ai^o, plotted for light 
'penetrations : of {a) 5 0 0 l {h ) 400S (d) 3001*
Fig* . 4. Graph of cliffusion eoeffioiei^ ^^  ^^ D * # at 84^0
'/ . / , against gold,.thioknebB.. , yV - . , '/
Fig*,/5' ■ ■ V ' Graph of ; - l/f ^ /where • tgg 1 b  ■ the
■ time in mihiriîèa.;for/tHéyfefIeètivity ■ to fall to 
:y /,/ and 'T .is ihr%*./ Linos aro
plotted for:^ goXd'''thiqloiqBBos.,;of/Ca)-;S620l-(h)) , 
":/: : /  '- -1630^ ' . ■•,/■/ : / '
Pig. 6 ■ , Ag e i n g , of golâ'-oÆ#ïlmlum .films at 102^0. ■ Gavapii .
■ ’ . ■ ■ " . . ■ '. , v ' 4..''.""'- . .
. of z-Oflootivity agùins#. t/d<^  for alumlalim
thloimooBos of (a) 620Â (b) lQ5.6Éy(ô'i -ïtsM#
' ' thiuKwoo of 14501 ' ' ' y: \
:yryy\g.-y\ vry?/y;-yv /,=.<• , ' -%
y ;(hi ) aluinlmiitm .thiolmèsa (z^ atlo of alumlnl-uü
='o.:«, . :
aiiclv53ô6â :
- /; 3-7).
'■' 3i'l«. 8 ' ■ IC:eûuumissloat‘::oi.©.dtMa: ''«îlïfyMtlo»-'Pùtt oMain.
- , ;, . .
, r /y V /È ; .  ' 3.20& 'tMolc, alUMlaium i'llm yumageâ,. '  '
.-^ oj « ^ y y t o r  t- w,/ ($) ■ goiâ,
'+ aiuaiii;Um film agod tov I
